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Abstract
This thesis has investigated material removal mechanisms in grinding by considering
single grit-workpiece interaction. The investigation was performed both experimentally and
using finite element simulation. Rubbing, ploughing and cutting mechanisms occurring during
the grinding process were studied at the micro scale. Due to its nature the rubbing phase occurs
in a very narrow region of grit-workpiece engagement and is difficult to examine under a
microscope and so was investigated using FEM simulation. The ploughing mechanism was
thoroughly investigated using both experimental tests and FEM simulations, and a similar trend
was observed for the pile up ratio along the scratch path from the experimental tests and the
FEM simulations. Ploughing and cutting mechanisms in grinding were found to be highly
influenced by grit cutting edge shape, sharpness and bluntness. Cutting is the prominent
mechanism when the grit cutting edge is sharp, but ploughing is more prominent when the grit
cutting edge becomes flattened. In the case of multiple edges scratch formation, ploughing is
dramatically increased compared to single edge scratches. Feasibility of ground surface
simulation using FEM is demonstrated using multiple pass scratch formation in a cross direction.
Although chip formation mechanism is developed at a relatively higher depth of cut (greater than
10 µm), at small scales down to 1 µm, FEM simulation was not a suitable method to use. To
reduce the drawbacks of FEM simulation in micro scale cutting, a meshless simulation technique
such as smooth particle hydrodynamics is recommended for future studies.
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Description

Vc

Cutting speed

N

Grinding wheel rotational speed

Vw and Vf

Work table speed and feed rate
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Undeformed chip thickness in grinding

t and tc

Undeformed and deformed chip thickness in orthogonal cutting

lc or lg

Contact length or geometric contact length

bk

Width of grinding wheel
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Dressing feed
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Width of dressing tool
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Dressing depth of cut

h

Depth of cut in orthogonal cutting

γ

Tool rake angle (degree)

α

Tool clearance (or flank) angle (degree)

ϕ

Shear angle (degree)

P

Grinding power

u

Specific energy

Fx, Fy, Fz Force components in given direction
Ft, Fn
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Δ

Area of a finite element

[K]element
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[B]element

Known as B – matrix in FEM

σ1, σ2, σ3

Principal stresses

εxx, εyy, γxy

Strain components

σm

Hydrostatic stress

σ'

Deviatoric stress
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σ, 

von-Misses stress or equivalent stress

σh

Stress at the peak strain (in Rhim and Oh’s model)

σs

Reduction stress function (in Rhim and Oh’s model)

ε

Equivalent plastic strain

εc

Critical strain

εp
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Strain rate

0

Reference strain rate

E

Elastic modulus of material

ν

Poisson’s ratio

ρ

Mass density

Cp

Specific heat
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Thermal expansion

A

Initial yield stress (in Johnson-Cook flow stress)

B

Hardening modulus (in Johnson-Cook flow stress)

C

Strain rate dependent coefficient (in Johnson-Cook flow stress)

m

Thermal softening coefficient (in Johnson-Cook flow stress)

n

Work hardening exponent (in Johnson-Cook flow stress)

Troom

Room temperature

Tmelt

Melting temperature

Tc

Crystallization temperature

Gf

Fracture energy per unit area of a crack

upl

Equivalent plastic displacement

L

Characteristic length of a finite element

w

Damage initiation parameter

D

Overall damage variable (in damage evolution criterion)

σy0

Yield stress at onset of damage

 0pl

Equivalent plastic strain at onset of damage

 plf

Equivalent plastic strain at failure

E

Elastic modulus after damage
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G

Shear modulus

H'

Work hardening rate

KIC

Fracture toughness

qw

Heat flux density

η

Inelastic heat fraction

ηf

Fraction of energy dissipation due to friction

J

Equivalent heat conversion factor

τ

Shear stress



Slip strain rate

µ

Friction coefficient
NJ

M

Mass matrix (in Explicit integration formulation)

PJ

Load vector (in Explicit integration formulation)

IJ

Internal force vector (in Explicit integration formulation)

ui,j,k

Nodal displacement of a finite element

Sa

Average surface roughness in 3D

GA

Groove cross-section area (in scratch test)

P1, P2

Side pile up areas (in scratch test)
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Abbreviations
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Finite Element Method

FEA

Finite Element Analysis

MD

Molecular Dynamics

SHPB

Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar

SPH

Smooth Particles Hydrodynamics

SRG

Stock removal grinding

FFG

Form and finish grinding

HEDG

High efficiency deep grinding

JCM

Johnson-Cook flow stress model

JCCRT

Johnson-Cook damage initiation criterion in Abaqus

EGER

Effective grit engaging radius

CBN

Cubic Boron Nitride

Al2O3

Aluminum Oxide

MRR

Material removal rate

HV

Hardness Vickers (Vickers Pyramid Number)

2D

Two-dimensional

3D

Three-dimensional
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Grinding is a form of material removal applied to many metals and ceramics, especially
hard-to-machine materials, to obtain smooth surfaces on products within a desired tight
tolerance. The grinding process has been a key manufacturing process since ancient times, but
then of course, it was not used as an engineering process (Malkin and Guo, 2008). Grinding was
not understood scientifically until the mid-1940s when it was investigated as an engineering
process (Malkin and Guo, 2008; Doman, 2008). Grinding mechanics and material removal
mechanisms are complex and the processes are still not fully understood. In the manufacturing
industry, almost 65% of machining firms use the grinding process (Doman, 2008) and a
significant portion of production cost is due to grinding or related abrasive processes.
Minimizing the cost and energy consumption of the abrasive process, including reduction
of labour costs and abrasive tool failure is a prominent reason for research into the abrasive
process. In addition, with the rapid development of aerospace, automotive, and biomedical
industries, there is continuously increasing demand for technological components with stringent
requirements and tight tolerances. To meet these demands precision grinding plays a vital role in
reducing surface roughness to the order of sub-micron level on difficult-to-machine materials
such as ceramics and hardened metals. Research on precision grinding with relatively smaller
abrasive tools is a crucial and promising area for research.
Study on grinding process mechanics has been on-going for several decades regarding
different scales. Tönshoff et al., (1992) and Brinksmeier et al., (2006) summarized grinding
models using analytical, kinematic, and numerical approaches. These works focused mainly on
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the entire grinding wheel – workpiece interaction and were supported with experimental grinding
tests. However, some experimental observations were difficult to explain theoretically due to the
complex nature of the process mechanisms. Also, the determination of some of the mechanical
characteristics, e.g., stresses, strains, and temperature distribution across the machined surface
are difficult to obtain experimentally and grinding process analysis using experimental tests
could be both costly owing to the high price of grinding tools and not generally valid as the
results obtained might be valid only for certain machining condition. Thus, prediction of
mechanical parameters such as forces, strains, stresses and surface deformations that occur
during grinding using computer technology is a valuable means of getting additional insight into
the final quality of machined surface and to reduce costly experiments.
Development in the technology of computers has enabled modelling and simulation of the
grinding process in a digital environment. Some empirical models of the grinding process have
been developed by researchers, including regression analysis models (Zhang, 1994; Kun and
Liao, 1997) and neural network models (Sathyanarayanan et al., 1992; Maksoud et al., 2003).
However, the validity of these models is constrained to specific circumstances and usually they
do not give as much information as in the case of experimental tests. Finite element methods are
the most widely accepted modelling techniques but computing technology is still not advanced
enough to model all the details of the process. Some grinding processes such as the thermal
process have been modelled by considering the grinding wheel as a heat source (Mahdi and
Zhang, 2000; Moulik et al., 2001; Chuang et al., 2003). These models do not adequately
represent the grinding process to obtain useful physical results about material removal
phenomena, stresses, strains, etc. To overcome these problems the grinding process has been
modelled using the single grit approach (Klocke et al., 2002; Doman et al., 2009a; Anderson et
al., 2011a; Anderson et al., 2012), which considers single grit action on a workpiece to improve
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understanding of the material removal mechanism, as well as physical quantities such as stress
distribution, strain and cutting forces exerted during the process. Understanding the material
removal mechanism in grinding is the main purpose behind the FEM modelling of single grit
grinding. Since grinding has very complex material removal mechanisms comparing to other
cutting processes such as turning, milling, etc., material removal in grinding can be completed in
three dominant phases: rubbing, ploughing and cutting, first proposed by Hahn (1962). Accurate
simulation of these material removal phases in the grinding process is important to predict
grinding surface creation using abrasive grits and eventually the surface quality of machined
parts, in a simulation environment.

1.2 Aim and objectives
Modelling of the grinding process numerically at the micro scale by considering gritworkpiece interaction is still at the development stage and thus far physical models which can
represent grinding process at the micro scale has not been fully developed due to restrictions of
computer technology. Nevertheless as computer technology has advanced, research on micro
scale modelling and simulation of machining has increased and research on micro scale grinding
by modelling and simulation supported by experimental tests appears very promising
(Brinksmeier et al., 2006; Lai et al., 2008; Aurich et al., 2009).
The aim of this work was to develop an FEM model of single grit-workpiece interaction,
supported by experimental tests, to improve the understanding of material removal mechanisms
in the grinding process.
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To achieve this aim the following objectives will be met;
o Development of FEM model for single grit – workpiece interaction which can
represent the material removal mechanisms in grinding.
o Simulation of FEM model under different input conditions to explore the relational
dependency between input and output parameters.
o Development of FEM model for chip formation model using the orthogonal cutting
approach to determine the influential parameters in defining the different types of
chips.
o Determining the material deformation tendency across a simulated single grit
scratch.
o Development of the grinding surface creation model in FEM to capture material
deformation and force variation by means of multi-pass scratches.
o Experimental analysis of single grit scratches under various conditions including
speed, workpiece material, depth of cut, etc., to determine the influences of these
parameters on material removal mechanisms in terms of rubbing, ploughing and
cutting.
o Establishment of suitable metrology techniques for the analysis of experimentally
generated scratches.
o Establishment of suitable process monitoring tools to capture process dynamics and
to transfer experimental data into the computer environment.
o Comparison of finite element simulation results with experimental results.
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1.3 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is composed of nine chapters with an introductory chapter.
Chapter-2 discusses the fundamentals of grinding process technology. It contains a
description of the grinding process, abrasives, dressing, and a literature review on material
removal mechanisms from the grinding process, particularly single grit grinding.
Chapter-3 presents modelling and simulation techniques used in machining processes,
particularly in the grinding process. Fundamentals of finite element method are described
together with constitutive models, failure models, meshing techniques and friction and heat
generation models. The literature for finite element simulation of the grinding process is
included, particularly wheel – workpiece and grit – workpiece interactions. Finite element
modelling of the chip formation process is included when considering the orthogonal cutting
concept.
Chapter 4 describes the materials and experimental methodology for the research carried
out. It includes the single grit grinding experimental setup, definition of workpiece and grit
materials and establishment of process monitoring system. Technique to analyse material
removal mechanisms in single grit grinding are also described in this chapter.
Chapter 5 describes the development procedure of a finite element model (FEM) for chip
formation and single grit grinding simulation.
Chapter 6 presents the experimental results of the single grit grinding tests. Scratches
generated during single grit tests are analysed in terms of rubbing, ploughing and cutting. The
influences of single grit grinding conditions are analysed using scratches on the workpiece
surface.
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Chapter 7 presents the finite element simulation results. Chip formation mechanisms for
three common type of chip (continuous, serrated and discontinuous) under different conditions
are presented in this chapter. Single grit grinding simulation results are also presented. Scratch
formation is analysed using FEM in terms of ploughing and rubbing mechanisms. The chapter
ends by presenting force variation under different simulation conditions.
Chapter 8 contains the overall discussion on the experimental and numerical results.
Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are in chapter 9.
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Chapter 2 Grinding Process Technology
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents available knowledge concerning the fundamentals of the grinding
process and grinding material removal mechanisms. The early stage of this chapter includes the
background of metal cutting operations. A large number of journal papers and technical articles
have been published on the grinding process and the huge volume of publications can be taken as
proof of the importance of grinding process for manufacturing.
Here literature on single grit-workpiece interaction will be reviewed and the grinding
process is described with its peripheral tools and material removal mechanism for wheelworkpiece interaction and single grit-workpiece interaction. The former is generally called the
macro-scale approach where the process is investigated in terms of grinding wheel-workpiece
interaction, whereas the latter is called the micro scale approach since it deals with the relatively
small scale between individual abrasive grit and the workpiece material. The orthogonal cutting
process is discussed since the chip formation phase of single grit grinding has similar features
with types of chip formed obtained during various cutting conditions.

2.2 Fundamentals of machining process
Machining is a common name for removing unwanted material to manufacture a desired
surface profile. Turning, milling, drilling and grinding operations are common machining
processes which are used in the manufacturing industry. Unwanted material is removed in the
form of small chips from the work material. A chip form will vary depending on kinematics of
the removal mechanisms, which are affected by workpiece material properties, operational
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parameters, cutting tool geometry, etc. Research on machining or metal cutting processes has
been on-going for a long time though the research focus has changed from conventional macro
scale machining to precision micro scale machining where the demands is for smaller size
components with high surface quality. Some possible objectives into the machining process are
to predict the shape of chip form, cutting forces, and machined surface quality; and to reduce
manufacturing cost, tool wear and machining cycle time based on operational parameters and
tool geometry. However, determining the influences of operational parameters on the machined
surface in terms of machining deduced workpiece burn, chatter, residual stresses and surface
integrity is also of concern for research on machining processes. The orthogonal cutting process
model, first proposed by Merchant (1945), is one of the fundamental models of cutting used to
predict the shear angle during chip formation. However, Merchant’s model is oversimplified and
calculated shear angles and cutting forces do not correspond to experimental results. Figure 2.1
schematically depicts the orthogonal cutting process model as proposed by Merchant (1945).

γ

Figure 2.1 Merchant’s orthogonal cutting model (Merchant, 1945)

Where V is a cutting speed, γ is a rake angle, ϕ is the shear angle, t is a undeformed chip
thickness, FP and FQ are the cutting and thrust forces respectively with R` as their resultant.
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Chip formation is of major interest in metal cutting. Chips are formed due to excessive
plastic deformation of material ahead of the cutting tool. During chip formation, plastic
deformation is highly localized in two regions (Shaw, 1996): the first is the primary shear zone,
which is shown by the dashed line AB in Figure 2.1. Plastic deformation in the primary shear
zone occurs at high strain with varying strain rates, particularly, in high speed machining. Large
plastic deformation in this zone is responsible for heat generation across the shear line. The
second region is the secondary shear zone, which is shown by line AD in Figure 2.1. Plastic
deformation occurs mainly because of severe friction between tool rake face and chip. Heat
generation in the secondary shear zone is mainly because of friction and plastic deformation.
There is also a tertiary deformation zone between the tool flank (or clearance face) and its
interface with machined surface.
Formation of chips is governed by operational parameters such as feed rate, depth of cut,
speed, material properties, tool shape, and rake angle. In metal cutting generally, chips are
classified into three types; continuous chips, serrated or saw tooth chips and discontinuous chips
as shown in Figure 2.2 (Childs et al., 2000). Material properties influence chip shape and
formation but so do operational parameters such as cutting speed and rake angle (Childs et al.,
2000; Günay et al., 2004; Mabrouki et al., 2008; Öpöz and Chen, 2012). Saw tooth shape chip is
a general characteristic of hardened steels and titanium alloys at high cutting speeds (Childs et
al., 2000; Sima and Özel, 2010). Shear bands become weaker due to decreasing yield strength
with increasing temperature caused by plastic straining at high speed (Xie et al., 1996; Childs et
al., 2000; Hortig and Svendsen, 2007). Highly deformed shear bands lead to material out flow
from the chip front surface which forms a saw tooth shape chip. A continuous chip is produced
under steady state cutting of ductile materials whereas discontinuous chips are produced by
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fracture mechanism when the material has not sufficient ductility to form a continuous chip
(Childs et al., 2000).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2 Three types of chips (a) continuous chips (b) serrated (or saw tooth) chips and (c)
discontinuous chips obtained from different materials with different machining conditions
(Childs et al., 2000)
In machining processes, determining chip shape is a significant challenge for cutting
mechanics. Once chip shape is known, calculation of cutting forces is relatively simple;
calculation of stresses and temperature in the work and tool, both of which affect the machined
surface quality and tool condition, is slightly more difficult, but development of a FEM will help
to calculate stresses, deformation, temperatures and other parameters.
Strain hardening of the material during chip formation has a significant influence on chip
flow during chip formation (Childs et al., 2000; Childs, 2009; Sima and Özel, 2010). Lubrication
is also an influential parameter in machining. Curled and thinner chips can be obtained by cutting
with lubricant and thick and straight the chips were obtained by dry cutting (Childs et al., 2000).
While there is no known laws governing chip curvature, factors which could affect the chip
radius are variation in friction along the chip/tool contact length, roundness of cutting edge and
also strain hardening behaviour and variations of strain hardening through the thickness of the
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chip (Childs et al, 2000; Jaspers and Dautzenberg, 2002a; Asad et al., 2008; Woon et al., 2008;
Childs, 2010; Sima and Özel, 2010; Öpöz and Chen, 2012).

2.3 Background to the grinding process
The grinding process is a material removal process using a grinding wheel which is made
up of a large number of randomly oriented abrasive particles. Grinding particles can be
considered as refractory material since they have good resistance against the high temperatures
to which they are exposed during the grinding operation (Shaw, 1996). Essential operational
parameters are shown in the schematic drawing of up-cut surface grinding in Figure 2.3. Surface
grinding operation is called up-cut grinding if the grinding wheel engages in opposite direction to
the motion of the workpiece. Down-cut grinding is where direction of grinding wheel
engagement point and movement of the workpiece are in the same direction. There are small
differences between up-cut and down-cut grinding in terms of grinding energy, surface finish,
tendency to burn, and wheel wear (Tawakoli, 1993).
The grinding operation is performed at relatively high speed and undeformed chip
thickness is relatively small particularly in fine grinding operations compared to other machining
processes. The grinding operation may be divided into two regimes: stock removal grinding
(SRG) and form and finish grinding (FFG) (Shaw, 1996). The former is mainly used to remove
unwanted material without regard to surface quality as with abrasive cut-off operation. In this
case, undeformed chip thickness is relatively high and wheel wear is so fast that it is not
necessary to dress the grinding wheel to remove wear flats and metal adhering to wheel surface.
To obtain the desired surface finish, the wheel must usually be dressed periodically to provide
sharp cutting edges that are relatively free of adhering metal and wear flats. The mean
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undeformed chip thickness in FFG is relatively small, and this gives rise to important difference
in the metal removal mechanism compared to that in metal cutting (Shaw, 1996).

N

Grinding Wheel

Ft
Abrasive particles
(grits)

+
Fn

ap
lc
Vw
Workpiece

N: Grinding wheel rotational speed; Vw: Workpiece speed;
Ft: Tangential force; Fn: Normal force
ap: Undeformed chip thickness; lc: Contact length

Figure 2.3 Schematic of up-cut surface grinding with important process parameters

To measure grinding performance, grinding system behaviour must be evaluated properly.
The grinding system behaviour is mainly assessed by considering abrasive geometry, kinematics,
mechanics, and energy and material properties. Overall grinding performance including finish
surface quality is directly related to performance of the grinding wheel used during the grinding
operation. The performance of a precision grinding wheel is usually determined by using the
parameters such as grinding force, machining vibration, temperature in the cutting zone, and
workpiece surface roughness. The grinding wheel must be correctly dressed to keep it in good
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conditions to provide low force and temperature as well as good workpiece integrity and
roughness (Chen and Rowe, 1996a; Chen et al., 1996).

2.4 Abrasives
Abrasives tend to be hard refractory brittle particles that are crushed and sorted according
to size and shape (Shaw, 1996), but may also be classified according to their hardness or
chemistry. While all abrasives are hard (indentation hardness > 2000 kg mm-2), those that are
unusually hard are often called super abrasive, Diamond (D) and cubic boron nitride (CBN),
have hardness of about 6000 and 4500 kgmm-2, respectively (Shaw, 1996). Hardness values of
the most common abrasives are usually quoted as Knoop hardness (Rowe, 2009). Values of
Knoop hardness with respect to temperature for some common abrasives are shown in Figure
2.4.

Figure 2.4 The variation of Knoop hardness with temperature for several hard materials: 1,
diamond; 2, CBN; 3, SiC; 4, varieties of Al2O3; 5, tungsten carbide (92 w/o WC, 8 w/o Co) (after
Loladze and Bockuchava 1972; Shaw, 1996)
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Friability of an abrasive grain is the tendency for it to fracture under compression.
Increasing the friability of grains would be better for low grinding forces as fracture of grains
during grinding may be advantageous in providing fresh cutting edges; hence grains with higher
friability tend to be better at maintaining grinding wheel cutting efficiency (Rowe, 2009).
Diamond is a super abrasive and often used in precision grinding applications, but has a
limited ability with ferrous material because the high affinity between diamond and ferrous
materials causes excessive wear, limiting its use to nonferrous materials (Rowe, 2009).
CBN is the second hardest material and it is widely used in grinding steels. CBN is
increasingly replacing conventional abrasives for precision grinding of hardened steels due to its
low rate of wear and the ability to provide and maintain close tolerances on the parts produced.
The high thermal conductivity of CBN abrasives provides the advantage of cooler grinding
compared with conventional aluminum oxide wheels or silicon carbide wheels. This allows
much higher removal rates without thermal damage or tensile residual stress (Rowe, 2009).

2.5 Dressing
Dressing is a process to prepare a grinding wheel for grinding operation (Rowe, 2009). A
grinding wheel is dressed to perform the following tasks;
-

It is used as truing to eliminate deviation from specified form; generally a new grinding wheel
must be dressed to provide better roundness by removing deviated parts.

-

Dressing process is necessary to re-establish the surface of the grinding wheel when its grains
lose their edges and break due to the wheel wear. So, regular dressing on the grinding wheel can
provide a sharp cutting surface with uniform distribution of cutting edges.
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The topography of the grinding wheel highly influences the grinding process performance
and several wear factors can change the topography of the wheel during its life. After a certain
period of use, the wheel must be dressed to introduce new grains to the cutting process and to reestablish its original shape (Hassui, 1998). An example of single point diamond dressing process
is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Single point dressing with a stationary non-rotating dressing tool (a) single point
dressing tool and (b) single point traverse dressing, where fd is a dressing feed per revolution of
grinding wheel, bd is a width of the dressing tool, ad is a dressing depth of cut (Rowe, 2009)

The dressing tool is traversed across the surface of the grinding wheel as in Figure 2.5 to
generate the required form and cutting surface. Figure 2.5-(b) illustrates how the dressing depth
of cut ad and the dressing feed per revolution of the grinding wheel fd create a helical groove on
the wheel surface (Rowe, 2009). It has been found that the effect of dressing depth on grinding
power is stronger than that of dressing lead; however, the effect of dressing depth on surface
roughness is weaker than that of dressing lead. It was experimentally demonstrated that the
dressing conditions can significantly affect wheel redress life (Chen et al., 1996).
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Effect on grinding performance of varying the dressing conditions were investigated by
means of simulation supported with experimental tests ( Chen et al., 1996). Investigation showed
that a coarse dressing condition leads to low grinding force and grinding power but a high
workpiece surface roughness. Also, grinding performance of the wheel in the dwell period for
‘spark-out’ was simulated by Chen et al., (1996). Simulation and experimental results
demonstrated that grinding power in the dwell period decreases following an exponential decay
function, but the reduction of surface roughness does not follow an exponential decay. Chen
(2002) also explained the effect of sharpness of grinding wheels in terms of grinding wheel
performance. To this, the effects of dressing conditions were investigated together with grinding
conditions. It was found that a sharp wheel provide a low grinding force and fast material
removal during grinding. It was suggested that the time constant of the grinding system became a
good measure of wheel sharpness when system stiffness was kept constant.
Chen et al., (2002) reviewed the performance of CBN wheels and considering the
advantages and diffculties met in the application of CBN wheels for internal grinding. It was
concluded that the hardness of CBN grains pontentially increases re-dress life and improves
dimensional stability. The importance of touch dressing for improved dimensional stability, and
other operational techniques to maintain an open surface topography of the wheel, were also
highlighted.

2.6 Material removal mechanism in grinding
Material removal mechanisms for grinding can be categorized into two groups: (i) removal
mechanisms during grinding wheel-workpiece interaction and here investigation will be at a
macro scale, and (ii) removal mechanism considering single grit-workpiece interaction and
investigation will be at a micro scale.
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This thesis considers the removal mechanism at the micro scale, investigating the gritworkpiece interaction. After presenting a literature review which includes fundamental removal
mechanisms that occur during grinding and details of single grit grinding performance (including
material removal rate, force and energy variation with different process parameters) conclusions
are drawn on the direction and content of the thesis. The literature review provided here excludes
the finite element modelling and simulation given in the next chapter.

2.6.1 Material removal at the macro level for the grinding wheel working
surface
Material removal during machining with grinding wheels must be considered in terms of
wheel wear and material removal from the workpiece simultaneously. Here, a concise
description is given of the fundamental wheel wear mechanism based on wheel topography and
its influences on material removal from the workpiece.
Grinding wheel topography is one of the main factors determining grinding performance
when considering the quality of the ground surface. So, understanding grinding wheel
topography in conjunction with grinding process performance and material removal is crucial.
Recently, Doman et al., (2006) reviewed the grinding wheel topography models to show the state
of the art in this technology. Based on the previous work, a general modelling approach for
grinding wheel using grain size, shape, arrangement, and wheel dressing strategy is
recommended (Doman et al., 2006). Chen described the formation of grinding wheel topography
in a series of papers (Chen and Rowe, 1996a: Chen and Rowe, 1996b: Chen et al., 1996: Chen et
al., 1998) considering grinding mechanics and dressing conditions by means of simulation and
experiment. Chen suggested how to select dressing conditions based on wheel wear and desired
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grinding performance, but it was necessary to determine those parameters most influential for
grinding wheel wear in order to get better performance over the entire grinding operation.
The grinding wheel wears with use and after a certain period needs to be dressed to
generate fresh cutting edges. With the dressing operation, new grits protrude to re-establish the
grinding wheel topography. Wheel wear occurring during grinding is generally composed of
three major mechanisms; attrition wear, grain fracture and bond fracture (Chen et al., 1998;
Malkin and Guo, 2008). Attrition wear is the dulling of abrasive grains and growth of wear flats
due to rubbing against the workpiece. Grain fracture can be considered as removal of abrasive
fragments by fracture within the grain. Bond fracture occurs by dislodging the abrasive from the
bond. It occurs due to the friction between the chip and the wheel bond (Malkin and Guo, 2008).
The attrition wear makes the smallest contribution to the decrease of the wheel volume, but is the
most important for defining the end of the wheel life. With the increase of attrition wear, the
cutting forces and temperature within the grinding zone increase and the quality and surface
integrity of the workpiece could be reduced (Hassui, 1998). Bond fracture is the most important
mechanism regarding the loss in the wheel radius (Hassui, 1998).
Earlier work performed by Kannappan and Malkin (1972) to reveal the effect of grain size
and operating parameters on grinding found grinding force components increased linearly with
attrition wheel wear as determined from the wear flat area, with a relatively slow growth rate up
to a critical value of the wear flat area at workpiece burn, and thereafter the rate of increase is
much greater. Larger grinding forces and wear flat areas were also obtained with harder wheels.
Kannappan and Malkin (1972) also investigated the wheel condition with the number of active
grains per unit area in the wheel surface and found more active grains with harder wheels, and
the number of active grains increased up to burning and decreased thereafter.
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One of the important parameters for determining grinding efficiency in terms of material
removal is the G-ratio, which is commonly used in selection of a grinding wheel. Malkin and
Guo (2008) define the G-ratio as the volume ratio of metal removed to wheel wear. In grinding
wheel selection generally, a larger G-ratio is used subject to certain limits of surface roughness.
Kannappan and Malkin’s (1972) investigation on material removal mechanisms showed that the
larger G-ratios were generally obtained with coarser grains, faster table speeds, harder wheels
and smaller downfeeds. G-ratio is also associated with attrition wear on grains. Attrition wear
rate decreases with coarser grains and consequently a larger G-ratio is obtained. In addition,
there exist relatively less sliding between the wear flats and the workpiece for every grinding
pass with increasing table speed and this might result in less attrition wear and a higher G-ratio.
Determination of the onset of workpiece burn, defined as a thermal damage on the
workpiece surface, is another important parameter which is directly related to the grinding wheel
tool life (Kannappan and Malkin, 1972). Grinding workpiece burn is characterized by increasing
grinding forces, larger wheel wear rates, and deterioration in the workpiece surface quality. In
Kannappan and Malkin’s (1972) investigation, they found that the workpiece burn occurs where
the critical wear flat area is bigger with finer grain size and larger table speeds and downfeeds.
The grinding energy flux at burn also increases with downfeeds. The grinding wheel tool life,
which is defined as the number of passes before burning occurs, is greater with coarser grains,
softer abrasives, higher table speeds and smaller downfeeds.

2.6.2 Material removal at the micrometre scale due to single grit action
The first study on the mechanism of single grit action on the workpiece was conducted by
Hahn (1962). Hahn proposed abrasive grit rubbing hypothesis. He proposed that the material
removal at individual abrasive grit scale is composed of three phases (or stages), namely,
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rubbing, ploughing and cutting. Three phases of the material removal mechanism occur during
single grit-workpiece interaction as illustrated in Figure 2.6. These three phases begin with gritworkpiece engagement, where the grit slides over the workpiece within elastic limit of material
up to the onset of plastic deformation, this stage is called rubbing, which has negligible
contribution to the material removal process during grinding. The rubbing phase is followed by a
ploughing stage, where the material is plastically deformed but no chip formation occurs at this
stage. In the ploughing stage, material swells-up across both sides of the grit as well as material
accumulated continuously in front of the grit until the ultimate material removal occurs with the
formation of a chip. When pile-up material could not withstand the shearing stress generated in
the bulged material ahead of the grit tip, the pile-up or bulged part is fractured from the
workpiece in the form of a chip, and this stage is named as a chip formation or cutting stage. The
transition from rubbing to ploughing and then ploughing to cutting depends on the depth of grit
penetration into the workpiece (Rowe, 2009). Although rubbing and ploughing make negligible
contribution to material removal, they can adversely contribute to the grinding process by
producing an excessive rate of wheel wear and surface distortion due to increasing specific
energy and friction, with a corresponding temperature rise. Specific energy is the energy required
to remove a unit volume of material. The cutting process is the most influential phase for
material removal and is where numerous tiny chips are removed from workpiece to produce the
ground surface.
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Figure 2.6 Rubbing, ploughing and cutting at different grain penetrations through the arc of
contact

Early experimental research on single grit grinding was by Takenaka (1966) who used
several grits with #24 mesh size on hardened steel and cast iron block as workpieces. Each
groove produced consisted of many fine grooves and when the depth of cut was more than 1 µm
a spark was generated. He noted the three stages in material removal; rubbing, ploughing and
chip formation and observed that the swelling up of workpiece material on both sides of the
groove by the ploughing action of the grit was highly dependent on the shape of the grit. It was
observed that the rate of ploughing increased with decrease of depth of cut and in the case of an
extremely small depth of cut, the rubbing process was predominant although metal removal also
occurred in the form of metal leaves torn from the workpiece surface.
Komanduri (1971) investigated grinding mechanics using highly negative rake angles (up
to -850) with a diamond tool and considered the individual grit interaction with the workpiece
that occurred taking the grit geometry and grit wear into account. A schematic drawing of
negative rake machining is shown in Figure 2.7. Komanduri did not use abrasive grit to perform
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this investigation since it is difficult to measure the interaction angle. He simulated the grinding
process by using cutting tools with large negative rake angles. He observed chip formations up to
a rake angle of -750 at 10 µm depth of cut; while the rake angle was -850 no chip formation was
observed. He concluded: the possibility of chip formation depends on the thickness of the work
material cut; that decreasing the thickness resulted in no chip formation but ploughing and side
pile-up of material; the ratio of thrust force to the cutting force, for a positive rake angle is < 1,
while with highly negative rake angle this ratio is > 1. Komanduri’s work showed the flow of
material ahead of the tool was divided into two directions as shown in Figure 2.7, material
flowing towards the upper side of the stagnation point formed chips while material flowing under
stagnation point was for ploughing and rubbing. The stagnation point changed with rake angle,
depth of cut and width.

Figure 2.7 Machining with negative rake angle (Komanduri, 1971)

Shaw (1971) modelled the abrasive grit as a spherical body and described the chip
formation by means of an extrusion-like mechanism during single grit interaction with the
workpiece as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The undeformed chip thickness in grinding is quite small
compared to that found in conventional cutting. So, the effective rake angle gets large negative
values. Metal removal by grit due to concentrated shear was assumed to describe the extrusion47

like process. The force R (Figure 2.8-(a)) between the abrasive particle and the workpiece give
rise to material in plastic zone, which is assumed to be similar to that produced in a Brinell
hardness test. Figure 2.8-(b) shows a schematic of an active cutting edge with a radius of
curvature ρ on the surface of abrasive particle. The dashed circle is the elastic-plastic boundary.
The position of this is such that the resultant force R' has a small unconstrained region of the
plastic zone in front of the abrasive particle. The chip is extruded through this unconstrained
region (Shaw, 1996). The mechanism illustrated in Figure 2.8 leads to size effects which are
more important than those encountered in cutting and could result in an increase of specific
energy that means that a large volume of material must be deformed plastically to produce a
small chip.
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Figure 2.8 (a) Hardness indentation with a spherical indenter, a is the contact radius due
hardness indentation, R indentation load, (b) indentation at the tip of an abrasive grit with a
radius of curvature at the grit tip=ρ and resultant force R´ inclined at angle α to the vertical. The
deformed chip thickness is tc and the cutting ratio is t/tc, Vc is the cutting speed (Shaw, 1996)
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Doyle (1973) investigated chip formation with single grit by using a quick-stop test to
demonstrate material removal with abrasive particles having large negative rake angles. The
quick-stop test is one of the most used techniques to obtain chip form under specified machining
conditions. It provides the rapid disengagement of the tool from the workpiece during cutting
and effectively freezes the chip forming process which allows investigation of the chip forming
mechanism in more detail. Silicon carbide grits were used for the investigation with a machining
system similar to that of overcut fly milling so that a continuous groove was produced on the
workpiece. Very little side flow was observed indicating that most of the material that interacts
with single grit is removed in the form of chips. The chip forms as a frontal bulge ahead of the
grit. This type of chip is developed due to highly localized shear within a narrow region and is
followed by chip fracture, which leads to the generation of discontinuous chips. This was the
form of the chips collected in grinding test since the grit had a large negative rake angle.
Lal et al., (1973) investigated the wear characteristic of single abrasive grains where the
dominant wear mechanisms were rubbing and friction. It was performed by using stationary
grains loaded against a disk rotating at approximately 800 rpm. It was found that the mean wear
volume increases linearly with grain’s sliding distance, when the load on the grain and the
sliding speed are maintained constant. Wear rates for soft steel were found to be greater than
those for hard steel of the same composition. It was concluded that the friction coefficient was
not so sensitive to the grain type but was affected by sliding speed. The friction coefficient was
found to be about 0.3 at a sliding speed of 900 m/min, but was about 0.5 at a sliding speed of 300
m/min.
Buttery and Hamed (1977) investigated the parameters which most affect the efficiency of
individual grits during grinding. They performed their experiments at high speeds of up to 2220
m/min using idealized cutters to simulate abrasive grits on different workpiece materials having
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different values of hardness. It was found that cutting efficiency increases with increasing cutting
speed and material hardness. No precise reason is given to explain the change in cutting
efficiency with speed and hardness, but it was believed related to thermal effects and plastic
straining rate in the workpiece material. Based on the change in grinding efficiency with speed, it
was concluded that grinding forces would be lower at higher speeds at the same grit depth of cut
with a given material; this observation was confirmed by experiment. It was also found that the
surface roughness (Ra, defined as an average roughness) is lower with harder material because
(1) hard materials produce less pile-up and (2) there is less elastic deformation with hard
materials. Farmer et al., (1968) also suggested hard materials to obtain a good surface finish.
The wear and cutting efficiency of abrasive grits or grinding tools is highly influenced by
the type of workpiece materials to be ground. König et al., (1985) found that different wear
occurs on the abrasive grit during the scratching of carbon steel in different heat treatment
conditions. The influence of coolant and friction coefficient in single grit scratching was also
investigated. Investigation was performed by using a surface grinder with integrated scratch
device. According to the results obtained, scratching on annealed steel leads to obvious loading
on the grit surface which results in increase of cutting force and ultimately fracture of the grit
sections. Grit wear was determined by using the scratched groove cross section; the changes in
cross section could show the amount of wear from the grit during the time the scratches were
made. An electron microscope and energy-dispersion x-ray analysis were used to categorize the
type of wear (e.g. abrasion, stress created by high thermal changes, grit splintering, diffusion,
etc.) to occur on the cutting edge of the abrasive grit. It was found that there is an increase in the
rate of grit wear in the order of annealed, normalized and hardened steels. In addition, it was
found that a high degree of hardness of the workpiece material resulted in high scratch forces.
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König et al., (1985) found that better lubrication has the effect of reducing the force effect
in scratch depths of 20 to 30 µm. With better lubrication the grit edge could penetrate further into
the work material as the minimum depth of cut with lubrication is larger than that when dry. The
presence of lubrication resulted in smaller tangential forces. According to König et al., (1985)
the friction coefficient varied between 0.08 and 0.15; it decreased as temperature rose from 20 ºC
to 300 ºC and then increased again until 600 oC, the maximum test temperature was reached.
Matsuo et al., (1989) investigated the effect of grit shape on cutting force in single grit
cutting and grinding tests. Scratch tests were performed on steels and alumina using CBN and
diamond grains (#14-20). For the single grit micro cutting tests cutting speed ranged from 14 to
30 m/min and the maximum depth of cut was around 25 µm. For the single grit grinding tests the
cutting speed ranged from 762 m/min to 1800 m/min and maximum depth of cut was 100 µm.
According to the test results, cutting forces increase linearly with increasing cross sectional area
of the groove, independently of work material and grit type. Grit shape has greater effect on the
normal force component than the tangential force component.
Pile-up material in single grit grinding was also investigated in Matsuo’s work by changing
the direction of the grit cutting face. It was found that pile-up material is largely dependent on
the direction of the grit scratching face. Large pile-up was observed in diamond scratching, while
the pile-up produced with CBN was smaller. However, in wet condition, CBN grit generated a
pile-up as large as with a diamond grain. This was attributed to the low friction coefficient due to
the wet condition which, in grinding, can generate high pile-up of material. In addition, the
normal grinding force for a constant cutting cross sectional area was found much greater with
grains which were less sharp compared to sharp grains.
Ohbuchi and Matsuo (1991) used shaped CBN and diamond grits (#20/24) to investigate
force and chip formation in single grit orthogonal cutting tests. Shaped grits allowed adjusting of
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the rake angle with large negative values ranging between -45º and -75º. The shaped grits had
cutting width of 200-300 µm and nose radius quite small compared to the depth of cut (less than
30 µm). They observed that variation in rake angle mostly influences the thrust force rather than
the cutting force. Larger thrust force was observed with larger negative rake angle. The cutting
force in a wet condition was less than for a dry condition, and less for a slow speed than a high,
but there was no remarkable change at high speeds. A stagnant region in front of rake face was
observed when the rake angle was between -30o and -60o, however, no stagnant region was
observed at the rake angle of 0o. Ohbuchi and Matsuo concluded that the existence of a stagnant
region in the cutting with large negative rake angle make chip generation easy. Besides, a large
pressure normal to rake face is necessary to generate a stagnant region when the negative rake
angle is large. A similar plastically deformed layer was observed both with diamond and CBN
grains but the deformation with CBN was larger.
Feng and Cai (2001) investigated the effect of grinding speed and grinding sectional area
on single grit grinding forces using titanium alloy TC4, superalloy GH4169 and aluminium oxide
(10~15%ZrO2) grain (#14). They demonstrated that the friction coefficient decreased with
increase of grinding speed; that pile-up ratio decreased with increase in depth of cut, and that at
high speed grinding (grinding speeds: 4020, 5400,7200 m/min) the pile-up ratio approached zero
and cutting efficiency increased. They also observed that single grit grinding forces decreased
with increasing grinding speed when the grinding sectional area remained constant.
Wang et al., (2001) performed single grit scratching tests with a conical diamond tool on
pure titanium to characterize the material removal mechanism. The scratches’ depth of cut was
around 60 µm and speed of cut was 32.4 m/min (which might not be considered within the
micromachining range). They observed that a front-ridge formed during scratching, and divided
the front ridge into four regions which depended on deformation characteristics as shown in
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Figure 2.9: stagnant region, a lamella zone with shear bands, a hardened sublayer, and a
propagating zone. The stagnant region is formed because of adhesion between tool and groove
face and acts as built-up edge whose geometry is greatly affected by the adhesion characteristics
between tool and the material. Specific energy variation was also investigated during scratching.
It was observed that specific energy is determined by hardening when the groove size is small;
when the groove size is larger the competition between hardening and softening dictates the
specific energy. Finally, the scratch process was characterized by an overall friction coefficient,
instantaneous specific energy, and instantaneous scratch hardness because instantaneous
quantities are more sensitive to the depth of cut during scratching.

(A) (a) Optical micrograph of a partial scratch on annealed pure titanium, (b) details of cracking and shear bands in
the toe of front-ridge and (c) shear band region at the heel of front-ridge

Figure 2.9 Micrograph in (A) and schematic in (B) representing material deformation
characteristic in front-ridge formed during partial scratching (Wang et al., 2001) (Cont. in next
page)
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(B) Schematic of the zones developed in the front-ridge of scratch shown in above picture. (1) stagnant zone in
contact with tool; (2) lamella extruded between two shear bands, (3) sublayer of shear surface with heavily
hardened material, and (4) propagating zone full of plastic deformation.

Figure 2.9 (Cont.) Micrograph in (A) and schematic in (B) representing material deformation
characteristic in front-ridge formed during partial scratching (Wang et al., 2001)

Ho and Komanduri (2003) investigated the material removal mechanisms of rubbing,
ploughing and cutting which occur during grinding with a stochastic approach. They determined
the various grinding process parameters analytically including the number of abrasive grits in
actual contact, the number of actual cutting grits per unit area for a given depth of wheel
indentation, the minimum diameter of the contacting and cutting grains, and the volume of chip
removed per unit time. Their investigation proposed that a large number of grains on the surface
of the wheel pass over the workpiece per second (~million or more per second), but only very
small fraction of the grains rub or plough into the work material (~3.8% for FFG and ~1.8% for
SRG) and even a smaller proportion (~0.14% for FFG and ~1.8% SRG) of participate in actual
cutting. The results validated the rubbing hypothesis of Hahn (1962).
Brinksmeier and Glwerzew (2003) investigated chip formation mechanisms in grinding
with a single grit scratching test at speeds ranging from 18 to 300 m/min. Synthetic diamond of
FEPA grain size of D91 was used. Their results show that low cutting speed with small depth of
cut leads to the increase of ploughing ratio and makes chip formation less efficient. Higher
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values of cutting speed with higher depth of cut increases the efficiency of micro-cutting. It was
suggested that high values of cutting speed in combination with maximum depth of cut should be
used to achieve the most efficient chip formation.
Ohbuchi and Obikawa (2006) investigated the effect of grain shape and cutting speed in
grinding with kinematic simulation of randomly generated grain shape. A statistical distribution
of the effective rake angles of the abrasive grain was obtained by applying Usui’s four models of
kinematically admissible velocity fields. They proposed a grain cutting model to predict the
surface generation in grinding considering upheaval, which is caused by the effect of grain shape
and cutting speed, and effect of elastic deformation of the grain. The direction of chip flow in the
simulation was predicted using the minimum energy method. The four models of kinematically
admissible velocity field are: Model 1, complete chip formation; Model 2, incomplete chip
formation; Model 4, wall of partial chip generation; Model 5, plastic upheaval generation. Model
3 was skipped since it was not achievable with the minimum energy model. By using the energy
method and model type, direction of chip flow and effective rake angle were found. Ohbuchi
and Obikawa found that lower cutting speed results in large side flow. The energy method was
combined with FEM simulation to calculate three components of the cutting force. The effective
rake angle calculated by the energy method was used in the FEM simulation to calculate the
cutting forces. It was reported that the results were not satisfactorily good, since cutting speed
and undeformed chip thickness influences were not considered in the model in order to simplify
the calculation of the model.
Park et al., (2007) have developed an analytical model to predict the cutting and ploughing
forces during single grit grinding. Grit-workpiece interaction was modelled as 2D material
removal process with a defined critical rake angle; below this rake angle material deformation
occurred only by plastic deformation rather than cutting. The ploughing forces were determined
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considering the plastic deformation similar to that which takes place during the indentation of a
spherical body. The model incorporated material properties such as strain, strain rate and
temperature. Without including temperature effects the proposed model predicted that cutting
forces are higher than found by experiment. When the temperature was included, better
agreement with experimental data was obtained. Their results suggest that cutting action is more
prominent than ploughing at large depth of cuts; but less when the depth of cut is smaller.
Barge et al., (2008) studied single grit scratching to better understand plastic deformation
and failure phenomena induced by grinding processes. Experimental test consisted of scratching
a soft flat surface (AISI4140 steel) using a cutting insert fixed on the periphery of a disc. The
experimental setup allowed producing scratches at high cutting speeds up to 3000 m/min for
depth of cut of 80 µm. From the experimental results, a normal and tangential force versus
instantaneous depth of cut graph was drawn at various cutting speeds. The forces increased
linearly with increasing depth of cut, however, interestingly, higher forces were obtained at
higher cutting speed, which is contrary to some previous work (Feng and Cai, 2001). The reasons
for this were not expressed clearly because the work was solely experimental and was associated
with hardening and softening phenomena which could occur during material cutting.
Ghosh et al., (2010) studied grinding mechanics using the single grit test. They performed
their tests on a soft ductile material (rolled aluminium) with a diamond abrasive grain (size 600
µm). The diamond grit was used in 4 different orientations to demonstrate the influence of grit
geometry on the material removal mechanisms of grinding. It was observed that the orientation
of the grit was an influential factor in determination grinding forces and material pile-up. Also,
they observed that the pile-up sections were asymmetric which might indicate randomness of
chip formation and the ploughing process. It was observed that the specific energy requirement
decreased with increasing depth of cut irrespective of orientation of the grit. It was found that
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both geometry of the ground groove and energy requirement were significantly influenced by
orientation of the grit.
Recently, Anderson et al., (2011b) studied the cutting effectiveness of grinding grits using a
high speed scratch tester built on Blohm Planomat CNC grinding machine. A spherical diamond
tool with a nose radius of 0.508 mm was used to produce scratches at cutting speed of 300 m/min
to 1800 m/min at depths of cut ranging from 0.3 µm to 7.5 µm. The scratches were quite long,
about 100 mm to capture the cutting force profile. The scratch length was kept long to overcome
the insufficient natural frequency of the force sensor to capture force profile at smaller length
scratches. Experimental results show that the normal forces increased with cutting speed, while
the tangential forces decreased with cutting speed. The increase in normal forces with cutting
speed was attributed to the strain rate hardening of the workpiece material since strain rate is a
function of velocity. However, the decrease in the tangential force with cutting speed was
attributed to the decrease in coefficient of friction between the cutting tool and the workpiece.
Anderson et al suggested that the strain hardening effects due to strain rate were not sufficiently
large so as to overcome the reduced friction and its effects on cutting mechanics. Scratch profiles
were also investigated in this work and larger pile up height was observed at larger depths of cut.
In addition, slight decrease in average pile up height was observed with the increase of the
cutting speed.

2.6.3 Size effect in grinding
Size effect is one of the most significant characteristic of micro scale machining. It is also
a well-known aspect of the grinding process. The size effect in machining is generally described
as the increase of specific energy with decrease of undeformed chip thickness. The size effect
phenomenon was first discussed by Backer et al., (1952). They found that the specific energy
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became larger while the undeformed chip thickness was reduced in surface grinding. However, it
is now considered that the increase of specific energy with decrease of in undeformed chip
thickness is due to the chip forming process being a special high-strain extrusion process that
involves a rapidly increasing strain with decrease in undeformed chip thickness. Thus, it results
in very large specific energy in the hot working regime existing in the FFG chip forming zone
(Shaw, 1996).
Shaw (1971) proposed a theoretical explanation for the size effect using an idealized
sphere as an abrasive grain as shown earlier in Figure 2.8. He determined that the specific force
increases as the undeformed chip thickness is reduced. The force exerted by the grain was
determined by using an analogy similar to that of the force obtained in the Brinell hardness test.
Kannappan and Malkin (1972) attributed the specific energy increase to the growing portion of
ploughing and rubbing energy when the undeformed chip thickness is reduced. Malkin and Guo
(2008) proposed that the grinding power P, during material removal process, can be partitioned
into chip formation, ploughing and sliding (rubbing) components. According to Malkin and
Guo’s suggestion, the chip formation component can be estimated based on constant specific
energy of chip formation. The ploughing component Pp was assumed to be based on a constant
ploughing force per unit width. The sliding power Ps was assumed to be proportional to the area
of the wear flats on the surface of the wheel. Because of the critical grain depth of cut for the
commencement of chip formation, the proportion of ploughing and sliding in grinding increases
when the grain depth of cut decreases. This makes the specific energy high when the depth of cut
is small.
Nakayama et al., (1977) attributed the high specific energy to inherent poor cutting ability
of abrasive grits and proposed the following reasons for poor cutting ability of grits: (1) the
bluntness of the grit tip as well as the cutting edges lead to rubbing action along the chip
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formation and this requires high-specific energy; and (2) extremely small average chip thickness
in grinding leads to a very high effective rake due to significant edge radius at the grit tips. Shaw
(1995) also explained the size effect in single point diamond turning (SPDT) and ultra precision
diamond grinding (UPDG) with regard to undeformed chip thickness involved in the processes.
He stated that chip forming model shifts from concentrated shear to micro-extrusion with
decreasing undeformed chip thickness. When the undeformed chip thickness is less than the
radius at the tool or grit tip, the effective rake angle of the tool has a large negative value.
Rowe and Chen (1997) explained the size effect using the ‘sliced bread analogy’ which
makes the assumption that the thinner a loaf is sliced the more energy is required to slice the
complete loaf because a greater surface area is cut and deformed. Thus the greater the total
surface area involved in cutting, ploughing and rubbing, the more energy is required. It is
proposed that the cause of the size effect in grinding is that with smaller chips, a larger chip
surface area is generated and the sliding and ploughing energy is increased. It has been shown
that the variations of specific energy in grinding can be related comprehensively to a wide range
of grinding and dressing parameters regarding the size effect. According to the size effect,
specific energy can be controlled by changing the grinding conditions or the dressing conditions,
so as to increase or reduce the size of the idealized undeformed chips.
It is also known that the specific energy requirement in grinding is high compared to
machining. Ghosh et al., (2008) attributed this high specific energy requirement to the irregular
and random geometry of the abrasive grits, which include a lot of rubbing and ploughing actions
along with the chip formation by the shearing process. Also, the effective rake angle in grinding
is highly negative which contributes to the high specific energy requirement in grinding. Ghosh
et al., (2008) predicted the specific energy requirement analytically for high-efficiency deep
grinding (HEDG) of bearing steel by a monolayer CBN wheel. Although energy observations
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demonstrated a scattered distribution as shown in Figure 2.10, the developed analytical model
was able to predict the specific energy within an acceptable limit. The grinding specific energy,
both experimental and modelled as the contribution of ploughing and rubbing diminish at higher
depth of grit cut.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10 Variation of specific energy with maximum grit depth of cut into the workpiece (a)
hardness RC32 and (b) hardness RC60 (Ghosh et al., 2008)

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, a fundamental understanding of grinding technology has been acquired
from the available knowledge. Previous works on single grit grinding have been reviewed to
reveal the importance of individual grit-workpiece interactions in terms of material removal
mechanisms (rubbing, ploughing and cutting), cutting mechanics (cutting force, specific energy,
etc.), material mechanics (workpiece material hardening or softening phenomena) and surface
finish quality. So far the majority of research has been conducted to determine the influence of
machining conditions (such as depth of cut, cutting speed, material properties, etc.) for micro60

scale grinding. Single grit grinding tests have been performed mainly using shaped tools (such
as shaped diamond grains, conical indenter, shaped cutter or inserts, etc.).
However, in real grinding process, abrasive grains have irregular shapes and their shapes
continuously change during interaction with the workpiece due to wear and fracture of the grains
so that material removal mechanisms and cutting mechanics could show different characteristics
at every moment of grit-workpiece engagement. For instance, an abrasive grit could produce
scratches with a single edge groove when it has a fresh cutting edge, but, later on, it could start to
produce scratches with multi-edges grooves due to multiple cutting edges generated by grain
fractures it has experienced. The material removal mechanism in the single edge scratches and
multi edge scratches shows completely different characteristics in all aspects (ploughing and
cutting mechanisms, cutting forces, specific energies). Thus, micro scale grinding using shaped
cutting tools cannot provide a detailed understanding of micro-grinding material removal
mechanisms.
From previous researches on the single grit grinding, there exist some experimental
investigations conducted by using abrasive grits rather than using shaped tools. These have failed
to offer a detailed explanation of material removal mechanisms of micro grinding because of the
narrow concentration of the research which has focused mainly on measuring cutting force as a
function of cutting speed and depth of cut. Scratch profiles were not intensively investigated in
these researches. However, in order to understand the material removal mechanisms, scratch
profiles must be analysed in terms of rubbing, ploughing (side ploughing or material pile up and
pile up ratio), and cutting mechanisms across the scratch length.
Looking at the state of the art grinding technology, the single grit grinding mechanism is
not fully understood in terms of material removal mechanisms and cutting mechanics. It requires
further research and this thesis aims to contribute to the detailed understanding of grinding
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material removal mechanism by concentrating on those areas where insufficient information is
available. To do this, the effects of abrasive grit shape on ploughing and cutting mechanisms is
studied on different materials (with various hardness values). Changes in the abrasive grit shape
with advances of grit scratching and its influences on the scratch form (profile) could be very
useful to discover the unknown behaviour in the single grit grinding mechanism. Side ploughing
(or pile-up) will be investigated by using pile up ratio definition (the ratio of the cross sectional
pile-up area to the groove section area across the scratch form) to explore the cutting mechanics
with the machining conditions (cutting speeds, depths of cut, material properties). Previously, the
entire scratch form has never been investigated. Another novel approach in this study will be to
show how material removal mechanisms during single grit scratching changes along the scratch.
Further, a novel FEM approach for grinding surface creation (studied for the first time in this
thesis) using single grit scratching technique will be studied in detail.
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Chapter 3 Modelling and Simulation of the
Grinding Process Using FEM
3.1 Introduction
Modelling dynamic machining processes by simplifying the real system and simulating the
processes under prescribed conditions is the most popular technique for predicting machine
behaviour and influences of the machining parameters on both tool and workpiece. Applications
of modelling and simulation techniques to the grinding process have become very popular as the
power of computer systems has increased to a level where it can solve complex problems such as
abrasive grit-workpiece interaction. With a well-designed model, simulation of the grinding
process could reduce costly experimental investigation to determine changes in grinding process
behaviour on the quality of the machined part, tool failure, workpiece deformation characteristics
and cutting mechanics. In addition, numerical simulations, such as finite element method (FEM)
simulation, are able to determine some machining characteristics such as cutting mechanics and
stresses, strains, strain rates, temperature gradients within the materials which are extremely
difficult to determine by experimental tests alone.
Grinding is one of the most complex machining processes. Due to its complexity there is
no universal model to comprehensively predict machining behaviour in terms of grinding forces,
stresses, surface creation, surface finish and material removal. In the literature, the modelling
techniques for grinding process have been subdivided into two groups: physical process models
which contain fundamental analytical, finite element, kinematic and molecular dynamic models;
and empirical process models including regression and neural network models (Tönshoff et al.,
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1992; Brinksmeir et al., 2006). Additionally, heuristic models such as rule based models have
been used occasionally for grinding process modelling (Brinksmeir et al., 2006). The state of the
art in modelling and simulation of grinding process is highlighted in the review paper by
Brinksmeier et al., (2006) and simulation models are categorized as shown in Figure 3.1.
A physical model is developed in conjunction with physical laws by using mathematical
equations, while an empirical model is developed by using actual results obtained from
experimental tests. To build an empirical model, grinding tests are performed and results are
recorded together with machining conditions and then coefficients are calculated to link input
(grinding conditions) and output (grinding test results) parameters. Finally, a developed model is
validated by performing further grinding tests and experimental and predicted results are
compared. In contrast to the empirical model, physical model cannot usually be easily
implemented in a computer system, and its development requires much more effort compared to
the empirical model. But physical model of the machining process can often be applied to
different machining process by adjustment of the model whereas empirical models are only valid
for prescribed conditions. This can be seen as a superiority of the physical model over the
empirical model.
Physical models are generally used to predict the machining forces, stress-strain variation
along machined surface, deformation on the tool and machine part, temperature rise along
cutting edges etc., and in some cases, machined part geometry can be estimated by using well
developed physical models. An essential aspect of physical and empirical models is an
application scale. Since grinding processes can be modelled either at a macroscopic scale where
the grinding wheel-workpiece interaction is of concern or at the microscopic scale of the single
abrasive grit-workpiece interaction. Empirical models have been mostly used for grinding
applications at the macroscopic scale and they can also be used for microscopic scale. Physical
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models, however, can be applied to both macroscopic and microscopic scale grinding
applications (Brinksmeier et al., 2006).

Figure 3.1 Simulation category of abrasive process (Brinksmeier et al., 2006)

Finite element analysis (FEA) and molecular dynamic (MD) analysis use physical laws for
the modelling and simulation of abrasive grit-workpiece interaction. MD analysis is a good tool
for atomistic level simulation but its computation can be cumbersome when its application
reaches micrometre scale (Brinksmeier et al., 2006; Oluwajobi and Chen, 2010). FEA can be
applied to macro and micro scale simulations. The one obstacle in the simulation of
computational model such as FEA and MD has been the limited power of computer systems.
However, with the rapid development in computer technology, even more complex FEA and MD
analysis has become feasible to simulate advanced machining processes. FEA is the most
frequently used method to model machining processes because there exist several powerful
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software packages available for FEA application (such as Abaqus, Ansys, Deform, MSc. Marc,
AdvantEdge, Forge, etc.) and also its application to machining processes is well understood
comparing to other numerical methods (such as Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (Ruttimann et
al., 2010; Bağci, 2011)). Besides, advanced material removal mechanism can be simulated using
the FEM by introducing elastoplastic material models (Doman et al., 2009a). Unlike analytical
and kinematical models, the FEM provides indispensable numerical solutions together with
multi-physics analysis including thermo-elastoplastic material properties to solve the given
problem (Doman et al., 2009b). Material model definition is crucial for the accurate and reliable
simulation of material removal mechanisms.
In the grinding process, the purpose of FEA is to predict the result of the metal cutting
process in terms of the cutting forces, stresses, temperatures, chip geometry, etc. These
parameters are used to evaluate the process performance taking into account energy
consumption, grinding wheel failure, abrasive wear rate, possible abrasive fracture, workpiece
burn, surface finish, chip-workpiece interaction caused surface deterioration, etc. Some of the
FEA outputs such as strains, stresses and temperature distribution across the workpiece and tools
are difficult to determine experimentally, hence, FEA is a useful computational tool which
provides critical information about the workpiece and tool condition (Wu et al., 2005). In the
last decade several models have been developed using FEA to simulate machining processes
including cutting, milling, grinding at the macro scale (Mackerle, 2003; Soo et al., 2004;
Brinksmeier, et al., 2006; Özel and Zeren, 2007; Lai et al., 2008; Calamaz et al., 2011). But some
problems still exist at micro scale modelling of the grinding process when abrasive gritworkpiece interaction occurs at the level of a few micrometres (μm). In this chapter, up-to-date
finite element simulations of the grinding process, especially for micro scale single gritworkpiece interaction, will be provided to demonstrate current knowledge. Fundamental of finite
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element theory for machining applications, flow stress models, chip formation simulations and
macro scale grinding process analysis are given to provide a clear picture in the state of the art of
FEA technology.

3.2 Finite element method approach for modelling material removal
3.2.1 Fundamental of finite element method
FEA is a frequently used numerical method to find the approximate solution of complex
problems such as metal forming and metal machining which are difficult to solve without a
numerical approach. FEM uses partial differential and integral equations to evaluate the solution
of a problem. A problem for FEA is an assembly of finite elements where the problem variables
are calculated only at the nodes of the elements. The values of variables between nodes are
determined by interpolation. In FEM, an exact solution of the problem is not sought; only
approximate solution can be achievable at every node. Physical laws are applied to each finite
element to obtain a solution; then the nodal solutions are assembled to describe the entire
continuum. Eventually, the global solution of the entire continuum is evaluated numerically
(Childs et al., 2000).
Figure 3.2 illustrates FEM discretization using triangular elements for a thin plate
(thickness th) loaded elastically in its plane by three forces F1, F2 and F3.
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Figure 3.2 Finite element method illustration for a mechanical problem (Childs et al., 2000)

The vertices of the elements are the nodes for the problem. Each element (as identified by
‘e’) is defined in two dimensions by the position of its three nodes, (xi, yi) for node i and
similarly for j and k. The external forces cause x and y displacements of the nodes, (ux,i, uy,i) at i
and similarly at j and k. The adjacent elements transmit external forces to the sides of the
element, equivalent to forces (Fx,i, Fy,i), (Fx,j, Fy,j) and (Fx,k, Fy,k) at the nodes.
It is useful to describe the fundamental of FEM approach to relate stresses, strains,
displacements and forces with each other. These fundamental FEM equations can be found in
Childs et al., (2000), and extended to metal machining. The most fundamental relation of FEM
can be strain-displacement relations (Childs et al., 2000), where the strain represents the rate of
displacement with position, and can be described as:
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Where ∆ is the area of the element; εxx, εyy and γxy are the strain components. Matrix algebra
allows a compact expression of these results:
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More compact still;

 element   Belement uelement

3.3

Where [B]element, known as the B- matrix, has the contents of Equation (3.2).
The second fundamental relation could be stress-strain relation which, in the elastic range, is
described by Hooke’s law. The stress tensor  ij has nine components (for 3D analysis) but,
because  ij   ji , only six are independent. The same rule applies to the strain tensor. The basis
of the stress-strain relation in matrix form can be expressed as:
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Here,  D  is a 6x6 matrix. The content of this matrix changes depending on the whether the
relation between stress-strain is elastic, elastic-plastic, or rigid-plastic as explained below.
For elastic condition;
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Where  D e  in explicit form is written as;
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Where υ is Poisson’s ratio.
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3.6

For elastic-plastic condition;
First of all, it will be helpful to demonstrate the principal stresses and strain acting on a
unit element, which will be used in the elastic-plastic flow definition. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
principal stresses and strain increment on a unit element.

Figure 3.3 Illustration of principal stresses and principal strain increments (Childs et al., 2000)

Principal stress ( 1 ,  2 and  3 ) acting on a unit element can be written in the form of
hydrostatic stresses (σm) and the deviatoric stresses (   ) components:

 m   1   2   3  3













 1   1   m
 2   2   m
 3   3   m

3.7

The hydrostatic contribution has little influence on yielding. An acceptable yield criterion
must be only function of the deviatoric stresses. The resultant deviatoric stress is defined as the



RMS value of the individual values  r   12   22   32
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1/2

, which has been confirmed by

experiments to define the yield criteria. Material yielding occurs when the  r reaches a critical
value, commonly known as the von-Misses yield criterion. Von Misses yield criterion is also
known as the equivalent stress criterion  and determined as:

  3 2 r

3.8

Similarly, deviatoric strain needs to be determined since work hardening occurs with
increasing yield stress beyond the critical value. A resultant deviatoric strain increment d  r is
determined as the RMS value of the individual principal strain increments;



d r  d12  d 2 2  d 32



1/2

3.9

The equivalent strain increment d  is defined as d   2 3d  r .
After defining deviatoric stresses and deviatoric strain, the stress and stress-strain relation
for the elastic-plastic condition can be described using Equation 3.4 which is written in
incremental or rate form;

d    De p  d 

or

    De p   
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Where  De  p  matrix has the content;
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Where G  0.5E 1  v  is the shear modulus, H  is the work hardening rate ( d d  ), 
is the equivalent stress as given in Equation 3.8.
After describing the displacement-strain relation and stress-strain relation, the entire finite
element formulation must be described. Forces at the nodes of each element and their global
assembly are determined by using the finite element formulation. The force balance for a single
finite element is described as,

Felement  th element  Belement  D Belement uelement
T

3.12

In general, for any shape of finite element,  K element  th element  Belement  D B element is known as
T

the stiffness matrix. By adding up individual finite element forces, a global force-displacement
relation can be obtained for all element nodes,

F   K u

or

dF   K du

or

F   K u

3.13

For the entire solution of the finite element continuum, it is necessary to integrate the
incremental solution of Equation (3.13) across the elements beginning from its initial conditions
to the required position. This operation would be performed by the FEM software. This section
describes the fundamental FEM equations for elastic and elastic-plastic problems. Detailed
information on FEM for metal cutting applications can be found in the Metal Machining Book
(Childs et al., 2000). Specific elastic-plastic flow stress formulations used for FEM simulation in
this thesis will be described in later sections.
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3.2.2 Numerical formulation
In continuum mechanics, finite element motion can be described using three different
algorithms: Eulerian (Raczy et al., 2004), Lagrangian (Soo et al., 2004; Özel, 2006), and
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) (Movahhedy et al., 2000; Pantalé et al., 2004; Özel and
Zeren, 2007). In addition, the entire finite element problem can, by considering boundary
condition limitations, be divided into sub-regions in which different flows are applied, such as
partly Eulerian motion and partly Lagrangian motion. Eulerian formulation is generally preferred
in fluid mechanical problems, while Lagrangian formulation is more suitable for solid
mechanical problems (Childs et al., 2000; Astakhov and Quteiro, 2008). In the Eulerian
formulation, the mesh is fixed in space and constrained by creating control volume, thus material
flows through a fixed mesh. On the other hand, in the Lagrangian formulation, finite element
meshes are attached to work material and thus they flow together with deformation of the
material. Figure 3.4 illustrates chip flow with these formulations (Eulerian and Lagrangian).

Figure 3.4 Eulerian and Lagrangian view of plastic flow (Childs et al., 2000)
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Although both formulations have been used in metal machining application, each has advantages
and drawback in terms of accuracy and capability as well as computational cost. In the Eulerian
formulation, element shapes do not change with time, thus the coefficients of the [B] matrix,
which is governed by the element shape, is computed only once. A common problem in finite
element formulation is how to describe the effluxion of material property changes, such as strain
hardening and thermal softening, from element to element throughout the entire mesh. This
problem is faced mainly when the Eulerian formulation is used for FEM machining (Childs et
al., 2000). The effluxion of material property changes from element to element is not a problem
in the Lagrangian formulation, but [B] matrix must be updated continuously during material flow
due to change in element shape. This results in geometrical non-linearity together with material
nonlinearity in the finite element equations. Due to these nonlinearities, frequent remeshing is
necessary to reduce element distortion during simulation. This could lead to extreme
computational cost (Childs et al., 2000).
The one of the drawback of the Eulerian formulation is that only steady state metal cutting
simulation can be performed whereas with the Lagrangian formulation metal machining such as
chip generation can be formed based on cutting conditions. For example, saw tooth chip cannot
be generated by using the Eulerian formulation but can by using the Lagrangian formulation.
Another drawback of the Eulerian formulation in cutting simulation is the requirement of a priori
known chip shape which must be defined before simulation - but in the case of Lagrangian
formulation the chip shape need not be known a priori. Simulation using the Lagrangian
formulation does have some drawbacks; due to severe plastic deformation during metal cutting
some simulation elements are extremely distorted and new mesh generation is needed and welldefined remeshing method must be imported to reduce element distortion. Also, in Lagrangian
formulation, a chip separation technique should be defined to allow chip separation from the
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workpiece material. The chip separation technique such as node separation or fracture model
with element deletion does not work efficiently in some machining conditions such as with a
negative tool rake angle, or rounded cutting edge tools. Some of these problems can be reduced
with frequent remeshing around the heavily deformed region, but frequent remeshing in the
simulation bring other problems such as computational time (simulation can last for several
days) or with the application of continuously remeshing some elements become extremely small
and this may cause other problems since continuum mechanics may no longer be valid for
extremely small elements of nano-scale size. These types of problems do not exist in the use of
the Eulerian formulation, but Eulerian formulation has very limited capability for the metal
machining because, for example, chip thickness should remain constant with a priori defined
chip shape; this is not realistic for metal machining applications.
As it is clear from the above explanation, both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian
formulations have drawbacks and limited capability for applications which involve heavy
deformation and material properties dependent chip generation, as found in metal cutting. To
reduce these drawbacks, formulation can be used which take advantage of both Lagrangian and
Eulerian formulations (Movahhedy et al., 2000). The ALE adaptive meshing technique combines
the features of pure Lagrangian analysis and pure Eulerian analysis. In ALE the mesh is neither
attached to the material nor fixed in space. The mesh moves and material displacement is
described as the sum of mesh displacement and relative displacement (Astakhov and Quteiro,
2008). ALE formulation can be applied to FEM model by using Eulerian and Lagrangian
boundary conditions together (Figure 3.5– (a)) or pure Lagrangian boundary conditions (Figure
3.5– (b)). ALE adaptive meshing is a tool that makes it possible to maintain a high-quality mesh
throughout an analysis, even when large deformation or loss of material occurs, by allowing the
mesh to move independently of the material. ALE adaptive meshing does not alter the topology
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(elements and connectivity) of the mesh, which implies some limitations on the capability of this
method to maintain a high-quality mesh upon extreme deformation.

(a) FEM model for ALE formulation with
Eulerian and Lagrangian boundary conditions

(b) FEM model for ALE formulation with pure
Lagrangian boundary conditions

Figure 3.5 Finite element model boundary conditions for ALE formulation (Özel and Zeren,
2007)

Adaptive meshing can be achieved by creating a new mesh through a process called
sweeping, and remapping solution variables from the old mesh to the new mesh with a process
called advection. A new mesh can be created at a specified frequency by sweeping iteratively
over the adaptive mesh domain. During each mesh sweep, nodes in the domain are relocated based on the current positions of neighbouring nodes and elements - to reduce element distortion.
The new position, xi+1, of a node is obtained as:
xi 1  X  ui 1  N N xiN

3.14

Where X is the original position of the node, ui+1 is the nodal displacement, xiN are the
neighbouring nodal positions obtained during the previous mesh sweep, and NN are the weight
functions obtained from one or a weighted mixture of the smoothing methods. The displacements
applied during sweeps are not associated with mechanical behaviour.
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The node motion procedure is based on three smoothing methods, volume smoothing,
Laplacian smoothing and equipotential smoothing (Abaqus user’s manual, 2009). Smoothing
methods can also be combined by using weighting factor between 0 and 1 to define the
contribution of each method. The sum of the weighting factors should be 1. Smoothing methods
are used to determine the new location of each node based on the location of neighbouring nodes
and elements in the ALE domain (Pantalé et al., 2004; Abaqus user’s manual, 2009). To
demonstrate how the smoothing method works, volume smoothing is described here as an
example, Volume smoothing relocates a node by computing a volume-weighted average of the
element centres in the elements surrounding the node. In Figure 3.6, the new location of node M
is determined by a volume-weighted average of the positions of the element centres, C, of the
four surrounding elements. Eventually, the location of node M is forced to move towards the
element centre C3 by means of volume weighting to reduce the element distortion.

L3
E3

E4
C3

x C4

x

L2

M
L4

E1

x C2

x C1

E2
L1

Figure 3.6 Relocation of a node during a mesh sweep
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The ALE formulation has drawbacks. ALE formulation is sometimes not sufficient to
replace the need for remeshing in machining simulation. It is necessary to have a tuning process
for variables; this takes up a lot of time and is not guaranteed to work. Also, the history of
material properties may not transfer properly during remapping and this may lead to increased
inaccuracy in the model.

3.2.3 Newton-Raphson iteration method
The Newton-Raphson method (or simply Newton’s method) is an iteration technique
commonly used for the nonlinear finite element equations. Basic equations to be solved in
nonlinear analysis, at time t  t , could be:
t t

Where the vector

t t

R  t t F  0

3.15

R stores the externally applied nodal loads and

t t

F is the vector of

nodal point forces that are equivalent to the element stresses. Both vectors in Equation (3.15) are
determined by using the principle of virtual displacement. The nodal point forces

t t

F are

determined based on the nodal displacements, thus it is necessary to iterate to obtain the solution
of Equation (3.15). The equations used in the Newton-Raphson iteration are, for i=1, 2, 3...
t t

K (i 1) U (i )  t t R  t t F (i 1)

3.16

t t

U (i )  t tU (i 1)  U (i )

3.17

With initial conditions
t t

U (0)  tU ;

t t

K (0)  t K ;
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t t

F (0)  t F

The iteration will be terminated when the appropriate convergence criteria is satisfied
(Bathe, 1996).

3.2.4 Time integration methods
FEAs for nonlinear dynamic problems are performed using either implicit or explicit time
integration methods. Although both choices can be applicable to many FEM problems, both have
particular advantages depending on the relevant equation of motion. The implicit solution is
performed iteratively using Newton’s method. Usage of an implicit model requires solving a set
of equations concurrently for each time integration point. This leads to a large number of
iterations with a prescribed increment to complete convergence, and that can incur huge
computational cost depending on the size and complexity of the problem (Soo et al., 2004). The
major advantage of implicit integration is to maintain unconditionally stable linear systems; the
size of the time increment is not restricted to that used to integrate a linear system. Use of
explicit time integration is computationally more efficient since no iteration or tangent stiffness
matrix is required to solve the equations. Explicit integration uses the diagonal mass matrices,
and the inversion of the mass matrix used in the computation of the acceleration vector is trivial
so it increases computational efficiency of the explicit method (Pantalé et al., 2004). The explicit
central difference integration rule, described below, is used to integrate the equations of motion
of the entire system:
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u Ni

3.18

u Ni 1  u Ni   t i 1 u N
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 i 
 2

3.19

Where uN is a degree of freedom (a displacement or rotation component) and the subscript
i refers to the increment number in an explicit dynamics step. The central-difference integration
operator is explicit in the sense that the kinematic state is advanced using known values of u(i 1 2)
N

and u( i ) from the previous increment.
N

The key to the computational efficiency of the explicit procedure is the use of diagonal
element mass matrices because the accelerations at the beginning of the increment are computed
by:
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Where MNJ is the mass matrix, PJ is the applied load vector, and IJ is the internal force
vector. A lumped mass matrix is used because its inverse is simple to compute and because the
vector multiplication of the mass inverse by the internal force requires only n operations, where n
is the number of degrees of the freedom in the model. The explicit modelling requires no
iterations and no tangent stiffness matrix. The internal force vector, IJ, is assembled from the
contributions of the individual elements such that a global stiffness matrix need not be formed
(Abaqus user’s manual, 2009).
In modelling metal cutting problems, the explicit integration method is mostly used since
cutting processes are complex dynamic problems. The explicit method is guaranteed to converge,
whereas an implicit code as an iterative solution is not guaranteed to converge. However, the
choice of integration methods varies depending on the capability of the FEM software to
compute the model. As is clearly seen from many publications, Deform software users such as
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Özel (2006), Aurich and Bil (2006) and Özel (2009) use implicit integration methods whereas
Abaqus software users such as Pantalé et al., (2004), Soo et al., (2004) and Mabrouki et al.,
(2008) prefer explicit integration methods depending on the capability of the software solver.

3.3 Finite element simulation of chip formation in literature
Finite element simulation of the machining processes is a very popular means of simulating
chip formation. There are many publications on chip formation modelling and simulation via
FEA (Marusich and Ortiz, 1995; Shet and Deng, 2000; Movahhedy et al., 2000; Mamalis et al.,
2001; Mackerle, 2003; Bil et al., 2004; Belhadi et al., 2005; Aurich and Bil, 2006; Özel, 2009;
Childs, 2009; Ambati and Yuan, 2010; Childs, 2010; Calamaz et al., 2011). The ultimate goal of
all these researchers was to minimize cost and save time by reducing expensive experimental
tests. To do so they had to estimate a number of physical parameters such as stress, strain and
strain rate which are quite difficult to obtain by experimental tests. Besides, prediction of chip
types and morphology under different operating conditions is one of the significant benefits
provided by FEM simulations. This section presents some essential literature to give a clear
picture of the state of the art of FEM simulation of chip formation; in particular what is possible
or not with current technology. In the following sections, constitutive models to illustrate highly
deformed material behaviour, influential factors in chip formation mechanism, and chip
separation criteria are discussed together with an extensive literature review.

3.3.1 Commonly used constitutive material models for FEM cutting
simulation
It is necessary to build a constitutive material model which realistically represents the flow
strength (or yield strength) of the work material. The flow stress properties of work materials are
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ideally obtained by empirical tests under varying strain, strain rate and temperature. For high
speed machining applications where strain rates might increase to even 6000 s-1 or more, flow
stress properties with its constitutive elements are estimated using the Split Hopkinson Pressure
Bar (SHPB) test (Özel, 2006; Ramezani and Ripin, 2010). However, the level of strain and strain
rate observed at shear zones during machining are much higher than those attained using the
SHPB test which performs material tests at strain rates up to 104 s-1 (Jaspers and Dautzenberg,
2002b; Ramezani and Ripin, 2010) and temperatures up to 600 ºC (Özel, 2006). In the SHPB test
range, the Johnson-Cook material flow stress constitutive model (JCM) has been frequently used
by those researching metal machining applications where large deformation occurs at high strain
rates (Mabrouki et al., 2008; Özel, 2009). However, the JCM may fail beyond the SHPB test
range (Sima and Özel, 2010). To increase the material behaviour accuracy and reliability under
very high strain rates beyond the SHPB, researchers have made modifications to the JCM and the
parameters inserted into the model have been adopted by the numerical solution (Calamaz et al.,
2008; Sima and Özel, 2010). In next section, the JCM, modified JCMs and other flow stress
models are given.
3.3.1.1 Johnson-Cook material model
The Johnson-Cook material model (JCM) (Johnson and Cook, 1983) is widely used for
analysis of material flow stress in metal machining simulation. It is much preferred for materials
whose flow stress is highly influenced by strain rate and temperature changes due to plastic
deformation caused by thermal softening. The JCM is described as:
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m
      T  Troom  
n 


  A  B    1  C ln    1  
 


  0     Tmelt  Troom  

f1

f2

3.21

f3

f1 components represents strain hardening behaviour
f2 components represents strain rate sensitivity behaviour
f3 components represents thermal softening behaviour of the metal

Where σ is the equivalent stress, ε the equivalent plastic strain, the strain rate  is
normalized with a reference strain rate  0  1s 1 , Troom room temperature, and Tmelt is the melting
temperature of the material, A is the initial yield stress, B the hardening modulus, n the workhardening exponent, C the strain rate dependency coefficient, and m is the thermal softening
coefficient. Several applications of the JCM are presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Examples of Johnson-Cook flow stress model (JCM) application in the literature
Constitutive
model

Reference

Software

Vaziri et al.,
(2011)
Özel (2009)

Abaqus/Explicit

JCM

Deform 3D
Implicit
integration

Ambati and
Yuan (2010)

Wang et al.,
(2009)

Separation
criterion

Chip type

Material

Continuous chip but not
mentioned about chip type
Continuous chip

AISI1045

JCM

ALE simulation and JC
damage
Continuous remeshing

Abaqus/Explicit
2D

JCM

JC damage

1-Segmented
2-Discontinuous with very low
plastic displacement

AISI4340

Deform 2D
Implicit
integration
Abaqus/Explicit

JCM

No separation criterion,
Automatic remeshing

Segmented chips

Al6061-T6

JCM

JC damage

Segmented chip

Aluminium
alloy
(A2024T351)

Özel and
Eren (2007)

Abaqus/Explicit

JCM

Small chips

AISI4340

Arrazola et
al., (2007)
Hortig and
Svendsen
(2007)

Abaqus/Explicit

JCM

Serrated chips

AISI4140

Abaqus/Explicit

JCM

No chip separation
criterion,
ALE formulation
No separation criterion,
ALE formulation
Fracture strain based
failure criterion

Serrated chips

Inconel 718

Belhadi et
al., (2005)
Guo and
Yen (2004)

Abaqus/Explicit
2D
Abaqus/Explicit

JCM

JC damage

Serrated

JCM

JC damage-ALE mesh

Discontinuous chip

AISI4340
Steel
AISI4340

Mabrouki et
al., (2008)

AISI4340

3.3.1.2 Modified Johnson-Cook material model by Calamaz
Modification to the JCM was suggested by Calamaz et al., (2008) for finite element
simulation of metal cutting. In Calamaz’s model, flow softening is defined as a decrease in flow
stress with increasing strain beyond a critical strain hardening.
m
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The JCM was modified again by Calamaz et al., (2011) by improving the strain softening
effect as shown by the following equation;
m
a

      T  Troom  
 n 0.12 a  
n1
   A  B   
 1  C ln    1  
 
 
  0     Tmelt  Troom  

 

3.23

When parameter a is set to a non-zero value, the strain softening phenomenon is observed.
The higher the value of a, the greater is the magnitude of the strain softening. A high value of
friction coefficient together with introduced strain softening parameter a of 0.11 gave the best
agreement for the chip formation in machining Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy (Calamaz et al., 2011).
3.3.1.3 Modified Johnson-Cook material model by Sima and Özel
Sima and Özel (2010) have suggested further modification on the strain hardening part of
the JCM by including flow softening at higher strain values which is almost identical to
Calamaz’ s model (Calamaz et al., 2008). Here a parameter s was introduced to further control
the tanh function for thermal softening.
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Where D  1  T Tmelt  , and p  T Tmelt 
d

b

The effect of flow softening is more pronounced at low temperatures, and as temperature
increases, both strain hardening and flow softening effects are reduced.
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3.3.1.4 Flow stress model used by Childs
Childs (2010) used the material flow stress dependence on strain, strain rate and
temperature to be of the form shown in the following equations,

 p 
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3.28

3.29

Where  is the effective von Mises stress, g the flow stress, 0 is the yield stress at T0, p
the accumulated plastic strain,  0p a reference plastic strain rate, m strain rate sensitivity
exponent, n hardening exponent,  T  is a function of a temperature in the flow stress model,
T0 a reference temperature, Tc crystallization temperature, ci material constants for i=1,2,..5. This
flow stress model was also used by Marusich and Ortiz (1995) with an adaption of the power
hardening law with linear thermal softening.
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3.3.1.5 Flow stress model of Rhim and Oh
Rhim and Oh (2006) proposed a new flow stress model based on assumptions concerning
large deformation processes at very high speed and high temperature during cutting process and
attempt to predict the serrated chip formation.









  h 1  exp k1n1 u T   s 1  exp k2* n2  u T 
m1

m2

3.30

Where σh is the flow stress at the peak strain (εp); σs is the reduction stress function of
strain rate and temperature; k1, k2, n1, n2, m1 and m2 are material parameters. The Avrami type
terms are used for the thermal softening effect of dynamic re-crystallization and (σh – σs) is the
stress reached in the steady state after annihilation of dislocations. u(T) is a step function of
temperature defined as u(T) = 0 for ε < εc and u(ε)=1 for ε < εc.







h  C0  C1p 1  C2 ln   C 3 C4T*q



3.31

Where C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, p and q are the parameters determined to satisfy temperature rise
over 0.5Tmelt in the primary shear zone. The term T* is calculated as,

T* 

T  Troom
Tmelt  Troom

   c 
*  
 u 
  p 

3.32

3.33

Where u(ε) is a step function in the strain defined as u(ε) = 0 for ε < εc and u(ε)=1 for ε ≥
εc. The parameter εc represents the strain when orthogonal dynamic re-crystallization occurs and
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εp is the peak strain at the peak stress of the flow curves. With this model, Rhim and Oh (2006)
predicted the adiabatic shear localization band and performed serrated chip formation. But the
model was proposed only for the situation where dynamic recrystallization occurs in large plastic
deformation processes at high strain rates, it was not proposed to describe the complicated
phenomena of adiabatic shear band formation during large deformation,
Applications of these models (modified JCM, model used by Childs, and Rhim and Oh’s
flow stress model) will be presented with a review of appropriate literature in later sections and a
list can be found in Table 3.2. However, flow stress models used for machining are not limited to
these models, there are also some other flow stress models have been used occasionally for
machining simulations. They are Oxley flow stress model (1989) that used power law strain
hardening to represent material behaviour; the Andrade-Meyers modified JCM model (Andrade
and Meyers, 1994) accounts for phase transformation effects in flow stress behaviour of a
material above the material recrystallization temperature; Zerilli-Armstron (1987) have
developed material constitutive model taking into account the dislocation dynamics, each
material structure type (face centred cubic and body centred cubic ) will have its own flow stress
model dependent on the dislocation characteristic of the particular material structure.
Furthermore, the flow stress models proposed by El-Magd al., (2003) and Maekawa et al., (1983)
have been occasionally used for carbon steels (Iqbal et al., 2007).
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Table 3.2 Examples of application for flow stress models in the literature
Reference

Software

Constitutive
model

Separation criterion

Chip type

Material

Calamaz et
al (2011)

Forge 2005
2D

JCM and Modified
JCM,

Material separation by
automatic remeshing

Serrated chips

Ti-6AI-4V

Sima and
Özel (2010)

Deform-2D

Modified JC plastic
model

Chip separation achieved
with continuous remeshing

Serrated chips

Ti-6AI-4V

Childs
(2010, 2009)

AdvandEdge-2D

As given in Eqn.
(3.25)

Adaptive remeshing

Continuous chips

Lorentzon et
al., (2009)

MSC. Marc 2D
Implicit

Isotropic rate
independent
piecewise linear
plasticity model

1- Cockroft-Latham fracture
model
2- Plastic strain fracture
criterion
3- With periodic remeshing

1- Segmented chip
2- Continuous
chip
3- Discontinuous
chip

Normalised
medium
carbon
steels (mild
steel)
Alloy 718

Aurich and
Bil (2006)

Deform-3D

1- Continuous remeshing
2- Cockroft-Latham damage

1-Continuous chip
2-Serrated chips

Not
mentioned

Bil et al.,
(2004)

1- No separation criterion, via
remeshing
2-No separation criterion ,
remeshing
3-Cockroft-Latham damage
criterion
Chip formation was achieved
by using a shear failure
criterion where the equivalent
plastic strain was taken as the
failure measure

Continuous chip

C15 steel

Soo et al.,
(2004)

1-MSC.
Marc/implicit
2-Deform
2D/implicit
3-AdvantEdge/
explicit
Abaqus Explicit
3D model

1-JCM for
Temperature below
0.5Tm
2-JC-Avrami model
for temperature above
0.5Tm
1- and 2- strain, strain
rate and temperature
dependent flow stress
data used
3- Eqn. similar to
Eqn.(3.30)
Elastic plastic
isotropic hardening,
and flow stress
defined as a function
of strain, strain rate
and temperature

Continuous chip
simulated

Inconel 718

Bäker et al.,
(2002)

Abaqus/Standard
2D

Plastic flow curves
based on experiment

Continuous and
segmented chips

Ti6A14V

Mamalis et
al., (2001)

MARC-2D
Implicit FEM

Continuous chip
without segment

Not
mentioned

Shet and
Deng (2000)

Abaqus/explicit
2D

Isotropic hardening
using flow stress as a
function of strain,
strain rate,
temperature
An over-stress rate
dependent, elasticvisco-plastic
constitute law was
employed.

Predefine separation line and
then separate nodes on this
line. and pure deformation
method
Geometrical shape separation
criterion based on a critical
distance at the tool tip
regime.
Chip separation based on
critical stress criterion and a
nodal release technique

Continuous chips

AISI4340

Marusich
and Ortiz
(1995)

Pronto2D
explicit dynamic
code

Continuous remeshing.

Continuous,
Segmented and
discontinuous
chips

AISI4340

Slightly different
from Eqn. (3.25)
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3.3.2 Influential factors in chip formation
In metal cutting processes, three types of chip formation often occur: continuous, serrated
and discontinuous. The continuous chip is not appreciated in automated machining since it
interferes with the machining process and may cause unpredictable flaws and damage on the
machined surface, cutting tool or machine tool, or even injuries to the operator. To overcome
such problems, the serrated chip (also called the saw tooth or continuous segmented chip), which
is easier to break and to dispose of, is considered a relatively ideal chip for the machining
process (Xie et al., 1996). Being able to predict the cutting conditions which lead to the
formation of serrated chips is increasingly important. Increasing segmentation on continuous
chips eventually leads to serrated chips. Segmentation during chip formation is triggered by two
phenomena: formation of an adiabatic shear band and crack initiation mechanism in a primary
shear zone (Sima and Özel, 2010). Adiabatic shear banding refers to the localization of the
deformation into narrow bands of intense plastic deformation that usually form during high-rate
plastic deformation and often precede shear fracture (Batra et al., 1990). In addition to adiabatic
shear band induced segmentation, serrated chips are formed when a chip fractures at the primary
deformation zone due to overstrain and the interfaces of the chip segments are welded
immediately after the fracture by compression and high level of chemical activity. Then, a crack
is generated according to a predefined criterion and propagates in the direction of the shear zone
into the chip, which enables segmentation (Aurich and Bil, 2006). The simulated generation of
segmentation is achieved by employing either failure criterion or a modified constitutive model
regarding strain, strain rate and temperature as a function of flow stress into the FEM.
Deployment of flow stress is highly desired in couplings with continuous adaptive remeshing to
mitigate the distortion of the element that takes place due to high plastic deformation at the
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primary and secondary deformation zones. It is expected that, ultimately, adaptive remeshing
will enable processing to a complete solution without termination of the model due to excessive
element distortion. Aurich and Bil (2006) developed a 3D chip formation model by introducing
Rhim’s flow stress equations to account for thermal softening, and used adaptive remeshing to
deal with element distortion and fracture mechanism based chip separation criterion. They
observed significant influence of the applied method on predicted chip shape; adaptive
remeshing alone resulted in continuous chips, thermal softening generated brief segmentation
and fracture mechanism causing severe segmentation. Calamaz et al., (2011) studied the
influence of strain softening phenomenon and the friction law on the shear location generating
serrated chips. Bäker et al., (2002) developed a 2D orthogonal cutting process considering
adiabatic shearing effects and generated segmented chips by applying a remeshing technique to
the model.
Segmentation of chips is also dependent on operating parameters; segmented continuous
chips are often produced at high cutting speeds and the degree of segmentation increases with
increasing feed or uncut chip thickness (Sima and Özel, 2010, Öpöz and Chen, 2012). Tendency
to form segmented chips is smaller at lower cutting speeds (Calamaz et al., 2011).
Tool rake angle might also be an influential parameter on chip type formation. In
experimental tests Komanduri (1971) observed curled chip formation until a rake angle of -75o.
He noticed that the side flow increase with increasing negative rake angle. Ohbuchi and Obikawa
(2003) developed a thermo-elastic-plastic finite element model of orthogonal cutting with a large
negative rake angle to reveal the mechanisms and thermal aspects of the grinding process.
Serrated chips were observed with single grit grinding with a rake angle of -45o and -60o.
Recently, Öpöz and Chen (2012) have demonstrated the formation of a continuous chip (at 22o
rake angle), serrated chip (at 0o rake angle) and discontinuous chip (at -30o rake angle).
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3.3.3 Chip separation criteria
The earliest FEM simulation of chip formation was by Strenkowski and Carroll (1985) and
they achieved serrated chip by using chip separation criteria. To date, chip separation has been
achieved either by a priori defined separation criteria, such as using critical stress and damage
model (Shet and Deng, 2000; Mabrouki et al., 2008; Ambati and Yuan, 2010), or by fully plastic
flow of material by means of adaptive remeshing technique employed in the FEM model (Özel,
2006; Sima and Özel, 2010). Finite element analysis of chip formation can be modelled either by
using Eulerian formulation or Lagrangian formulation (as explained in Section of 3.2.2). In the
Eulerian based model, there is no need to define chip separation criterion, cutting is simulated
from the steady state but it is necessary to define the initial chip shape, so it is not very realistic
for machining purpose. Conversely, Lagrangian formulation allows simulation of chip formation
without defining initial chip shape from incipient of chip formation to the steady state. It gives
more realistic results when predicting chip geometry and other machining parameters such as
stress, strain, and force. However, the Lagrangian formulation needs a chip separation criterion
to enable chip separation from the workpiece (Mamalis et al., 2001). Huang and Black (1996)
evaluated chip separation criteria and divided them into two main categories: physical criteria
such as effective plastic strain and strain energy density; and geometrical criteria such as distance
tolerance. They concluded that neither geometrical nor physical criteria simulated the machining
process correctly and suggested a FEM simulation based on a combination of geometric and
physical criteria. Often, parting lines, or sacrificial layer, are used together with a failure criterion
to allow chip separation from the workpiece when an updated Lagrangian formulation is used
(Mabrouki et al., 2008). In early FEM models of chip formation, node release techniques based
on distance tolerance, effective plastic strain and strain energy density were employed in the
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model (Mamalis et al., 2001; Bil et al., 2004). According to the node release technique, an
element in front of the tool is separated following nodal release when the defined criterion is
satisfied. Recently, three methods have been used to generate chips;
1. Material failure (damage) models based on fracture which consider crack initiation
followed by crack growth to form a chip according to a specified degradation criterion
mechanics (Mabrouki et al., 2008; Lorentzon et al., 2009).
2. Flow stress models which take thermal softening and strain hardening into account and
chips are produced due to plastic flow of material over the tool tip without crack formation, such
models use continuous adaptive remeshing (Sima and Özel, 2010; Childs, 2009; Childs, 2010),.
3. Plastic flow of material by means of Arbitrary - Lagrangian - Eulerian (ALE) adaptive
meshing (Guo and Yen, 2004; Özel and Zeren, 2007).
Moreover, material failure models and adaptive remeshing are combined to give further
improvement on chip formation (Guo and Yen, 2004; Lorentzon et al., 2009). For the formation
of serrated chips, in particular, combination of a material failure model with adaptive remeshing
methods into a FEM model is crucial.
Explicit FEM analysis is generally preferred in cutting simulation since explicit analysis is
guaranteed to converge. Large deformation was prevented by an updated Lagrangian
formulation. Movahhedy et al., (2000) developed an orthogonal cutting model using the ALE
approach to solve the equations derived by considering strain rate and temperature dependencies.
Özel and Zeren (2007) developed a model where the chip was generated by plastic flow of
workpiece material, and solved the developed equations with a FEM using ALE adaptive
meshing without using chip separation criteria. Sima and Özel (2010) simulated serrated chips
without using damage or failure models by adiabatic shearing due to temperature – dependent
flow softening with continuous remeshing in Deform 2D.
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Cutting simulations have been performed more realistically by introducing a progressive
failure model with chip separation criteria (Huang et al., 1996) and adaptive meshing such as
ALE has been used in the FEM (Özel and Zeren, 2007). To date, many models based on
plasticity and fracture have been developed, their solution has involved different meshing
techniques and implicit or explicit FEA software packages such as Deform (Jinsheng et al., 2009;
Özel, 2009), Abaqus (Özel and Zeren, 2007; Mabrouki et al., 2008), MSC. Marc (Lorentzon et
al., 2009) and Forge (Calamaz et al., 2011).
Use of a progressive failure model is a crucial factor when modelling cutting simulation in
machining processes. One of the key features in failure progression is a properly introduced
damage evolution criterion into the model. Damage evolution in the Abaqus software can be
performed in two ways either by defining equivalent plastic displacement or by defining fracture
energy dissipation (Abaqus user’s manual, 2009). Ambati and Yuan (2010) studied the meshdependence in the simulation of cutting by introducing a progressive damage model coupled
with a plastic displacement damage evolution criterion. They produced various shapes of chips
by changing the plastic displacement value and showed that chip transition took place from
continuous to segmented with increasing depth. Mabrouki et al., (2008) studied the dry cutting of
aeronautical aluminium alloy and used a numerical model based on Johnson-Cook law
incorporating material damage evolution by using a fracture energy model. They simulated a
variable feed rate and cutting velocity with constant fracture energy. Their results showed that
higher cutting speeds resulted in higher segmentation in the chip. A summary of chip separation
criterion can be found in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 together with corresponding chip type
formation under different conditions.
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3.3.4 Friction scheme in FEM simulation
Predicted results from FEM simulation of machining are highly influenced by two factors;
the first one is the flow stress models which define the material deformation behaviour under
high straining and thermal changes; and the second one is friction characteristics between the
tool-chip interfaces (Özel, 2006). Friction conditions at the tool-chip interface (tool-chip contact
length) strongly influence heat generation in this region (secondary shear zone) (Iqbal et al.,
2008). In order to define friction scheme between tool-chip interfaces, the tool-chip contact
length should be determined. Iqbal et al., (2008) reviewed the tool-chip contact length model and
used friction models for chip formation mechanism. The contact length and friction parameters
between the tool and chip are influenced by many factors, such as, undeformed and deformed
chip thickness, rake angle, cutting speed, feed rate, etc., (Özel, 2006; and Iqbal et al., 2008).
Characterization of friction at the tool-chip interface is difficult and complicated in machining.
To capture the friction characteristics at the tool-chip interface, the best way is to measure the
normal and frictional stresses by actual machining process experimentally. Well-known
Coulomb friction model has been often used in the modelling of machining processes. According
to Coulomb friction model ( f  n ), frictional stresses, f , is proportional to normal force,  n ,
with a coefficient of friction,  . However, in high speed machining, the Coulomb friction may
not represent the tool-chip contact behaviour appropriately because interaction between tool face
and chip become more complicated with increasing cutting speed. Zorev (1963) proposed a
friction model for complex friction regime in high speed machining, his model consider sticking
and sliding region between tool and chip interface separately. According to Zorev’s model, the
normal and shear stresses are represented as,
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f (x)  p and when n (x)  p while (x) within sticking region
3.34

f (x)  n (x) and when n (x)  p while (x) within sliding region
Where f is a frictional shearing stress,  p is an average shear flow stress at the tool-chip
interfaces. Some other friction models can be found in Table 3.3, which is from Iqbal et al.,
(2008) review.
Table 3.3 Friction models (Iqbal et al., 2008)
No

Friction model

Mathematical equation

1

Constant Coulomb friction law

 f  n

2

 f  mk p

3

Constant shear friction law
(Wanheim and Bay, 1978)
Variable Coulomb friction law

4

Variable shear friction law (Usui and Shirakashi, 1982)

5

Constant shear friction in sticking region
and constant Coulomb friction in sliding region

  f  n    f  n
m

f 
   
1 e n f 

k p 

 f  mk p , 0  x  lst
 f  n , 0  x  lsl

Where τf = Frictional stress, σn = Normal stress, m = shear friction factor, kp = Shear flow
stress of the chip in the primary shear deformation zone, µ = Coefficient of friction, lst = Sticking
contact length, lsl = Sliding contact length.

3.3.5 Chip generation based on FEM models in the literature
The results found in the literature on chip formation with software, constitutive models,
and chip separation criterion and corresponding chip type were given in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
According to Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, the JCM is the most popular model for simulation of chip
formation where large deformation occurs at high strain rate. The JCM also takes into account
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strain hardening and thermal softening phenomena up to certain limits. The main difficulty in
chip formation simulation is insufficient flow stress data at high strain rates and temperatures to
characterize the material deformation during the FEM simulation. However, these are
experimentally evaluated data and the current SHPB has a limiting strain rate of up to 10 4 s-1
(Ramezani and Ripin, 2010). To reduce the deficiencies of available test information, the JCM
has been modified by e.g., Sima and Özel (2010) who increased the flow stress behaviour
capability to encompass more complicated situations (higher strain rate, hardening, softening,
etc.). However, the problem is not only the flow stress model, to simulate the chip more
realistically other criteria are also vital, these include chip separation criterion and the remeshing
method. To date, chip formation has been simulated using adaptive remeshing (chip formed due
to plastic flow), which is unable to demonstrate discontinuous chip and crack growth, or using a
material failure model without damage evolution, which cannot correctly demonstrate material
behaviour after damage initiation, or using sacrificial layers which allow chip separation exactly
from the defined line but this is not acceptable for realistic chip formation since chips could
include cracks even within itself.
Thus, a model is needed which can consider damage mechanics and damage evolution
until ultimate chip formation, which considers adaptive remeshing to reduce element distortion
and uses a flow stress model which should demonstrate material yielding at large deformation
under high strain rate. Flow stress is dependent on experimental material data and is needed so
that damage mechanics can be coupled with damage evolution to develop a more realistic chip
formation model. Considering this necessary point, in this thesis a FEM model is developed that
takes into account adaptive meshing, damage mechanics and damage evolution criterion in
conjunction with the JCM. This will help to further understanding of chip simulation in the
grinding process.
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3.4 Finite element simulation of grinding process in literature
Grinding is a complex material removal process due to the large number of abrasive grains
with an unknown geometry which varies with time. A better understanding of the physical
processes of grinding can help to produce a more promising model and simulation. A model for
grinding should describe the complex relationships between process and machine parameters,
and work results. The interaction is modelled to predict grinding forces, temperatures, grinding
energies, surface integrity, in ways that depend on the model used. Recent papers have reviewed
both macro scale and micro scale FEA of the grinding process, and the different objectives
pursued by modelling and simulation (Klocke, 2003; Brinksmeier et al., 2006; Doman et al.,
2009b). It was generally concluded that understanding of the simulation of the grinding process
should be increased so that it will be possible to better predict process behaviour and component
quality and to determine optimum process parameters prior to the manufacturing process. It
should also allow complex preliminary investigations and development time to be reduced.
Studies have shown that substantial time and cost saving can be obtained by the integration of
process simulation within the development and planning phases (Klocke, 2003).

3.4.1 Wheel-workpiece interaction approach
Finite element simulation of the grinding process considering grinding wheel-workpiece
interaction (the macro scale approach) is usually applied to calculate the influences of heat and
mechanical surface pressure on the complete workpiece in terms of temperature distribution or
form deviation. Thermal analysis of the grinding process has significant importance for this type
of model (Rowe et al., 1997; Malkin and Guo, 2007). The grinding wheel is modelled as a
moving heat source and the investigation is generally focused on thermal effects in the grinding
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zone. The plastic material behaviour and the chip formation are not considered in the macro scale
approach. Here, relevant literature regarding macroscopic simulation of the grinding process is
reported together with a general simulation procedure.
In most macroscopic models the grinding wheel is represented as a combined source of
heat and surface pressure, which is moved over the workpiece with feed speed. The exact
distribution of the heat source within contact zone, between the workpiece and the grinding
wheel, must be ascertained in order to provide realistic input parameters, in particular the heat
flux distribution. Simplified profiles of the heat source were often idealized by assuming a
rectangular, triangular, parabolic or trapezoidal shape. A general macro scale thermal model
setup is shown in Figure 3.7. To model even a simplified heat source, it is essential to know the
heat flux density

which flows from the heat source into the workpiece. Most temperature

models are based on the theory of Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) and this has been extended to take
into account the cooling lubricant in front of and behind the contact zone of the workpiece
(Figure 3. 7(a)) and the constant temperature of the clamped areas (approximated as ambient
temperature). The calculated uniform heat flux density is shown in Equation (3.35).

qw  K v K w

Vc Ft
lg bk

3.35

Where contact length is lg, contact width of grinding wheel is bk, cutting speed Vc , Kv and
Kw are the energy dissipation (percentage) and heat distribution factors (percentage) respectively,
and Ft is the tangential force during the process.
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(a)

(b)

Possible heat flux distribution (qw)

(c)

rectangular

triangular

right triangular

Figure 3.7 Macro scale FEM model description (a) illustration of grinding wheel-workpiece
interaction (b) illustration of FEM model (c) different heat flux distribution used as heat source
in the FEM model (Klocke, 2003)
The tangential force Ft can be measured using a dynamometer during grinding process.
The factor Kv indicates the percentage of mechanical energy which is transformed into heat and
can be set to Kv=1, because almost total grinding power is transformed into heat in the primary
deformation zone. The heat distribution factor Kw corresponds to the percentage of heat energy
entering into the workpiece (Brinksmeier et al., 2006). Calculation of Kw is shown with a
diagram in Brinksmeier et al., (2006) using experimental and statistical method.
Mahdi and Zhang (1995) developed a 2D FEM model to predict the phase transformation
that occurs during the grinding process. The model used temperature dependent thermal
properties for the steel alloy (En23). A moving heat source with a triangular profile was used in
the FEM. The relative peak location of the heat flux was found to be a critical parameter for
material phase transformation during grinding. Mahdi and Zhang (2000) also investigated the
residual stress caused by phase transformation and thermal deformation by using the similar
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model in Mahdi and Zhang (1995). Hamdi et al., (2004) investigated the grinding induced
residual stresses by using a thermo-mechanical FEM for a steel material (AISI52100). In the
model, heat input is taken to be a function of such grinding parameters as wheel speed,
workpiece speed and depth of cut. It was found that the temperature inside the workpiece
changes proportional to the wheel speed.
Moulik et al., (2001) developed a FEM model to calculate the temperatures and stresses
arising due to a moving heat source with a rectangular profile for the grinding of elastic and
elastic-plastic workpiece materials. This FEM model was applied to calculate the surface and
sub-surface residual stress induced in an elastic-plastic solid by such sources of heat when
convection heat transfer is assumed to occur at the solid surface. The finite element calculations
show that the near surface residual stresses produced by moving sources of heat are generally
tensile and the magnitude of this stress increases with increasing heat flux values.
Chuang et al., (2003) investigated grinding forces and the associated stress and
deformation fields generated in a ceramic workpiece during plunge surface grinding. They
designed a 2D FEM with the grinding parameters and the mechanical properties of the workpiece
as input variables. According to the results the depth of the subsurface shear failure zone
increases with an increase in maximum undeformed chip thickness or the wheel depth of cut.
The resulting local grinding force vector, maximum stress and damage zone sizes were predicted
as a function of maximum undeformed chip thickness.
Mamalis et al., (2003) developed a FEM to predict the temperature field of the grinding
zone. The FEM was developed based on Jaeger’s model (Jaeger, 1942), where the grinding
wheel is considered to be a moving heat source using the implicit finite element code Marc.
Distribution of temperature fields in the workpiece was successfully calculated by the proposed
model when the power exerted during grinding was a known parameter. The heat affected zone
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can also be extracted from the temperature field of the workpiece by considering the critical
temperature for tempering, and martensitic and austenitic transformation.
Liu et al., (2002) reported a finite element analysis on grinding and lapping of wire-sawn
silicon wafers. An FEA model was first developed to simulate the waviness of the deformation
of wire-sawn wafers in grinding and lapping processes. FEA simulations shed light on why
conventional grinding cannot remove waviness effectively and why lapping was more effective
than grinding in removing waviness.

3.4.2 Single grit-workpiece interaction approach
The investigation of the modelling and simulation of single grit-workpiece interaction was
first initiated by Hahn (1962). According to Hahn, interaction between an abrasive grit and
workpiece has three stages or phases in achieving material removal in the form of chips. These
three stages of material removal mechanism performed by a single grit are illustrated in Figure
3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Illustration of (a) rubbing, (b) ploughing, and (c) chip formation phases of material
removal by an individual grit (Doman et al., 2009a)

The chip formation with abrasive grit differs in many ways from chip formation that occurs
during conventional cutting. These can be listed as;


Cutting tool geometry effect: Cutting tools in grinding are abrasive grits which
have a geometrical shape that might continuously change during the cutting process
depending on the operating conditions, whereas cutting tools in other cutting
processes such as turning have a properly defined tool shape and chips are formed
according to this shape and the operating conditions.
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Size effect: The cutting edge size and undeformed chip thickness are remarkably
small in grinding compared to those in conventional cutting processes.



Number of cutting tools effect: Numerous abrasive grits are involved in material
removal processes during grinding each having a different geometry and different
size, whereas generally single tools used for other cutting processes have a defined
size and shape.



Material plastic flow direction effect: Material might flow across both sides and
ahead of the abrasive grit in different proportions depending on the grit shape and
undeformed chip thickness, whereas with a shaped cutting tool material side flow is
not large, material flow occurs predominantly ahead of the tool with more stable
conditions compared to those occurs during grinding.



Cutting tool attack angle effect: This is also known as the tool rake angle effect,
where the rake angle is the angle between the cutting tool’s front face and the
material in front the cutting tool. This angle is highly negative during abrasive grit
cutting but it cannot be known exactly, whereas the rake angle is one of the
specifications of conventional machining and can be defined exactly before
machining begins.

Material removal mechanisms as stated above mean that simulation of single grit action is
difficult which is not the same for normal cutting processes, even though in the literature some
researchers have proposed a simple similarity between abrasive grit cutting and shaped tool
cutting which can be achieved by using a large negative tool rake angle (Ohbuchi and Obikawa,
2003). In addition to differences between single grit action and conventional cutting, single grit
action on the workpiece requires 3D modelling rather than 2D simulation. Because abrasive grits
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have irregular shapes which engage with the workpiece at large negative rake angles, the
interaction occurs on both sides of the abrasive grit and also at the front face of the grit during
grinding. So, cutting action (chip formation) occurs not only ahead of the grit but also in both
side of the grit. This phenomenon is dissimilar to the chip formation that occurs during other
machining processes, especially when a shaped cutting tool is used. Another crucial action with
abrasive grit is the ploughing action, abrasive grit creates a groove and residual ploughed
material is left on both side of the groove. This residual ploughed material and side chips can be
modelled only in 3D. Therefore, three main challenges (3D model requirements, size effect and
shape effects) remained to be solved for the modelling and simulation of the single grit cutting
mechanism. There does not yet exist any FEM model of the single grit process which can
successfully simulate these three actions (rubbing, ploughing and cutting) of the workpiece.
In the open literature physical descriptions of the sliding action in contact mechanics,
surface friction and ploughing action by scratching and indentation are available, but none of
them are capable of describing chip formation. Some FEM simulations have been attempted for
the single grit grinding process together with some closely related areas such as sliding
simulation and scratch simulation using an indenter are reviewed to demonstrate the state of the
art technology in this field.
Lambropoulos et al., (1996) developed an axisymmetric FEM of indentation for the
grinding of a glass surface which was modelled as an elastic-perfectly plastic material, by using
rigid indenters having a radius of curvature and conical shape at the tip. This model was used to
investigate compressive stresses in the plastic zone generated by an abrasive grit. However, this
model was only capable of demonstrating the material pile-up around contact regions and stress
distribution caused by indentation. As the indenter was not moving there was no material
removal with this model.
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To predict the grinding damage of ceramics Zhang and Peng (2000) developed a 3D FEM
model which considered single grit grinding, where the grit was modelled with a spherical tip.
Grinding damage was described as any form of strength degradation and surface deterioration
that appeared during grinding. This model did not demonstrate chip formation. The damage
zone was determined using effective von Mises stress distribution. Ceramic material modelling
can be counted as different from other materials in terms of damage and elastic-plastic
behaviour. The proposed model showed good agreement with experimental results. It is a useful
innovation for damage prediction of grinding ceramics.
Klocke et al., (2002) developed a 2D FEM model by using Deform software to simulate
the single grit cutting process where the grit is passing through the workpiece material. The grit
was modelled with a cutting edge radius of 50 µm, scratching depth of cut was 20 µm, grit speed
was 2700 m/min and table speed was 180 mm/min. A picture obtained from 2D FEM simulation
is shown in Figure 3.9. The simulation predicted the maximum temperature would be around
1700 ºC which was within the same band as previous analytical calculations. Klocke et al.,
(2002) also noted that there were many unknown parameters in the use of FEM simulation of
cutting with a single grit. These parameters are associated with material properties which are not
available for high speed grinding because conventional flow curves do not represent material
behaviour at high strain and high strain rates which happen during the grinding process.
Simulation of single grit grinding was attempted at the RWTH Aachen University and at
the IWT of the University of Bremen (Klocke, 2003). 2D and 3D simulations performed at these
research centres are shown in Figure 3.10. The 3D model was obtained using an inelastic grit
model which has tip radius and depth of cut of 5 µm. With a single grit FEM model, chip
formation could not be properly achieved because of some problems which are not explained in
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the paper. But single grit FEM simulation is very promising for the understanding of grinding
process mechanisms.

Figure 3.9 Temperature distribution during chip formation of single grit scratching (Klocke et al.,
2002)

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.10 Single grit grinding simulation (a) 2D and (b) 3D model (Klocke, 2003)

Ohbuchi and Obikawa (2003) developed a finite element model of orthogonal cutting with
a highly negative rake angle to provide more understanding of the mechanisms and thermal
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aspects of grinding. A large rake angle was used since cutting with abrasive grit resembles the
orthogonal cutting with large negative rake angle. Material behaviour was described by using
thermo-elastic-plastic material properties. A stagnant chip region was observed during
simulation and was removed by changing the cutting tool model to one where the model had a
front nose which had the shape of the stagnant region. According to the results, chips are formed
unconditionally with higher rake angles, whilst grinding with abrasive grit is in a lower range of
rake angles where chip formation is restricted by the critical cutting speed and critical
undeformed chip thickness. They found the critical cutting speed and uncut chip thicknesses for
efficient material removal, but these parameters are affected by tool rake angle which suggests
that high speed grinding is preferable to micro cutting with abrasives. Serrated chips and front
bulging were obtained from the simulation and which strongly depends on the cutting speed,
depth of cut and rake angle. When the cutting speed or the depth of cut decreases, chip shape
diverges from serrated to bulging type flow.
Park et al., (2007) used finite element simulation to predict the shear angle developed
during negative rake cutting by considering single grit interaction during grinding. A FEM model
based on Merchant’s model was solved using Deform 2D, and coefficients determined to predict
the forces which occur during the micro grinding process. The cutting tool was assumed as
perfectly sharp with negative rake angle of -20º, -40º, -60º and -80º, the cutting speed was 0.167
m/min and depth of cut was set to 250 µm. Park et al., (2007) also studied ploughing forces
during micro scale grinding. In their model, ploughing action was simplified into the spherical
indention problem using FEM simulation. Thus, the ploughing force was directly determined
from the indention force. The proposed model without considering thermal affects predicts
higher forces compared to experiment. When the thermal effects are included, better results were
obtained which agreed with experimental results.
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Doman et al., (2009a) investigated the rubbing and ploughing stages of single grit grinding
by using 3D finite element model performed in LS-DYNA software. In the FEM model, the size
of the mesh element at the contact zone (grit-workpiece contact) was around 10 µm but much
larger elements were used outside the contact zone. Elements sizes were too big for chip
formation but chip formation was not the interest of the study. Only rubbing and ploughing
stages during single grit grinding were investigated. Depth of cut for the simulation ranged from
1 µm to 20 µm. The rubbing to ploughing transition was observed at a depth of cut around 3 µm
in the simulation, although in the real tests ploughing was observed at lower depth than that. The
experimental verification was performed by using an alumina sphere indenter with a diameter of
2 mm. Simulation and experimental results demonstrated a good agreement for force prediction.
Chong et al., (2011) developed a cutting process for a single abrasive grit by using a
multiscale modelling technique which combines FEM with a meshless method (Smooth Particle
Hydrodynamics, SPH). The meshless method was suggested since finite element simulation
often could not produce chips because of element distortion at small scale and remeshing
problems. In the model, chip formation zone was modelled by using the SPH method but the
outer region of chipping zone and cutting tool were modelled using FEM. To form chips, a 10
µm of depth of cut was used. It was concluded that the cutting capability of the abrasive grit
(shaped grit was used in the model) increases with the increase of grit rake angle.
Anderson et al., (2011a and 2012) investigated the single abrasive grain mechanism by
experiment and FEM simulation. Unlike previous work, they used a combined Eulerian and
Lagrangian formulation for the FEM model. The 3D FEM model was performed in LS-DYNA
hydrocode using explicit time integration. The workpiece mesh and simulation results are shown
in Figure 3.11. They used Eulerian element for the large deformation region and Lagrangian
element for the small deformation region in the workpiece mesh. Void space was used to capture
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the expanding Eulerian element; without it, expanding Eulerian material would be removed from
the simulation. Simulation with a spherical tool only demonstrated ploughing material in front
and side of the tool, whereas, a flat nose cutting tool (similar to negative rake angle cutting)
produced chips at 4 µm depth of cut. Transition from rubbing to ploughing was not captured, and
it was concluded that the three phases of material removal (rubbing, ploughing, and cutting)
during abrasive grain cutting seems to occur simultaneously but in different proportion
depending on the machining (or simulation) conditions. According to these results, normal forces
increased with cutting speed due to strain rate hardening of the workpiece, and tangential forces
decreased with cutting speed due to reduction in the coefficient of friction between cutting tool
and workpiece. It is clear from the above description this workpiece model was too complicated
to adapt the single grain grinding process to different conditions, and the model was unable to
demonstrate chip formation with a spherical tool. Chip was obtained using negative rake angle
cutting which is similar to the 3D cutting.
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(a) Workpiece model (using hybrid Eulerian an Lagrangian formulation)

(b) ploughing and chip simulation
Figure 3.11 (a) Workpiece mesh and (b) simulation results (Anderson et al., 2012).

The micro milling process produces similar chip shapes to the grinding process. In micro
milling, depth of cut and the feed rate per tooth are very small and no chips are formed below a
value called minimum chip thickness. Chae et al., (2006) define it as the critical undeformed chip
thickness (between 5% and 38% of the tool edge radius) below which no chip can be formed.
Three different cases happen in micro-chip formation, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12 Schematic of the effect of the minimum chip thickness (Re, radius of cutting tool; h,
undeformed chip thickness; hm, minimum chip thickness) (Chae et al., 2006)

Other useful and relevant investigations that would contribute to the understanding of
single abrasive grit FEM simulation would include contact problems between two rough
surfaces, scratching simulation with a shaped indenter for coating material surfaces, material
stress distribution under small shaped spherical indenter loading. There are some works available
regarding these issues, Ram et al., (2003) investigated the elastic stresses developed during
sliding of abrasive grit on the workpiece material by using an implicit 2D FEM model performed
in LS-DYNA software. The material was modelled using only elastic properties and contact
between abrasive grit and workpiece as described by Hertzian contact theory. Abrasive grit was
modelled as a Hertzian pressure loading onto the workpiece. Simulated elastic stresses were in
close agreement with the theoretical results. Similarly, Yao et al., (2004) also investigated elastic
contact between two rough surfaces using Hertzian theory to describe the contact. Determination
of real contact area after deformation was studied and it was found that Hertzian contact theory
did not give realistic results when surface asperities were taken into account. Hegadekatte et al.,
(2005) investigated sliding wear mechanisms using a finite element model developed in Abaqus.
For this investigation, a wear model based on Archard’s law (1953) was introduced into the FE
model to solve general deformable-deformable body contact problems. The wear on both
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surfaces was calculated using the contact pressure obtained from 2D and 3D FEM simulation.
These investigations did not demonstrate single grit grinding removal mechanisms in terms of
rubbing, ploughing and chip formation, they only included stress distribution based on defined
contact between two bodies.
Bucaille et al., (2001) investigated elastic-plastic behaviour of thin coating materials with a
scratch test by using 3D FEM simulation. The work material was modelled as elastic-perfectly
plastic material interacting with a rigid indenter with no friction between the surfaces. The
simulation was performed in Forge3D software. With high elastic modulus, deformation was
found to be mainly plastic, material behaviour was similar to the behaviour of metal. Frontal and
side pile-up was observed during scratching. Similarly, Li and Beres (2006) used 3D FEM model
of a sliding scratch test to investigate the failures occur in coating materials. They used a rigid
Rockwell C indenter for scratching a TiN/Ti-6AI-4V coating system. The FEM software of MSC
Patran and MSC Marc were used for the analysis, as well as Abaqus/Standard and the results
compared. The finite element results showed significant residual deformation remained after the
indenter was moved away from the test location. With this model, three modes of contact
between indenter and coating materials were observed; static, sliding and ploughing modes.
Compressive stresses and tensile stresses were investigated and depended on the indenter
movement. But numerical investigation has not been proved by experimental test in Li and
Beres’s study, it remains for future research.
Barge et al., (2003) investigated the ploughing process and associated deformation during
abrasive wear by using finite element simulation and experimental tests. The work material was
modelled by using large deformation and elastoplastic theory. A rigid sphere was used as an
indenter for the simulation which was performed in Systus software. Residual depth and side
pile-up were analyzed together with ploughing force. Larger residual depth was found with this
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simulation and was attributed to elastic deformation of the indenter. The side pile-up was found
smaller in experiment compared to the simulation results. Fang et al., (2005) investigated groove
ridge formation using FEA. To produce a groove with a ridge, an indenter with sphere tip was
used and simulation was performed in Ansys software. Bilinear elastic-plastic material behaviour
with hardening characteristic was used for the workpiece material model. This study investigated
mainly ridge morphology with different indentation depth obtained by using different materials.

3.5 Summary
The state of the art in modelling and simulation of machining processes particularly by
FEA is summarized in this chapter. Chip formation simulation for orthogonal cutting is reviewed
in order to understand the FEM model and simulation mechanisms for possible application to
grinding mechanisms. The current state of the art in modelling chip formation is to use the
fracture mechanism together with well-defined material behaviour at large deformation and high
strain rates.
Recently the JCM or modified JCM have been very popular in machining simulation
because the JCM takes into account strain rate dependent material properties which are measured
using the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) test. Although the SHPB test can measure
material properties only up to a certain level of strain rate, it is currently accepted as the most
reliable flow stress device. FEM simulation of the grinding process using the macro scale
approach, where the grinding wheel is modelled using applied pressure and heat source, cannot
achieve detailed mechanical characteristics of material removal. This approach has investigated
general residual stress distribution or thermal hardening behaviour on the ground surface or
subsurface. However, with the micro scale approach where the individual grit-workpiece
interaction is analysed, detail information about material removal characteristic during rubbing,
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ploughing, and chip formation stages can be analysed, and also grinding force, stress conditions
and surface creation with geometrical analysis can be investigated.
Simulation with single abrasive grit is still in its developmental stage and there is
insufficient information to adequately describe it. In the last decade there have been some
attempts to perform this kind of FEM simulation but cutting mechanisms (e.g. chip formation)
have not yet been simulated successfully at the micro scale (~1-3 µm depth of cut). Research has
taken place on ploughing phenomenon during abrasive grit-workpiece interaction, sliding
mechanisms and sliding-deduced stress distribution on the surface.
This thesis aims to contribute to FEM simulation of single grit grinding material removal
mechanisms by considering the rubbing, ploughing, and cutting phases at a micro level, and
provide a new perspective on the modelling and simulation techniques for machining technology
using abrasive grits.
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Chapter 4 Methodology of Single Grit Grinding
Investigation
4.1 Introduction
The grinding process has extremely complex material removal mechanisms because of the
numerous irregularly shaped and sized abrasive grits bonded onto the grinding wheel, as
illustrated schematically in Figure 4.1. Since a grinding process can be modelled as a cumulative
process and the result of several single grit actions over the workpiece, the single grit interaction
with the workpiece is of essential importance. With an understanding of individual gritworkpiece interaction mechanisms, the material removal phenomena could be extrapolated to the
entire grinding wheel-workpiece interaction.
In this chapter, a methodological approach is presented in respect of the single grit test
setup and workpiece sample preparation. In addition, methods of single grit grinding including
traverse and longitudinal scratching are presented. Furthermore, a force sensor and Acoustic
Emission (AE) monitoring system setup and scratch surface measurement technique are
described. Finally, strategy to analyse scratches produced by single grit actions in terms of
material removal mechanism is presented.
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Grinding wheel
N

Individual
grits

Workpiece
Vf

Figure 4.1 Schematic of grinding process (N: Wheel rotational speed, rpm; Vf: Work table speed
(or feed) mm/min)

4.2 Single grit grinding approach
In order to understand the complexity of the grinding material removal process, the single
grit grinding process can be considered as an elementary part of the grinding process of the
grinding wheel, and the grinding process as the integration of numerous actions performed by
individual grit. Thus, understanding of single grit action performed on a workpiece is important
to model the overall grinding phenomena. Single grit action on the workpiece contains rubbing,
ploughing and cutting (chip formation) phases. The schematic representation of single grit action
with the three material removal phases is given in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of single grit grinding action (Fn: normal force; Ft: tangential force; N:
rotational cutting speed, rpm; Vf: work table speed or feed, mm/min; ap: undeformed chip
thickness)

The contribution of each phase to material removal varies depending on the size, geometry
and sharpness of the grit, the hardness of workpiece and grinding kinematic conditions, such as
depth of cut and scratching speed, etc. For instance, with smaller depth of cut, rubbing and
ploughing processes are more prominent while with greater depth of cut chip formation would be
prominent. In this investigation, single grit grinding tests were performed on different workpiece
materials with different hardness including EN24T steel, Inconel 718, and En8 steel. Scratch
grooves were cut by single grit action performed at different speeds and with gradually
increasing depth. AE signals were used to detect initial contact. A force sensor was used during
the single grit grinding process to record the force exerted during scratching. Single grit grinding
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tests have been performed with different operational conditions and compared with numerical
FEM simulation. A schematic of the investigation work flow is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Research on single grit
grinding

by numerical (FEM)
method

by experimental method

Comparison, discussion
and conclusion

Figure 4.3 Simple schematic of research method

4.3 Establishment of single grit grinding test setup
4.3.1 Description of machining centre used for single grit grinding tests
The experiments for this research were mainly performed on a Precitech Nanoform 250
Ultragrind machining centre. The machine performs precision grinding and single point diamond
turning and is capable of machining 3D free-form complex surfaces with a surface roughness to
1 nm and form accuracy to better than 100 µm. The machine has high precision motion control
driven by a linear actuator of resolution 0.1 nm level for programming. It has two axis linear
movements; one is worktable movement in the longitudinal Z direction and the other is spindle
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movement in the lateral X direction. The overall view from the machining centre is shown in
Figure 4.4.

Acquisition and
computer system

spindle

Digital microscope for
surface quality check
after surface grinding

Figure 4.4 View from machining centre (Nanoform250 ultra grind)

4.3.2 Single grit grinding test setup
The original machine was not designed to perform single grit measurements. A steel test
rig was designed and made to enable the single grit grinding test. The single grit test setup is
shown in Figure 4.5. The vertical movement was driven by a screw with a 1 µm resolution (see
Figure 4.5 - (a)) for grit and workpiece touch point adjustment and depth of cut setting. The
workpiece was mounted onto the designed test rig as shown in Figure 4.5 – (b). A Kistler 3-axis
force sensor was mounted under the workpiece to measure forces during single grit scratching
and an AE sensor was mounted near the workpiece to acquire the AE signal during machining.
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The AE sensor could not be installed on the workpiece because of space restrictions but the
mounting position still allows the AE sensor to acquire AE signal.
X - axis movement

Vs

Single point
diamond dresser

Steel wheel
grit
workpiece

AE sensor

3-axis
force sensor

Fixture base

Y- axis movement

Screw for up
and down
movement
1 µm resolution

Z- axis movement

100 mm

(a) Schematic of single grit grinding test setup
Wheel holder
Steel wheel
(Dia. 34.8 mm)

Diamond
point dresser
AE sensor

Workpiece

Force sensor

Y
X

Fixture base
Z

(b) View of single grit grinding test setup
Figure 4.5 Single grit grinding setup of Nanoform250 ultra grind machine centre
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4.4 Establishment of single grit grinding tests
Single grit grinding experiments were conducted on three different workpiece materials.
Firstly, some preliminary experiments were performed on En8 steel to check the feasibility of
single grit grinding process using a test setup. Basically, the first experiment was performed to
improve the test setup and to develop a strategy to obtain acceptable results for further single grit
grinding processes. The first tests on En8 steel showed how to improve grinding parameters such
as rotational speed of the wheel and table speed to improve surface flatness, surface finishing,
process monitoring tool installation and data collection from sensors. The second set of single
grit experiments was performed on the Inconel 718 workpiece for comparison with the steel. But
due to the difficulty of identifying the data logging datum point during process monitoring, the
data collected from the AE and force sensors could not be matched for individual scratches so
that data was inconclusive. Figure 4.6 shows single grit grinding setup with the Inconel 718
workpiece. In this setup the wheel stops moving forward half way along the workpiece before
the wheel finally stops rotating and the data logging loses its datum point.
The third set of single grit grinding experiments was performed on En24T steel (AISI4340)
which was used in some of the FEM simulations in this thesis. For the experiment on En24T
steel, the problem of data logging was solved by cutting–off the workpiece material (see Figure
4.5 – (b)) to avoid any grit-workpiece interaction during the transient rotations when the wheel
was stopping.
Individual machining conditions are given with the results of the experiments in Chapter 6.
These provide a detailed view of research conditions for which results were obtained. Briefly,
cutting speed, work table speed, workpiece materials, and depth of cut are primary variables
which were considered during experiment design.
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At the last scratch, wheel still rotating
freely and generates AE and force
signal at every interaction of grit and
workpiece. In a later experiment,
workpiece unused surface is cut off to
lower the surface level to avoid
interaction during free rotation at stop

Inconel workpiece

Figure 4.6 Picture of single grit grinding test with Inconel 718 workpiece

4.4.1 Abrasive grit material
CBN grits having a 40/50 mesh size (Figure 4.7) were used as the single grit abrasive
throughout the experiments. CBN abrasive has significantly higher toughness, endurance,
abrasive ability, thermal conductivity and chemical stability compared to standard abrasive
materials such as Al2O3 and SiC. CBN also has a significantly bigger modulus of elasticity (706
GPa or more) than conventional abrasives (296-365 GPa). The specific heat capacity of CBN
(670 J/kg·°C) is lower than that of Al2O3 (http://www.harisdiamond.com/cbn.html). Some
important characteristics of CBN and other abrasives were detailed in Chapter 2.
To perform single grit grinding tests, the circumferential surface of the steel wheel was
ground by high speed spindle grinding (20000 rpm or Vc = 502.2 m/min) in-situ to reduce
roundness error to less than 1 µm. After this process, CBN grit was glued onto the
circumferential surface of the steel wheel using super glue (Loctite super glue) as shown in
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Figure 4.8. The steel wheel was never taken out of its holder to maintain calibration settings
throughout the experiments.

Figure 4.7 CBN grit (40/50 mesh size) used for single grit grinding tests

Super glue
A CBN grit from
top view

Steel wheel

Figure 4.8 CBN grit (40/50 mesh size) glued onto the circumferential surface of the steel wheel

4.4.2 Workpiece material properties
Material properties and chemical composition of the three workpiece materials (En8 steel,
Inconel 718 and EN24T steel) are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. En8 steel was used for the
preliminary single grit grinding test and to improve the test setup and conditions. EN24T steel
has similar material properties to AISI4340 steel and was used for some FEM simulations. AISI
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4340 steel was preferred for the FEM simulations since there is sufficient information about its
plastic properties at different strain rates and reports in the literature available for comparisons.
The Inconel 718 workpiece was used for single grit scratching (grinding) to investigate the
variation of material removal mechanism with different materials.
Table 4.1 Workpiece material typical properties
Inconel 718

Material properties
Density (kg/m3)
Hardness (HV at 1 kg load)*
Tensile strength (UTS) (MPa)
Yield strength (MPa)
Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
Melting point (ºC)

En8 steel

(Ref1)
at 25 ºC

En24T steel

(Ref2:AISI 1040)
at 25 ºC

8190
355
1240
1036
211
0.284
1260-1336

(Ref2:AISI 4340)
at 25 ºC

7845
222.2
518.8
353.4
190-210
0.27-0.3
1520

7700-8003
289.2
744.6
472.3
190-210
0.27-0.3
1427

Ref1: http://www.aviationmetals.net; Ref2: http://www.efunda.com; *Measured values

Table 4.2 Chemical compositions of the workpiece materials
Material
In718
(Wt, %)
(Ref3)
En8
(Wt, %)
(Ref4)
En24T
(Wt, %)
(Ref4)

C
1721

Si

0.36
0.44
0.36
0.44

0.10
0.40
0.10
0.35

<= 0.35

Mn
<=0.35

S
<=0.015

P
<=0.015

Cr
<=1

Ni
50
55
-

Al
0.2
0.8
-

B
<=0.006

Cu
<=0.3

Fe
17

-

Mo
2.8
3.3
-

0.601.00

0.050
Max

0.050
Max

0.45
0.70

0.040
Max

0.035
Max

-

Nb
4.75
5.5
-

Ti
0.65
1.15
-

-

-

1.00
1.40

0.20
0.35

1.30
1.70

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ref3: http://www.matweb.com, Ref4: http://www.kvsteel.co.uk/

4.4.3 Workpiece surface preparation
Before commencing single grit grinding experiments, the workpiece surface had to be
prepared in terms of surface flatness and surface roughness. Workpiece surface was already
ground with a conventional surface grinder after being cut as a test sample. Although workpiece
surfaces were ground, after mounting the workpiece onto the test rig the flatness was not good
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(higher than 100 µm between two ends of the workpiece surface) with respect to machine
spindle. Also the surface roughness (Sa = ~0.5 µm) was very high due to the rough grinding
process. Thus, the workpiece surface roughness and flatness needed further improvement in-situ
to assure surface condition was good enough (with a flatness between two ends of the workpiece
surface less than 2~3 µm and surface roughness Sa less than 0.1 µm) to carry out the single grit
grinding experiment with a depth of cut accurate to an order of a few micron. The workpiece
surface preparation procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.9; first of all the workpiece was installed
into single grit test rig, then the workpiece surface was ground in situ to improve the surface
flatness and surface finish, see Figure 4.10. After surface finish grinding, surface flatness was
measured using a LVDT probe. If the flatness was around 1~2 µm level and then the surface was
polished using polishing felt with 6 µm and 1 µm particle diamond spray applied consecutively
to the surface while the polishing felt was rotating and moving over the workpiece surface. At
this stage surface roughness could not be measured until the single grit grinding tests had been
completed, because any movement of the workpiece would have ruined the alignment between
the wheel and the workpiece. After experiments were completed, surface roughness was
measured with a Talysurf CCI 3000 interferometer. An example of microscope pictures obtained
of the surface after in-situ grinding and polishing is shown in Figure 4.11. The roughness after
polishing was around Sa = 90 nm for the En24T steel workpiece. However, it is not easy to keep
the roughness value around same level for each sample because the process was extremely
complex and affected by several parameters. Measured surface roughness of the En8 workpiece
was around Sa = 50 nm and for the Inconel 718 was around Sa = 40 nm.
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Install workpiece

Surface grinding to improve
flatness and surface finish (up to
10 passes, 1 µm feed at each pass)

Dress the wheel using diamond
dresser

No

Yes

No
Measure flatness using LVDT probe
Whether it is lower than 2-3 µm?

Check wheel, if wheel surface is blunt
and loading occur

Yes
Polish the surface by using felt
and diamond spray of 6 µm
particle until big scratches
disappear (inspection by eye)

Polish the surface by using felt and
diamond spray of 1 µm particle
until surface looks shining, also
check by using digital microscope

Consider workpiece is ready to
perform single grit grinding
experimental tests

Figure 4.9 Schematic illustration of workpiece surface preparation before single grit grinding
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Rotating
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Diamond
point dresser

Al2O3 grinding
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Workpiece
surface

Figure 4.10 Insitu surface grinding to improve flatness of the workpiece surface

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 En24T workpiece surface (a) after in-situ grinding and (b) after in-situ polishing
process (Sa = 90 nm)

4.5 Single grit grinding methods
Single grit grinding was performed using two different methods. The first one was
longitudinal scratching, which was applied in the first set of experiment with En8 steel. It was
realized that this method has limited capability to produce scratches at higher speeds and varying
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depth of cut. The traverse scratching method was used for the remaining parts of the
experiments.

4.5.1 Longitudinal scratching
A set of single grit grinding experiment was performed in the longitudinal direction to
create similar scratches with one pass of the single grit wheel over the workpiece surface. During
longitudinal scratching, the steel wheel was rotating and moving forward whilst the work table
was stationary. Longitudinal scratching was performed at comparatively low cutting speed (N =
100 rpm or Vc = 10.8 m/min) since the single grit wheel needs to travel a distance at least that of
the preceding scratch length to generate a subsequent scratch and avoid scratches overlapping
each other. Depth of cut was set by adjusting workpiece position in the Y axis. The single grit
wheel was moved down until it touched the workpiece surface. This was controlled by the AE
signal monitor (step-1 in Figure 4.12). After touching was detected, the single grit wheel was
offset relative to the workpiece, outwards in the X direction (step-2 in Figure 4.12). After setting
spindle translational speed and single grit wheel speed, the scratches were made as shown in
step-3 in Figure 4.12. There was no relative movement between work table and single grit
spindle since the work table stayed still and the only movement was that of the single grit wheel.
Different values of depth of cut could be set by the grit being lowered into the workpiece by
moving the workpiece up along the Y-axis using a screw slider mechanism. After one pass of the
single grit wheel, the process was repeated by shifting the work table position (1-2 mm) in the Z
direction to generate new passes of scratches. An example of scratches performed on En8 steel
using longitudinal scratching method is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12 Schematic of longitudinal scratching

Longitudinal scratching
Workpiece: En8 steel
Grit : CBN (40/50)
Speed = 100 rpm (Vc = 10.8 m/min)
Work table speed = 100 mm/min

Scratching direction

Overlapped
scratches due to
low table speed

Figure 4.13 Longitudinal scratches on En8 steel
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4.5.2 Traverse scratching
Traverse single grit grinding experiments were performed when the worktable was moving
towards the wheel spindle and the steel wheel was rotating with relatively high speed of up to
5000 rpm (Vc = 546.6 m/min). Speeds exceeding 5000 rpm are not suitable because a high work
table speed is needed to separate the scratch marks. The speed of the work table was limited to
3000 mm/min and machining length was around 10 mm. Force acquisition was also not feasible
at higher speeds with the available sensor.
The most critical point during the single grit scratching experiment was setting the desired
depth of cut and obtaining scratches with a minimum depth of cut. Depending on the workpiece
surface, two methods could be applied to provide the desired depth of cut. If the polished
workpiece surface flatness was good enough to obtain scratches of different depths of cut, the
grit can be fed into workpiece using the vertical movement of the grit wheel to set depth of cut. If
the polished workpiece surface is tilted at a small angle (height difference between two ends of
the workpiece surface was less than 5 µm), the procedure to provide different depth of cut is as
illustrated in Figure 4.14 which shows the steel wheel with grit was moved to the middle of the
workpiece surface, and then moved down until the grit gently touched the workpiece (step-1 in
Figure 4.14), as detected by AE signal. After that the steel wheel was offset to the outside of the
workpiece lower side edge (step-2 in Figure 4.14). At this point, the rotation of the single grit
wheel was set to the desired speed, after waiting a few seconds to allow the speed to stabilise the
single grit scratching movement shown in step-3 in Figure 4.14 commenced. On completion of
this process, several scratches with gradually increasing depth of cuts from a few hundred
nanometres to a few micrometres deep could be achieved (see Figure 4.15). Then, the process
was repeated by shifting the position along the X-axis to generate new series of scratches with
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the desired wheel speeds. This process can be continued until the entire area of the test surface
was scratched by single grit.

3
Move to touch
workpiece surface

Move to perform
scratches

2

1

Move outside the workpiece

Y

ap,max
θ

less than 5 µm

10 mm
X

Z

Θ is less than 0.0286

Figure 4.14 Traverse scratching on tilted surface

Traverse scratching
Workpiece : Inconel 718
Grit : CBN (40/50)
Speed = 3000 rpm (Vc = 327.6 m/min)
Work table speed = 200 mm/min
Increasing depth of cut

Figure 4.15 Scratches on Inconel 718 performed with traverse scratching method
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4.6 Process monitoring setup
Process monitoring in machining processes is crucial to assess process performance.
During machining, real-time and in-process monitoring systems can give relevant information of
tool condition and part quality – knowledge of which are essential for the effectiveness of the
process. Real-time and in-process monitoring system can also be used to protect the machine
from such unexpected events as high speed grinding wheel failure that would cause significant
damage to high speed systems (Hwang et al., 2000). However, selection of sensors, where to
place them, and how to process the data and extract information are issues that need to be
decided by the researchers. In machining, power sensors, force sensors, accelerometers, and AE
sensors are all used for process monitoring. It is generally agreed that AE monitoring during
machining offers a real time sensory input which could provide the needed information on such
parameters as tool condition, machine dynamics and part quality (Hwang et al., 2000). In this
thesis, AE was used to monitor contact detection between single grit and workpiece surface. The
AE signal generated when the grit contacted the workpiece was collected by the AE sensor and
transferred to a computer environment where it was analysed and stored. A Kistler piezoelectric
force sensor (9602A3201) was used to measure the cutting force exerted during the single grit
grinding process. A schematic drawing of the process monitoring system used in this research is
illustrated in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17 shows the data acquisition environment including
computer, data acquisition cards, oscilloscope and software which were used during single grit
grinding process monitoring and recording.
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Figure 4.16 Schematic of process monitoring setup
Agilent oscilloscope
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Figure 4.17 Photo of process monitoring devices
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4.6.1 Acoustic emission
AE is transient elastic waves, from about 25 kHz to several MHz, generated by the release
of energy from localised sources within or on the surface of materials which are subject to
permanent alteration in their structure (Itturospe et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006). AE is a useful
monitoring tool in machining applications since plastic deformation is a strong source of AE.
Fracture is also a source of AE since the propagation of micro cracks releases elastic energy due
to the generation of new surfaces. Friction or rubbing between two surfaces is another potential
source of AE; surface asperities come into contact and are plastically deformed, generating AE
(Lee et al., 2006). One important reason for using AE is due to the superiority of AE sensors
over other sensor such as force and vibration whilst acquiring high Signal/Noise ratio (S/N) at
precision machining scale see Figure 4.18 (Dornfield, 1999).

Figure 4.18 Signal/noise characteristics of AE and force/vibration sensors for different uncut
chip thicknesses (Dornfield, 1999).

In this research the AE signal was monitored to detect contact between single grit and
workpiece before commencing the experiment. The AE sensor is sensitive enough to detect
contact point between the two surfaces. Knowing the contact position could facilitate depth of
cut setting conditions. However contact detection was in order of few hundred nanometres
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(sometimes micrometre) because up and down workpiece movement is driven by a screw -based
slider mechanism. The slider mechanism resolution is around 1 µm and manually controlled.
Before commencing use of the AE system it was calibrated using the well-established HsuNielsen pencil lead break test which also verified the sensitivity of the AE sensors (BS EN 13309:2009 Non-destructive testing (HMSO, London)). This procedure also gave a check on whether
the AE acquisition systems were functioning properly. The test can be performed by using a 2H
pencil lead with a 0.5 mm diameter and approximately 3 mm length from its tip, lead break
occurs by pressing it against surface of the workpiece. This generates an intense AE signal that
the sensor detects as a strong burst (Hsu and Breckenridge, 1981). The emitted AE signal from
the pencil lead break test is shown in Figure 4.19. Signal intensity shows whether the location of
the sensor is close enough to the source to detect the required AE signals strength and there exist
no saturation due to setting the sensitivity of the sensor too high and whether it may saturate
during grinding (single grit grinding).
The AE sensor (model: WD from Physical Acoustic Corp.) has an operating frequency
range between 100 kHz to 900 kHz and operating temperature range between -65 ºC to 177 ºC.
The sensor was confined inside housing and grease was used to guarantee good contact between
surfaces and to improve acoustic energy transfer from source to sensor. The AE signal from the
sensor was pre-amplified (Physical Acoustic Corp. 2/4/6 with differential signal input) with a
gain of 40 dB before reaching the data acquisition card (PCI2 Physical acoustic device). AEwin
software was used to monitor and record the AE signal. The software can allow setting of some
acquisition values such as waveform sampling; which was set at 2x106 samples/second. The raw
signal was recorded in time domain; it can be transformed into frequency domain to obtain the
power spectrum of the signal. The software Waveviewer was used for this transformation in this
research.
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Figure 4.19 Pencil lead break test: (a) raw signal, (b) power spectrum (dB)
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4.6.2 Cutting force measurement
Force measurement is one of the most important process monitoring methods in machining
applications because machining performance and machined surface quality are directly related to
the forces exerted during machining. Machining forces play a key role in determining tool life,
tool or workpiece damage, surface quality parameters such as residual stresses, surface hardness
and elastic-plastic deformation of the workpiece material. Machining forces for grit grinding are
of interest of this research. Single grit grinding is the elementary action of grinding process; the
machining force measured during single grit action could provide a better understanding of
grinding mechanics and can be compared to finite element simulation results. The Kistler force
sensor used in the experiments has two measurement ranges; high range with low sensitivity is
between ±5 kN for Fz component, and ±2.5 kN for Fx and Fy components; low range with high
sensitivity is between ±1 kN for Fz and ± 500 N for Fx and Fy measurements. In this research,
the sensor was set for the low range with high sensitivity setting since small value of forces were
expected for small depth of cut with the workpiece. For accurate measurement the sensor needed
to be calibrated in situ after installation. Calibration was performed by applying masses (50, 100,
200, 500, 1000 and 2000 gram) to the X, Y and Z directions for Labview software reading and
oscilloscope reading separately, since output voltage readings were different for both systems as
shown in Figure 4.20. Labview readings were always higher than oscilloscope readings due to
different processing units (such as preamplifier) used for signal acquisition. The sensor was
calibrated for 3 three axes, this was similar to the single axis calibration procedure but
measurement of cross talk needed consideration. Cross talk is the effect of a calibration force
applied along one axis on another axis, for example the output on the X-axis transducer caused
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by a Y-component force (http://www.npl.co.uk). The effect of cross talk was measured as less
than 2-3% and was ignored during force calculation.
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Figure 4.20 Force sensor calibration graphs for Labview and oscilloscope measurement

Labview software package and oscilloscope were used to monitor and to record the force
sensor measurement. The block diagram of the Labview program for force acquisition is shown
in Figure 4.21. Sampling rate was 10x103 Samples/sec. Cutting force components captured by
Labview software are seen in Figure 4.22. The oscilloscope could not able capture the signals for
high speed machining because of the limit on the samples in the on-screen shot. Although the
oscilloscope (Agilent, DSO1004A 60 MHz) has a sampling rate of 2x109 Samples/sec for one
channel use with minimum time division setting (5 ns/ division), the sampling rate reduced to
8.553x106 Samples/sec when three channels were in use and when the time division set to 100
ms. In addition, the oscilloscope saved the captured data by re-sampling all the screen graph into
600 data points to take out from oscilloscope to excel spreadsheets, this made the accuracy of
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measurement lower at relatively high speed machining. Figure 4.23 shows the single grit
scratches with corresponding cutting force profiles which were recorded using oscilloscope.

Figure 4.21 Labview block diagram for force acquisition

Forces exerted due to the grinding process contain important information on surface
integrity and overall grinding process performance. Normal and tangential forces were recorded
during single grit scratching to obtain possible relations between the material removal
mechanism and other parameters such as cutting speed. Forces were recorded by using both the
Labview based program and the oscilloscope. At relatively high speeds such as 3000 rpm (Vc =
327.6 m/min) the forces recorded by Labview were sampled at a rate of 10000 Samples/sec
while the oscilloscope sampled at a rate of less than 1000 Samples/sec. This was because the
oscilloscope sampling rate depends on the setting of the time axis, higher time division settings
result in lower sampling rates. So at high speeds, Labview recorded the force signal much more
accurately than the oscilloscope (Labview took 200 samples per revolution but the oscilloscope
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took only 20 samples per revolution for 3000 rpm speed). At lower speeds, the oscilloscope took
many more samples per revolution and the sensitivity and accuracy of the signal increased.
The force profile shown in Figure 4.24 was extracted for a very low speed (N=10 rpm or
Vc= 1.08 m/min), which was performed to show obvious differences at extreme conditions (very
low and relatively high speeds). Force profile extraction is an essential measurement to
investigate variation of grit-workpiece interaction forces during the creation of a single scratch.
Normal force variation throughout the scratch formation shows a quite symmetric distribution, in
other words, the normal force increases from the first grit penetration into workpiece up to the
scratch’s deepest point, and then decreases during second part of the scratch formation until the
grit leaves the workpiece. However, tangential force does not show a similar symmetry; the
tangential force increases continuously due to accumulation of ploughed material ahead of the
grit while the grit is advancing towards the end of scratch. Tangential force increases until almost
the middle of the grit exit side of the scratch then start decreasing sharply as shown in Figure
4.24.
In fact, force acquisition at high speed and low depth of cut is a major concern. Some of
the results include very high noise levels although a low pass filter was used during data transfer.
At high speed, force signal oscillation is much higher than for low speed for both Labview and
oscilloscope measurements. Thus the machining forces from single grit grinding were not
accurately measured for all scratching tests due to these limitations. However, there are valid
measurements available for analysis on the effect of cutting forces on scratches.
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Figure 4.22 Forces recorded with Labview software (Vc = 327.6 m/min on En24T workpiece)
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Figure 4.23 (a) Forces recorded with oscilloscope and (b) associated single grit scratches (not all
scratches seen in the figure) performed at speed of 3000 rpm (Vc = 327.6 m/min on En24T
workpiece) and table speed of 1250 mm/min
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Figure 4.24 Force measurement and single grit scratch at low speed of 10 rpm on En24T steel
workpiece

4.6.3 Specific energy calculation
Specific energy can be defined as the energy required to remove unit volume of material.
According to Rowe and Chen, (1997) there existed a common consensus that specific energy
increased with decreasing depth of cut. However, it is not so easy to explain specific energy
variation simply when such dynamic parameters as shape factor, sharpness, number of cutting
edges, depth of cut, speed, etc., are involved in the grinding process. Contrary to common
knowledge concerning size effect phenomena in grinding, Doman (2008) found that specific
energy increases with depth of cut, or material removal rate. Thus, specific energy will not
always show the same trend.
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The specific energy (u) for the single grit grinding process can be expressed as;

u

Ft
GA

4.1

Where Ft is the tangential force, GA is the groove cross sectional area. This equation is a concise
form of specific energy used in this thesis derived from grinding power (P) and material removal
rate (MRR);

u

Ft  Vs
P

MRR GA  Vs

4.2

The specific energy in single grit grinding was calculated as the ratio of tangential force to
cross-section area of the groove in early research (Brinksmeier and Glwerzew, 2003; Ghosh et
al., 2010) and this definition is used in this thesis, as well.
The forces taken for consideration in this thesis are the maximum forces occurring during
scratching process. The normal force generally reaches to its maximum value at the middle of
scratch or deepest point of scratch; however, the tangential force may not reach its maximum
value at the maximum depth of scratch, see Figure 4.24. Tangential force continues to increase
after passing maximum depth due to continued accumulation of ploughed material in front of the
grit while the grit is moving upward towards leaving the workpiece. In the current investigation
it is difficult to find out the exact position where the tangential force reaches to its maximum
value and it is assumed that the maximum forces occur at the deepest point of the scratch. For the
investigation, the maximum value of normal and tangential forces was taken and scratch cross-
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section was extracted from the approximate deepest point of the ground grooves. This was
necessary assumption to make this investigation feasible.

4.7 Single grit scratch measurement method
The surface created by single grit scratches can be measured either by Taylor Hobson CCI
interferometer or Taylor Hobson PGI stylus instrument. In this research, the CCI interferometer
was selected as a main instrument to avoid possible damage caused by a stylus.

4.7.1 White light interferometer
Scratches produced by single grit grinding were measured using the Taylor Hobson
Talysurf CCI 3000 that uses coherence correlation interferometer technology. “An interferometer
is an optical device that splits a beam of light from a single source into two separate beams. Each
of these beams travel separate paths, one onto a reference surface and the other onto the surface
to be measured. The beams are then recombined resulting in an interference pattern. An imaging
device, usually a CCD array, is used to collect this information. The Talysurf CCI 3000 is an
advanced 3-dimensional non-contact optical metrology tool used for advanced surface
characterization such as surface roughness, step-heights, form, shape, angular and critical
dimension results” (Taylor Hobson precision, 2006).

Due to its non-contact measurement

technique an interferometer can give better feature information and extraction for scratches and
pile-up than obtained by Stylus type instruments.

4.7.2 Scratch profile extraction by using CCI interferometer
The procedure for scratch measurements using the Talysurf CCI 3000 emphasises reliable.
The instrument’s settings such as light intensity must be properly adjusted to obtain the best
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scratch features including groove profile and details of material pile-up. Instrument limitations
meant some points could not be measured at sharp edges and where there was thin swelling of
the material section. However, these points can be treated by filling using a smooth shape
calculated from neighbouring points. Before filling non-measured points, dilation - a basic
morphological operation – is undertaken; it is performed by adding pixels to the boundaries of
objects in an image. In dilation the value of the output pixel is set to the maximum value of all
the pixels in the input pixel's neighbourhood (Gonzalez et al., 2004). After filling the nonmeasured points, an approximate scratch profile can be generated as shown in Figure 4.25. After
3D profiles of the scratches were obtained, 2D profile sections from the deepest point of
scratches are extracted to measure the depth of groove, groove area, pile-up area and other
relevant information. The deepest point is generally around the middle of scratches but
sometimes due to imperfect form of the workpiece surface, the deepest point of the groove may
not be at the middle of the scratch. To make sure the coordinates of the approximate deepest
point are extracted, the longitudinal 2D profile of the scratches (in the direction of 1st line in
Figure 4.25) is collected, see Figure 4.26-(a). Cross-section profiles of the scratches (in the
direction of 2nd line in Figure 4.25) through the coordinates of the groove’s deepest point are
extracted as shown in Figure 4.26-(b). An example of a 3D view of scratches measured by
Talysurf CCI 3000 is shown in Figure 4.27.
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1st line

2nd line

Figure 4.25 Three scratches after non-measured points filled. 1st line shows longitudinal profile
extraction direction to find deepest point, 2nd line shows the section profile extraction direction
using deepest point

Longitudinal section profile extracted using 1st line
shown in previous figure
Deepest
point
around 450

(a)

(b)

Cross section profile extracted at 450 using 2nd
line shown in previous figure

Figure 4.26 (a) Longitudinal profile of the middle scratch shown in Figure 4.26 and (b) crosssection profile of scratches extracted by using deepest point coordinate in the direction of 2nd line
in Figure 4.25
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Figure 4.27 Example of 3D profile of scratches using Talysurf CCI 3000

Various types of scratches were obtained with different speeds and depth of cuts in a series
of single grit grinding experiments. In the first instance, a single scratch is supposed to be
generated as a result of grit-workpiece engagement at each pass of grit with wheel rotation. In
our experiment, CBN grit was used as long as the grit sat on the circumference of the wheel.
Sometimes grit dropped or separated due to insufficient adhesion of the super glue. Sometimes
sudden fracture occurred during scratching at extreme depth of cut and grit was broken away
from the wheel. In the latter case, broken grit was replaced by new grit in order to continue the
experiment. If the same grit continued to produce many scratches without being separated from
the wheel, after some time it becomes worn and the grit produces large (wide) scratches. When a
new cutting edge appeared as the result of self-sharpening, multiple scratches would appear in
one pass rather than just a single scratch as in the early stage of scratching (see Figure 4.28).
According to experiments, single scratch and multiple scratches show some differences in terms
of material removal mechanism.
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(a) Single scratch at each grit-workpiece interaction

(b) Two scratches at each grit-workpiece interaction

(c) Three scratches at each grit-workpiece interaction

Figure 4.28 Cross-sectional profiles of single and multiple scratches produced with one pass of
grit-workpiece interaction

In this work the material removal mechanism in single grit grinding was investigated to
explore relational dependency between such parameters as depth of cut, speeds, pile-up ratio, etc.
To perform this investigation, the pile-up areas of scratches and groove section area at the
deepest point were calculated using Mountains software (TalyMap Universal version 3.1.9). The
ratio of pile-up area to groove section area is a good method to demonstrate plough material
variation depending on depth of cut, groove area, and effective grit engaging radius. Schematic
representation of single grit ground scratch, pile-up and groove area notations are given in Figure
4.29.
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Figure 4.29 Pile-up and groove section area for (a) one scratch at one pass, and (b) multiple
scratches at one pass

4.8 Methodology of material removal mechanisms in single grit scratching
In terms of material behaviour rubbing action occurs due to elastic deformation, ploughing
action occurs due to a combination of elastic and plastic deformation and cutting occur due to
plastic deformation with material separation. In practical, however, it is not easy to distinguish
these three cases. It is necessary to perform single grit grinding tests to understand these three
actions rather than grinding using an ordinary grinding wheel where several grits act
simultaneously making it difficult to investigate material removal phenomena.
To understand the single grit grinding in practice, process monitoring tools such as AE
signal have been used (Griffin, 2007). Some researchers have studied the scratch form and chips
produced using a microscope to reveal the different phases of material removal mechanism
(Takenaka, 1966; Brinksmeir and Glwerzew, 2003). But to date, no research has been published
that demonstrates any clear transitions between these three actions. In this thesis, scratch form
measured with a Talysurf CCI 3000 interferometer is used to interpret single grit grinding
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results in terms of material removal mechanisms. The material removal phases seem to be
difficult to distinguish exactly but can be expressed as an influence on the contribution of
material removal. If we assume that the cross-section profile of the scratch is kept constant along
the scratch length (see schematic cross sectional view of a scratch profile in Figure 4.30). In ideal
rubbing action, there should be no scratches on the surface (P1+P2=0, GA=0). In ideal ploughing
action, pile-up unit volume must be equal to the groove unit volume (GA=P1+P2), thus no
material removal takes place with this action. In case of ideal cutting, the groove unit volume
must equal to the removed material volume (P1+P2=0, GA>0), there should not exist pile-up
material in the side of ground groove. However, in actual grinding these ideal approaches are not
valid because the phases mix together and contribute to each other in terms of material
deformation.

Pile-up

Pile-up
P2

P1
GA

ap

Groove
(removed material)

Pile-up area= P1+P2
Groove area=GA
ap : undeformed chip thickness

Figure 4.30 Schematic view of a scratch cross-section profile

In this thesis, material removal mechanism is investigated by considering the pile-up ratio
variation at scratch cross sections. Higher pile-up ratio would demonstrate the process was
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dominated by ploughing action while lower pile-up ratio would demonstrate the process was
dominated by cutting action. The pile-up ratio can be calculated as;

Pile  up ratio 

Total pileup area P1  P 2

Total groove area
GA

4.3

4.9 Summary
In this chapter, the methodology followed during the research programme has been
introduced: in particular the experimental setup for the single grit grinding process. The single
grit grinding procedure has been described in terms of longitudinal and traverses scratching. The
sensors used for monitoring and recording process signals – an AE system and force sensor - are
described for single grit grinding. The scratch form measurement methods to analyse material
removal mechanisms in single grit grinding is described.
Chapter 5 will present and explain the methodology and strategy of developing a FEM
simulation for cutting and single grit grinding action.
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Chapter 5 FEM Simulation Development
5.1 Introduction
Finite element simulation of machining processes in this thesis refers to simulation of
single grit grinding at the micro/submicron scale, where the depth of cut is in order of few
micrometres or few hundred nanometres. This is not a straight-forward simulation and is
dissimilar to conventional machining simulation which has a deeper cut. At the micrometre scale
(generally higher than 10 µm) FEM simulation techniques have been widely used for cutting
simulation, especially chip formation in turning and milling operations, where the simulations
have been performed by utilizing cutting tools whose geometry is dissimilar to that of abrasive
grit in the case of the grinding process. Abrasive grits in grinding have complex geometries and
cannot be described as conventional shaped tools. During the grinding process numerous
abrasive grits which are bonded onto the grinding wheel with an arbitrary orientation interact
with the workpiece material, so the interactions of workpiece and grit during grinding can be
considered as having a different geometry of interaction at every grit-workpiece engagement.
Thus there are two obstacles which need to be overcome to simulate single grit-workpiece
interaction; the first is the difficulty of using a micro/sub-micrometer scale necessitated by the
shallow depths of cut (less than 5 microns), and the second one is the irregular abrasive grit
geometry. Furthermore, material removal mechanism with abrasive grit shifts from concentrated
shear, which is the main material removal mechanism in orthogonal cutting when the rake angle
is higher than zero, to extrusion-like mechanism (Shaw, 1996). Thus, modelling of cutting
process with negative rake angle (less than zero) using orthogonal cutting principles would also
help to understand the differences between concentrated shear and extrusion-like material
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removal mechanism. Here, a strategy is developed to form the FEM model for single gritworkpiece interaction at the micro/submicron scale. It begins with an understanding of the
cutting simulation technique and implementation of chip formation using orthogonal cutting
principles at relatively large scale in 2D Abaqus/Explicit, and then implementation at a
micro/submicron scale of a single grit FEM simulation using a 3D model in Abaqus/Standard.

5.2 Framework of the FEM simulation
Single grit grinding simulation should consist of rubbing, ploughing and cutting
phenomena, because three material removal phases occur at every grit-workpiece interaction in
grinding, consecutively or simultaneously. There does not exist any FEM model to simulate
these three actions at micro/submicron scale. Modelling and simulation of these actions using the
finite element method will be challenging, however, prediction of cutting forces and ground
surface creation would be invaluable outputs to extract from a FEM simulation. Finite element
simulation could provide information about parameters such as stresses, residuals, strains,
temperatures in the machined materials as a result of the grinding process, and these parameters
are difficult to estimate by experimental work. In the context of this research, single grit grinding
FEM model will be developed using simplified grit-workpiece interaction. Cutting simulation in
grinding was previously modelled by using orthogonal cutting principles with negative rake
angles (Ohbuchi and Obikawa, 2003). Cutting with negative rake angle could be considered as
the only resemblance between the grinding and orthogonal cutting processes. However,
orthogonal cutting with negative rake angles in 2D FEM models does not fully represent the
material removal mechanism because in grinding chips are formed not only in front of the
abrasive grit but also along both sides of the abrasive grit. Besides, ploughing (material swelling
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up on both sides of the grit) can only be modelled with a 3D approach, which is not present in
2D orthogonal cutting processes.
It is necessary to make some assumptions to simplify the grit-workpiece interaction in the
FEM model. Initially the abrasive grit is assumed spherical, and the other assumptions will be
introduced in forthcoming sections. Preliminary FEM simulation attempts with a spherical grit
show that single grit simulation of a shallow cut (few microns) is very demanding of CPU time
(e.g. more than 100 hours). Also during simulations meshing problems arose which meant the
model needed reconsideration to improve simulation results. Chip formation was not obtained in
the preliminary single grit FEM simulations though ploughing did occur due to plastic
deformation of the material. It was concluded that it was difficult to simulate within a single
grinding model the three actions of cutting, ploughing and rubbing. The strategy was decided
upon to start with cutting simulation using orthogonal cutting principles and varying parameters
such as rake angles and depth of cuts. This would give important results to aid understand the
general cutting mechanism and reconsideration of constitutive models, failure models and the
meshing problems that frequently occur in FEM cutting simulations. Besides, 2D cutting
simulation did not consume much time to investigate influence of the parameters on the model.
After completion of the 2D cutting simulation, the best parameters found in 2D cutting
simulation were applied to the 3D grit-workpiece model to mitigate difficulties caused by
simulation cost (computational time) and aid formation of a model structure with plastic
behaviour, contact methods, failure mechanism, remeshing scheme, etc. Therefore, the finite
element simulations performed in this thesis was divided into groups as shown Figure 5.1, where
the different material deformation states can be observed and analysed during single grit grinding
and cutting.
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Finite element simulation
 Simultaneous indention and sliding with a
spherical shaped grit (in 3D)
 Simulation type: Static in Abaqus/Standard
 Deformation: Elastic-plastic based on yield
stress-strain data
 Meshing: Iterative adaptive meshing

 Orthogonal cutting with a shaped tool (in 2D
and 3D)
 Simulation type: Dynamic in Abaqus/Explicit
 Deformation: Rate dependent Johnson-Cook
flow stress model in conjunction with JohnsonCook damage model
 Meshing: ALE mesh in Abaqus/Explicit,
continuous remeshing in Deform3D

Rubbing + Ploughing

Cutting

Figure 5.1 Procedures for finite element simulations performed in this study

5.3 Finite element model of cutting regarding orthogonal cutting mechanism
Orthogonal cutting simulations have been performed in Abaqus/Explicit to help understand
the material behaviour under different machining conditions. Machining is a highly dynamic
process where high plastic deformation occurs with high strain rates and temperatures. Material
failure mechanisms are important behaviour characteristics during machining, which need to be
considered during development of a FEM model. So, it is necessary to model appropriately to
represent material behaviour under these conditions. Besides, knowledge of cutting tool
geometry is required for the further investigation to reveal the influence of these parameters on
cutting mechanisms under different conditions.

5.3.1 Material selection
A set of 2D finite element simulations have been performed to reveal the influences of
machining conditions on chip formation during orthogonal cutting. Materials used for the cutting
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FEM simulation were selected from the literature according to the availability of Johnson-Cook
model (JCM) flows stress properties and Johnson-Cook (JC) damage parameters. A wide range
of application and simulation results were considered during material selection to provide
comparisons. Aluminium alloy (A2024-T351), which is widely used in the aerospace industry,
was selected for a set of cutting simulations. Additional cutting simulations using different
material properties were also performed in 2D and 3D during simulation development; however,
these simulations are not included in the results chapter since the aim here was to find out the
best simulation strategy. Material properties will be given in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5.

5.3.2 Workpiece, cutting tool model and boundary conditions
A typical workpiece-cutting tool model is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The cutting tool was
constrained as a rigid body. Tool speed was set to 300 m/min in a direction parallel to the
workpiece in this study. The workpiece was fixed on the bottom left and held rigid against
vertical and horizontal movement as shown in Figure 5.2. Chip formation simulations were
performed with different rake angles and depth of cut to show the relational dependency of
generated chip and operational parameters. Also, the influence of fracture energy during chip
separation was investigated for continuous, serrated and discontinuous chips. Figure 5.3
demonstrates the some tool shape with different rake angles, which were used in this research.
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Rake angle (γ)

Depth of cut (h)

Tool

Clearance angle (α = 8 )

Workpiece

Figure 5.2 Workpiece - tool FEM model schematic description

γ

γ=0
γ

(a) Sharp tool
Positive rake angle
(γ = 22 )

(b) Sharp tool
Zero rake angle
(γ = 0 )

(c) Sharp tool
Negative rake angle
(γ = -30 and γ = - 45 )

Figure 5.3 Illustration of cutting tools with different rake angles

For chip removal, 2D orthogonal cutting simulation was performed to provide more
understanding of chip formation mechanism under various conditions. A damage evolution
model was used to simulate fracture propagation commencing with damage initiation. The
fracture energy model proposed by Hillerborg (1976) was included in the material model to
determine damage evolution. Element deletion technique was used to remove the mesh element
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when the element can no longer withstand shearing stress and material failure occurs. The
element deletion technique was applied to the entire workpiece contrary to many previous works
where element deletion was only applied to the sacrificial layer defined for chip separation from
the workpiece (Mabrouki et al., 2008). Because chip fracture and cutting action do not only
occur in a define section of workpiece material under the tool tip in the real cutting or grinding
process, they can also occur even within chip itself, discontinuous chip formation mechanism
could be good example which can explain fracture mechanism in different part of the material or
chip.

5.3.3 Element shape and meshing
A 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral, reduced integration, hourglass control element
was used for the workpiece mesh. Throughout the FEM simulation ALE adaptive meshing was
used for the mesh applied to the workpiece material (see Chapter 3). ALE mesh has generally
been used to maintain a high quality mesh with extreme deformation but it can also be used with
a fracture model as in this thesis. Formation of chips cannot be properly simulated without
inclusion of a fracture model since ALE mesh technique is not good enough to create a chip by
means only of plastic flow behaviour of material (Özel and Zeren, 2007). Several ALE meshing
parameters (meshing frequency, smoothing, etc.) which are difficult to select in advance need to
be tuned by trial and error based on simulation performance (Özel and Zeren, 2007). This makes
the ALE mesh cumbersome to use in chip formation simulation. The literature review presented
in Chapter 3 indicated that the continuous remeshing technique (available in Deform, MSC.
Marc, Forge, AdvantEdge software, etc.,) provides a better solution for chip formation compared
to the ALE adaptive meshing; however, this is not available in the Abaqus software.
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5.3.4 Material flow behaviour
JCM flow stress formulation (see Chapter 3) is used for all cutting simulation. JCM
describes the flow stress of a material as the product of strain, strain rate and temperature effects,
see Equation 3.21. The material properties and JCM parameters are given in Table 5.1. The
corresponding JCM flow stress curves with respect to effective strains are illustrated for different
strain rates and temperatures in Figure 5.4.

Table 5.1 Aluminium alloy A2024-T351 material properties (Mabrouki et al., 2008)
Parameters
A [MPa]
B [MPa]
n
C
m
Density, ρ [kg/m3]
Elastic modulus, E [GPa]
Poisson's ratio, ʋ
*Specific heat, Cp [J/Kg/ºC]
*Expansion, αd [µm.m/ºC]

Values for A2024-T351
352
440
0.42
0.0083
1
2700
73
0.33
1000 for 220 °C
from Cp = 0.557T+877.6
22 estimated
from αd=8.9x10-3T+22.2
520
25
0.9

Tmelt [ºC]
Troom [ºC]
Heat fraction coefficient
* Single value estimated roughly from the given equations in order to
simplify the material model since the scope of the thesis is mainly on
single grit modelling rather than orthogonal cutting. Orthogonal cutting
simulations performed for understanding of computational procedure
for FEM and chip shape variation with a rake angle and depth of cut.
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Figure 5.4 Flow stress curves with temperature and strain rate data using Johnson-Cook flow
stress model

5.3.5 Material damage model
The damage model of Johnson and Cook (1985) is used in conjunction with the JCM flow
stress model. The JC damage model is suitable for high strain rate deformation, such as high
speed machining (Mabrouki et al., 2008). Teng and Wierzbicki (2006) claim the JC damage
model gives more realistic simulations than other models (e.g. Wilkins, maximum shear stress,
modified Cockcroft-Latham, constant fracture strain, and Bao-Wierzbicki fracture models). The
JC damage model describes the general expression for the equivalent strain to fracture
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is;



   D1  D2 exp D3 m


f

.
m


 T  Troom  
 

 
 1  D4 ln .  1  D5 
Tmelt  Troom  





0  


5.1

Where the Johnson-Cook damage parameters represent;
D1: Initial failure strain,
D2: Exponential factor,
D3: Triaxiality factor,
D4: Strain rate factor,
D5: Temperature factor, and
is the average of the three normal stresses and

is the von Mises equivalent stress,  is the

strain rate which is normalized with a reference strain rate 0  1 s-1.
The JC damage parameters for aluminium alloy (A2024-T351) used in the simulations are given
in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Damage parameter for aluminium alloy A2024-T351 (Mabrouki et al., 2008)
D1 D2 D3 D4
D5
0.13 0.13 -1.5 0.011 0

Damage initiation begins according to the classical damage law (Mabrouki et al., 2008; Abaqus
user’s manual, 2009),

w

Where




f

5.2

is the increment of equivalent plastic strain during an integration step, w is

damage parameter to initiate failure when it equals 1.
Here it is assumed that damage initiation is followed by damage evolution, and the damage
evolution criterion governs the propagation of damage until ultimate failure. Damage initiation is
represented in Abaqus as JCCRT (Johnson-Cook damage initiation criterion) calculated using
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Equation (5.2). Figure 5.5 shows the damage initiation during chip formation. When the JCCRT
or w value = 1, damage initiation begins on the element and progressive damage evaluation is
determined via the damage evolution criterion which is given in the next section.

Figure 5.5 Damage initiation during chip formation (JCCRT: Johnson-Cook damage initiation
value or w in Equation (5.2))

Stress-strain relationship as defined in material properties tables do not accurately
represent the material’s behaviour after initiation of damage. Due to strain localization, use of
stress-strain to model damage propagation results in significant mesh dependency. To mitigate
this mesh dependency, Abaqus offers two different damage evolution criteria, one based on
plastic displacement and the other on fracture energy dissipation. Damage evolution with linear
softening based on the fracture energy model of Hillerborg (Hillerborg, 1976; Mabrouki et al.,
2008; Abaqus user’s manual, 2009) was used in this study in order to show material toughness
(KIC) influences on chip formation, since the fracture energy can be evaluated as a function of
KIC. Hillerborg defined the fracture energy, Gf, required to obtain a unit area of crack as a
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material parameter which governs the softening of the material after damage initiation as a
stress-displacement response rather than a stress-strain response. To determine the stressdisplacement response, a characteristic length (L), which is the typical length of line in the first
order element associated with an integration point, is defined. Then Hillerborg’s fracture energy
is;
pl

f

pl

uf

G f   pl L y d    y du
pl

0

Where,

pl

5.3

0

is the equivalent plastic displacement after onset of damage. A linear

progression of the damage is assumed. Before damage initiation

; after damage initiation

. In a FEM model, fracture energy is an input parameter which must be known before
simulation begins. Following damage initiation, the damage variable increases according to;

D

L

pl

pl



uf

u

pl

5.4

pl

uf

Where the equivalent plastic displacement at failure is computed as;

pl

uf 

Where

2G f
 y0

5.5

is the value of the yield stress at the moment when the failure criterion is

reached.
Stress-strain behaviour of a material undergoing damage is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The
solid curve in the figure represents the damaged stress-strain response, while the dashed curve is
the response in the absence of damage. In the Figure 5.6
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and

are the yield stress and

equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage respectively.

is the equivalent plastic strain at

failure, when the overall damage variable reaches the value D = 1. The relevant element is
removed from the computation whenever D = 1 at an integration point, using the element
deletion technique provided by the Abaqus software. Overall damage variable, D, can be
obtained from the simulation output as a degradation variable, SDEG, and can be set to a value
lower than unity considering the course of simulation.
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Figure 5.6 Stress-strain curve illustrating damage evolution using progressive damage model
Strength of the material along the curve can be calculated by

  1  D  

5.6

Where  and  are the effective and apparent stress and D is the accumulated damage.
~
The elastic modulus after damage, E , is decreased but can be calculated by (He and Li, 2010);
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E  (1  D)E

5.7

The difficulty in damage evolution is having to know a priori fracture energy value as an
input parameter. Fracture energy required for the damage evolution can be determined from the
equation below (Mabrouki et al., 2008);

 1  2 
Gf  K 
 (Plane strain)
 E 
2
IC

5.8

It can be seen that Gf calculated in this way is a function of the Poisson's ratio, ν, is
proportional to the square of the fracture toughness, KIC, and inversely proportional to Young's
modulus, E. Importantly the fracture toughness (KIC) indicates the resistance to crack growth and
can be used to predict fracture initiation. High plastic deformation in machining processes
causes variation in fracture toughness. He and Li (2010) investigated the influences of fracture
toughness on aspects of strengthening and degrading. With increasing numbers of defects
(micro–cracks and growths), some physical characteristic of materials also change; these include
elastic modulus (which can be calculated using Equation 5.7) and toughness.
Measurements of KIC are made using specimens containing very sharp fatigue pre-cracks.
However, there are constraints on specimen dimension and crack length. Experimental evidence
shows that the fracture toughness of metals is dependent on size of specimen during test; with the
bigger the size of test specimen the more stable the value of fracture toughness, and with small
test specimens the value is dramatically decreased as shown in Figure 5.7. These limitations
make it difficult to obtain valid values of KIC for materials (Garrison, 1987; Xiaozhi, 2011). So it
is not realistic to use KIC values measured at nominal test specimen size which is larger than that
required for chip formation. If KIC dependent fracture energy (Gf) applied to chip formation
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simulation as a chip separation criterion, chip size is relatively small where the fracture is
initiated and propagates. In addition, KIC is not a constant property; it varies depending on the
fracture mode of the material including micro-crack formation, element dislocation and
subsequent crack growth along fracture lines. Mabrouki et al., (2008) introduced fracture energy
method into the FEM model by using KIC values measured at a nominal size to estimate the
fracture energy required as a damage evolution criterion. In this thesis, fracture energy required
for damage evolution was not determined from KIC values; and is varied from 250 N/m to 20000
N/m to demonstrate its influences on chip type and morphology. Significant changes have been
observed in chip morphology.

Figure 5.7 Crack toughness (KIC) versus section size (Sisto et al., 1964)
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5.3.6 Application of element deletion technique
Element distortion during simulation generally leads to the termination of program but a
heavily distorted element can be removed from the mesh by setting the damage variables so as to
reduce the possibility of termination. Highly distorted elements in Abaqus are deleted and kept
out of computation. In the cutting simulation using Abaqus/Explicit, a sacrificial layer has been
used to allow chip separation as described in the literature. Below a possible chip region there is
a very thin layer defined in such a way that if the damage criterion is applied to that layer then
the mesh elements in that region are removed from the computation using the element deletion
method supported by Abaqus. Element deletion occurs when the degradation value (SDEG)
calculated at a specified increment meets a specified value (default value 0.99) but can be set at
any value less than unity to ease element deletion. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the element
degradation (SDEG) distribution during chip formation. SDEG values are higher in the high
deformation region e.g. primary shear zone and tool tip-workpiece contact zone in the chip.
When the SDEG value reaches 1, ultimate element failure occurs via element deletion technique.
In the present study, no sacrificial layer is used to allow chip separation, damage criterion
and element deletion is applied to entire workpiece to simulate crack initiation along the chip
primary shear region. However, there is one drawback without a sacrificial layer, simulation can
be terminated if element distortions increase excessively due to inconvenient damage parameters.
In addition, without a sacrificial layer, some elements in the chip separation region, where tool
comes into contact with workpiece, can extend too much.
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Figure 5.8 Element degradation (SDEG) based on damage evolution during chip simulation

5.3.7 Contact, friction and heat generation
Contact between tool and workpiece is defined by using the penalty contact model. Penalty
friction formulation is used with a friction coefficient of 0.2 (assumed for Aluminium alloy
(A2024-T351)) to define contact behaviour. In high speed machining, heat generated by local
energy dissipation does not have sufficient time to diffuse away and local heating will occur in
the active plastic zones and sliding frictional interface. Thus, temperature in the chip will rise
and can be approximated as adiabatic heating. The temperature increase is calculated directly at
the material integration points according to the adiabatic thermal energy increases caused by
inelastic deformation (Shet and Deng, 2000; Belhadi et al., 2005). Heat conduction makes no
contribution in an adiabatic analysis, thus the volumetric heat flux due to plastic straining can be
calculated by;
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q p  p

5.9

Where q p is the heat flux added into the thermal energy balance,  is the inelastic heat
fraction which is the proportion of work dissipated into heat (assumed constant at a default value
of 0.9 in Abaqus),  is the effective stress, and  p is the plastic strain rate. The heat equation
solved at each integration point is;

Cp

Tp
t

 qp

5.10

Where  is the density and Cp is the specific heat of the material. Considering Equations
5.9 and 5.10, local temperature rise due to plastic deformation is given by;

Tp  

 p t
Cp

5.11

Similarly, heat generated by friction forces lead to rise in temperature T f during a period
of time t .

q f  f J  Cp

Tf
t

Then temperature rise due to sliding friction between tool and chip interfaces,
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5.12

Tf  f

Jt
Cp

5.13

Where,  f is the fraction of dissipated energy caused by friction that contributes to the
heating effect (assumed 0.9), J the equivalent heat conversion factor, τ shear stress computed by
Coulomb’s law and  slip strain rate.

5.3.8 Summary of cutting FEM simulation procedure
Regarding cutting simulations performed in Abaqus/Explicit to help understanding chip
formation mechanisms, the following investigations have been performed and detail results are
given in the Chapter 7.
o Influence of rake angle,
o Influence of depth of cut,
o Variation of chip type and shape with operational parameters,
o Continuous, discontinuous and serrated chip formation,
o Fracture energy influence on chip shape,
o Primary and secondary shear zone development, and
o Force variation with depth of cut and rake angle.

5.4 Some cutting simulations using Deform3D
Some finite element simulations have been attempted by using Deform3D software to
determine whether chip formation can be achievable or not at a shallower depth of cut less than 5
µm with a continuous remeshing method not available in Abaqus. First of all, chip simulation
was performed for greater depth of cut, such as 0.1 mm, with the simulation parameters shown in
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Figure 5.9. Tangential cutting force in +Y direction was gradually increasing with advance of
chip formation while the tool was moving in +Y direction. JC constitutive material model was
used in all simulations in this section by using JC parameters for AISI4340 steel, see Figure 5.10.
The simulations were performed using a pyramid shape cutting tool (see Figure 5.11) with which
to illustrate single grit grinding action with different cutting faces. With this pyramid shape
cutting tool, simulations were performed for 3 different cases, which demonstrated some
essential facts concerned with single grit FEM simulation.

3D cutting example using Deform3D
Dept of cut= 0.1 mm

Feed=0.05 mm/rev
Speed=104.67 m/min
Min el. Size=0.0125 mm

Shear friction=0.6
Heat transfer coefficient=45
N/sec/mm/C

Workpiece:AISI4340 steel
Tool= Rigid
Side cutting edge angle=-3 deg.

Back rake angle=-9 deg.
Side rake angle=-5 deg.

Figure 5.9 3D chip formation using Deform3D with cutting force and operating parameters
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Figure 5.10 3D chip formation and JC flow stress properties used in the simulation

5.4.1 Case-1
FEM simulation was attempted with depths of cut 2 µm and 4 µm. Simulation with 2 µm
depth did not work, it continuously gave memory error caused by the remeshing procedure and
required a very small element size to produce chips. The simulation with 4 µm gave results as
shown in Figure 5.11, but the remeshing process did not work properly and the cutting tool just
ploughed the workpiece and deteriorated the surface, no proper chip formation was achieved.
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(a) pyramid shape tool and workpiece at step-1 (b) during simulation at step-60
Figure 5.11 Cutting simulation attempt with 4 µm depth of cut using pyramid shape cutting tool

5.4.2 Case-2
A simulation with a 16 µm depth of cut was performed using the pyramid shape tool. The
simulation performed acceptably and a chip was achieved. The cutting face of the tool was the
side flat face of the pyramid and material accumulated ahead of the tool to form a chip but side
pile-up of material was not efficient. Tangential and normal cutting forces increased gradually
with increase of cutting length. This can be attributed to chip material accumulation before the
cutting tool, see Figure 5.12 for pictures of different aspects of the simulation.
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(a) Cutting tool and workpiece starting
at step-20

(b) Cutting tool and workpiece remeshing
started at step-80

(c) Simulated section view from back

(d) Longitudinal cross-section view

(e) Tangential force through simulation length

(f) Normal force through simulation length

Figure 5.12 Cutting simulation with depth of cut of 16 µm using pyramid shape cutting tool
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5.4.3 Case-3
A simulation with depth of cut of 10 µm was performed using a pyramid shape cutting tool
with tool cutting face oriented as shown in Figure 5.13. The cutting face is a sharp edge
consisting of the junction of two flat faces, which is dissimilar to Case-2. With the simulation
working properly chips were not generated in front of the tool because sharp edge at the cutting
face tears through workpiece material without material accumulating in front as shown in Figure
5.13(c) and (d). Thus, the tendency is for chips to form at the side rather than in front as in Case2 or as typical chip formation in orthogonal cutting operations. This example shows that tool
shape and orientation is effective in chip formation. Thus side flow and side chip formation can
be attributed to cutting tool shape and geometric effects during grinding and irregular shape
abrasive grits will generate both front and side chips during grinding. The tangential and normal
cutting forces do not gradually increase after reaching a stable level, which is dissimilar to the
forces acting in Case-2, since there is no material accumulation due to front chip formation ahead
of the cutting tool.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.13 Cutting simulation using pyramid shape tool with depth of cut of 10 µm with cutting
face consisting of the sharp edge at junction of two flat faces

5.4.4 Summary of the Deform3D simulations
These simulations were performed in Deform3D software, which was provided by
WildeAnalysis™ for a one month evaluation period. A 2 µm depth of cut simulation was tried
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but not successfully achieved which confirm that simulation of cutting very small depths of cut
in the order of 1-2 µm is currently still not feasible using FEM but rubbing and ploughing
mechanism can be studied at that level using FEM. The reason cannot be attributed to one thing;
it is a combination of reasons such as computational power, remeshing issues, and continuum
mechanics failure when the element size is at the nanometre level. A 3D chip formation was
successfully achieved at depth of cuts of 10 µm or higher. A small number of simulations also
show the effect of cutting tool shape on chip formation and cutting force variation during the
cutting process.

5.5 Single grit grinding finite element model
Rubbing is the first action to occur during the grinding process when the abrasive grit starts
to penetrate into the workpiece. As grit penetration increases workpiece material is deformed
plastically and the ploughing process occurs until material is separated from the workpiece in the
form of a chip. Modelling the exact abrasive trajectory during grinding is not an easy process,
thus the single grit action is simplified by making some assumptions regarding material
deformation characteristics during the process. The numerical results are intended to demonstrate
the likely material deformation during single grit grinding, rather than representing quantified
results which are exactly consistent with the real single grit grinding process. Therefore, the
single grit scratching model presented here is only to demonstrate elastic-plastic deformation
(rubbing and ploughing) and not chip formation. Thus a simplified model was developed for
static conditions in Abaqus/Standard, subject to limitations (remeshing, element shape, etc.)
which are explained in later sections. Various grit simulation paths (or trajectories), along which
the grit moves have been designed to show rubbing and ploughing effects under different
conditions. The rubbing region is more the difficult stage to represent in this process. Different
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size grit, various depths (grit indention depth into the workpiece during sliding), friction
coefficient effects, different materials properties are considered in a set of simulations to see the
influences on material deformation. The procedure and conditions to create the model are
described below.

5.5.1 Computational method
Single grit scratching simulations under static conditions were performed in Abaqus/
Standard which can be used when inertia effects and time-dependent material effects, such as
creep, can be ignored for linear and nonlinear analysis but rate-dependent plasticity behaviour is
taken into account. Static analysis was used due to the limitations of adaptive remeshing in other
solutions such as the dynamic/implicit solution in Abaqus/Standard or the explicit solution in
Abaqus/Explicit. Static analysis in Abaqus/Standard used the Newton iteration method similar to
that used in the dynamic/implicit solution.

5.5.2 Grit geometry and workpiece design
Abrasive grit is modelled as a semi spherical shaped solid body. Real abrasive grit is not
exactly spherical but grits are sorted according to their nominal diameters and may be
considering as having a spherical body shape (Shaw, 1996; Doman et al., 2009a; Anderson et al.,
2011a). In practice real abrasive grit might have several undefined cutting edges; at the grit tip
some might be sharp while others might be round, but in any case will be continuously changing
during grinding. Thus, it is required to make assumption to model the grit body, here, a spherical
shape is chosen instead of a sharp cutting edge to provide easy sliding over the workpiece and
reduce distortion of the element which would lead to termination of the program, see Figure
5.14. The size of the sphere (grit) used in the simulations was relatively smaller than the abrasive
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grit used in the experimental tests because grit-workpiece engagement occurred over a very
small portion of the abrasive grit tip which would not be the same as the nominal grit diameter. It
could be greater when wear flats occurred or it could be very much smaller when fresh grit was
used or fracture occurred. However, various size of grit (obtained by changing radius, R) was
used in the simulation to observe the effect on material deformation at very small size grit. For
this purpose, sphere radius (R) of 20 µm, 50 µm and 250 µm were used.

2 mm

half spherical shape grit geometry
with radius (R)

workpiece

0.2 mm

1 mm

Figure 5.14 Workpiece and grit body modelled in Abaqus/CAE

5.5.3 Design of simulation to represent single and multiple grit scratching
A single grit scratch was simulated using different scratch trajectories to simulate rubbing
and ploughing actions. At the first attempt of simulation, trajectory ‘A’ was used as shown in
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Figure 5.15. Trajectory ‘A’ consisted of five steps. In step 1 the grit moves down onto the
workpiece until contact occurred, and then in step 2 the grit continues to move down and
penetrate the workpiece while moving in a horizontal direction until reaching maximum depth.
In step 3 the grit then moves horizontally keeping penetration constant. In step 4 the grit begins
to move upwards as shown in Figure 5.15 and finally reach to the stop position at step-5. This
grit trajectory ‘A’ is suitable for very low speed scratching experiments, since with very low
speed longitudinal scratching the middle of the scratched groove is flatter than the trochoidal
groove obtained in actual grinding operations, see Figure 5.16. However, there is a problem with
trajectory ‘A’, when the grit come into contact with workpiece, there exist a small penetration
due to grit asperities caused by the grit element mesh. This small penetration is not convenient to
detect the rubbing simulation. Since plastic deformation already occurs at the beginning of
scratching even before the grit moves horizontally on the workpiece trajectory ‘B’ is defined,
where the grit can move along the trajectory and penetrate into the workpiece using a tilted path.
In trajectory ‘B’, the steps 1 and 5 in trajectory ‘A’ were omitted and steps 2 and 4 extended at
the beginning and at the end, respectively, so trajectory ‘B’ is composed of 3 steps instead of 5.
Detail dimension of each grit trajectory will be given in the analysis chapter.
A

Workpiece surface

Grit

lscratch

Step-5

Step-1

ap,max
Step-3

Single grit simulation trajectory

B
ap,max
Step-2

Figure 5.15 Grit trajectories used in FEM simulations
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Scratching direction

Longitudinal cross section of the single grit scratch

Roughly flat profile part

Figure 5.16 Longitudinal cross sectional profile of the single grit scratch at low speed (Vc = 10.8
m/min, Vf=200 mm/min)

In addition to the simulations performed using the grit trajectories described, multiple pass
simulations were also performed to investigate ground surface creation using numerical analysis.
For this purpose, multi-pass simulation was performed by shifting the grit 10 µm in traverse
direction (or -Z direction in Figure 5.14) from the initial position then performing a second pass,
then repeating the operation for a third pass of the simulation. The action is illustrated in Figure
5.17. For each pass of the simulation trajectory ‘A’ is used (Figure 5.15). Prediction of the
ground surface created by single grit grinding simulation will be helpful to the understanding of
how ploughed material effects the surface formation.
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Figure 5.17 Illustration of the multi pass grit simulation

5.5.4 Element shape and adaptive remeshing
A typical mesh of the grain and workpiece is the C3D4 element, a four node linear
tetrahedron element used to mesh both single grain and workpiece. A C3D4 type element is
necessarily because of the element shape limitations of adaptive remeshing, in 3D analysis its
application is only possible with the use of tetrahedral shaped elements.
The accuracy of the FEM analyses requires a fine mesh in the contact region and the
capability to deal with stick-slip behaviour in multiple three-dimensional contact surfaces. Fine
meshes over the contact area provide better conformity of contact between grain and workpiece.
Coarse meshing may results in poor conformity of simulation due to the relatively large stress
gradients in the grinding contact zone. In the FEM model, adaptive remeshing technique
(Abaqus user’s manual, 2009) is used to control distortion of the element due to dramatically
increasing strain rate with large plastic deformation. Adaptive remeshing is an iterative technique
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which is dissimilar to continuous remeshing used in general cutting simulation with software
such as Deform3D. The general procedure for adaptive remeshing is described in Figure 5.18.

Setup analysis

Create model

Create mesh

Create meshing rules

Create adaptivity process

Submit adaptivity process

Perform analysis
Submit analysis job

Are
remeshing
rules
satisfied?

Monitor progress
Increment
remesh
iteration

Yes

Adaptivity process
is finished

No
Compute new element sizes

Review results

Create mesh

User actions;

Automated Abaqus/CAE actions

Figure 5.18 Adaptive remeshing procedure in Abaqus/CAE

The remeshing technique used here avoids remeshing the entire workpiece (Abaqus user’s
manual, 2009). The remeshing is governed by mesh element size and average plastic strain error
indicator is used to make decisions about element geometry and contact conformity at the
interaction area. Remeshing rules needed to be defined to deal with the remeshing procedures.
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Remeshing rules enable Abaqus/CAE to adapt the model’s mesh iteratively to meet error
indicator goals that have been specified. Remeshing rules defined for the single grit simulation is
shown in Figure 5.19.

(a) step and error indicator

(b) sizing method

(c) constraints

Figure 5.19 Remeshing rules defined for the single grit simulation

The remeshing rule had no effect on the mesh during the first simulation (Figure 5.20 (a)).
However, during the first simulation Abaqus used the remeshing rule to calculate the error
indicator output variables. In subsequent adaptive remeshing iterations the remeshing rule
augmented the mesh size specification to produce a mesh that attempted to optimize element size
and placement to achieve the error indicator goals described in the rule. Figure 5.20 shows three
iterations of the mesh. The minimum element size in the last iteration was measured at around
200 nm, see Figure 5.20 (c). Three iterations were performed and a smaller element size was
generated but the simulation did not work with this very small element. Simulations throughout
this study were performed by using mesh sizes similar to the ones in Figure 5.20.
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(a) Standard mesh for the first simulation

(b) Remeshed part after first simulation

(c) Remeshed part after second simulation
Figure 5.20 Remeshing the workpiece with iterative adaptive remeshing technique

5.5.5 Materials and elastic-plastic behaviour
Elastic-plastic material behaviour during single grit scratching simulation is governed by
yield stress-strain curve based on yield stress-strain data (Shet and Deng, 2000). Material
hardening was assumed to be isotropic. For the simulation, different material properties were
used to observe variation of the deformation. In some simulations, material properties such as
yield stress-strain data were generated artificially and represent a relatively softer material than
mild steel. This provided an easy understanding of phenomena during grit sliding by observing
elastic-plastic deformation. With hard material properties which were used in the later
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simulations the elastic and plastic deformation was less obvious. The grit material was defined
using two different properties. Material properties of the workpiece and the grits used in the
simulations will be provided in Chapter 7 together with corresponding results to demonstrate the
influence of material on the deformation.

5.5.6 Friction and contact description
In the FEM simulations, two bodies come into contact and in the interaction the harder
material deforms the softer material. To allow contact between these two bodies, surface to
surface type contact definition was used with a penalty contact algorithm. The harder material
surface (grit body) was set as a master surface while softer material surface (workpiece) was set
as a slave surface. To define the tangential behaviour of the contact interaction, both frictionless
and with various friction coefficients, simulations were performed to see the effect on material
deformation. In some simulations the friction coefficient was kept at µ=0.2 and the deformation
behaviour of different materials was investigated.

5.5.7 Analysis strategy of the results
Several single grit simulations have been performed using the grit trajectories shown in
Figure 5.15. To extract essential information about material behaviour and deformation state, the
following were carried out by the FEM. An attempt was made to separate the rubbing and
ploughing stages by considering plastic strain distribution over the deformed material, but it was
difficult to determine the exact elastic and elastic-plastic deformation zone because each element
node shows plastic straining even at very small indentation. Actually, the elastic deformation
state is supposed to be influential within very small length region which cannot be measured
exactly in experimental tests. Stress and strain distributions along the grit sliding path with
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increasing depth of cut will be discussed in the FEM result (in Chapter-7). Pile-up ratio at some
locations along the scratched groove was calculated and will be compared with experimental
results. However, experimental scratches include cutting phenomenon but in simulation this was
ignored and this must be allowed for when explaining the pile-up ratios. Force variation through
the simulation trajectories will be discussed, and friction effect on material deformation was also
considered. Ground surface creation with single grit simulation was attempted and some good
results obtained which shows how material deformation tends to form a surface as the groove
geometry changes with the multi-pass grit simulation. This could provide a novel perspective for
the single grit simulation at microscopic scale.

5.6 Working and non-working zone of the FEM simulations
It should be useful for a clear picture which can show the working and non-working zone
of the FEM simulation under different conditions. Several simulations including 2D and 3D
cutting using Abaqus/Explicit and Deform3D were performed as well as single grit simulations
without cutting using Abaqus/Standard to determine the difficulties faced during FEM
simulation of machining and single grit grinding. Working and non-working zones of the
simulations performed throughout this study are illustrated in Figure 5.21. The difficulties in
simulating cutting are generally due to mesh element size caused by small depth of cut. The nonworking zone does not represent only the non-working condition but also represents the zone
where the simulation has not been fully completed due to program termination. The non-working
zone contains the zone(s) where the simulations are prone to be aborted due to high element
distortion.
It was found that for orthogonal cutting simulations, the difficulties were generally the 3D
simulation using Abaqus and Deform3D software were at small depth of cuts since small depth
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of cut requires smaller element size in mesh to form a chip. For example, to perform a 3D cutting
simulation with 2 µm depth of cut, the element size to obtain good chip morphology should be
around a few hundred nanometres (~200 nm). With this setting, 3D cutting simulation seems to
be working (since simulation continuously running without termination) but actually it is
impractical in terms of computational time. It was experienced that with this simulation setting 1
nm tool advancement took more than 24 hours, that means 1 mm tool advancement to form a
chip would take more than 24000 hours. Computational time in working conditions with 50 µm
depth of cut can complete 0.5 mm length cutting within 24 hours. Thus, computational time does
not increase or decrease linearly with depth of cut, but is related to element size and increases
with decreasing element size and depth of cut. 3D cutting simulations performed using
Deform3D also allow some remarkable conclusions to be drawn about FEM cutting simulations
of working and non-working zones. Section 5-4 introduced simulations using Deform3D, for
working and non-working zone of the simulations using Deform3D, see also Figure 5.21 where
the continuous thick black line in the chip formation side of the graph demonstrates working and
non-working ranges of simulations using Deform3D. Simulation of effect of rake angle also had
some difficulties – though this was more related to increase of element distortion when lowering
the rake angle from positive to negative values. The simulations performed with spherical shape
grit geometry show different behaviour because of the modelling conditions (Abaqus/Standard,
iterative remeshing, no damage model used to allow element fracture, only elastic-plastic
deformation). Single grit simulation works well at low depth of cut but with increase of depth of
cut the simulation struggles to continue and it is terminated due to extreme element distortion.
Element distortion in cutting was reduced by applying ALE meshing and damage model and
element deletion techniques, but these are not applicable in a single grit simulation environment
(static analysis in Abaqus/Standard). Grit radius also affects simulation working conditions. The
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smaller the grit radius with increasing depth of cut leads to termination of the program due to
heavily element distortion because this model does not include both the damage model and
element deletion technique. Thus, when the simulation of the smaller radius grit with high depth
of cut is run, after a certain time grit can no longer slide easily over the workpiece due to
material accumulation ahead of the grit body. This accumulated material needs to be removed in
the form of chips to allow to the grit to move along the designed path but it could not be removed
due to FEM model limitations. However, spherical grit with high radius can slide easily even at
relatively high depth of cut along the designed path without program termination.

No chip formation
Mainly ploughing and rubbing
(Grit slides along the designed trajectory)

Working

Chip formation with cutting simulation

: Simplified single grit- 3D
hemi-spherical geometry
with radius (R)

: Positive rake angle
with sharp tool edge
Decreasing rake angle from
positive to negative values

: Tool edge with nose
radius (R)
:

Non-working

3D view

Depth of cut (µm)

30

20
Abaqus/Standard

10

: Negative rake angle
with sharp tool edge

0

10

Abaqus/Explicit

20

Cutting
tool used in
Deform 3D

2D view

30

40 Depth of cut (µm)

Deform3D

Figure 5.21 Illustrative picture to show working and non-working zone of the FEM simulations
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, FEM simulation procedure has been developed to perform single grit
simulation at small scales down to 1µm. The FEM models have been developed to perform the
cutting, ploughing, and rubbing actions that take place during grinding. Because of the scale
factor, accurate single grit grinding simulation could not be achieved and different simulations
were designed to perform cutting and ploughing under different conditions. Cutting simulations
were performed mainly by using orthogonal cutting principles whereas ploughing and rubbing
simulations were performed by using simultaneous sliding and indention action of spherical grit
over the workpiece. Cutting simulations were performed mainly in 2D by using Abaqus/Explicit
but some 3D simulation using Deform3D was also performed to investigate the feasibility of
cutting at a small scale. In addition, an attempt was made to extract working and non-working
conditions based on the simulations to obtain a clear picture about the conditions in which
simulations do not work.
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Chapter 6 Experimental Investigation of Single
Grit Grinding
6.1 Introduction
Single grit grinding experiments were performed to uncover fundamental grinding process
mechanisms at the micro scale. Such investigation on single grit interaction with a workpiece is
crucial for providing more insight into the mechanics of grinding because wheel grinding process
can be conceived of as the integration of numerous single grit actions on the workpiece surface.
Experimental methodology regarding experimental conditions and setup has been described in
Chapter 4. In this chapter, experimental results obtained from single grit grinding (scratching) of
three different workpiece materials are presented. En8 steel, En24T steel and Inconel 718 were
used as workpieces for the experiments. Single grit grinding scratches were investigated with
respect to pile-up ratio (pile-up area to groove area ratio) for different depths of cut and groove
areas, as well as cutting force variation and specific energy exerted during scratching. Cutting
speed was included as a factor in the investigation of material removal mechanisms. Scratches
were performed at speeds varying between 10 rpm (Vc = 1.08 m/min) to 5000 rpm (Vc = 546.6
m/min). Geometrical shape of the grit and cutting edge sharpness, as determined from the scratch
profile were also considered as part of the investigation of material removal mechanisms.
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6.2 Material removal mechanisms in terms of pile-up ratio and chip removal
strength
Pile-up ratio (as defined in Equation 4.3), chip removal strength (or material removal strength)
and effective grit engage radius are used as indicators to describe the behaviour of material
removal under different grit cutting edge shapes. The chip removal strength is defined as a
measure of rate of removal of material over the cross-sectional area of the scratch and is
calculated by subtracting the total pile-up area from the total groove area. Pile-up ratio can
provide information about the material removal phases (rubbing, ploughing and cutting) that
occur during grinding. Higher pile-up ratio would mean less cutting while lower pile-up ratio
would mean cutting is more prominent than rubbing and ploughing. Here, for the analysis the
pile-up ratio was used for three different workpiece materials. Pile-up ratio was measured at the
deepest point of the scratches and generally found around the middle of the scratches.

6.2.1 En24T steel
Grit cutting edges were changed through the course of scratching due to wear of the CBN
grit cutting edges. According to experimental observation, fresh grit started with a single cutting
edge and then with increase of number of scratches performed the grit cutting edge shape was
altered, and sometimes multiple cutting edges were formed on a single grit. The scratches
produced by single and multiple cutting edges show different characteristics in terms of material
removal mechanism.
Figure 6.1 shows that the pile-up ratio gradually increases with increasing depth of cut.
Scratch cross-section profiles are also given in Figure 6.1, and it is clear that the scratch profile is
flat at the bottom of the groove. This shape also represents the grit cutting edge profile
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interaction with the workpiece. Thus, scratching with a flat cutting edge results in slowly
increasing pile-up ratio with increasing depth of cut.
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Traverse scratching; Workpiece: En24T; Grit: CBN (40/50 mesh); Vc= 546.6 m/min

Figure 6.1 Variation of pile-up ratio with depth of cut (flat cutting edge)

Pile-up ratio versus groove area (Figure 6.2) shows a similar trend, as would be expected if
the cut width remained more or less constant. The trend obtained with the given cutting edge,
which has quite a flat bottom and walls of the cut which remain sharp, is such that it is not a
blunt cutting edge. Chip removal strength shows a linear relation with depth of cut as shown in
Figure 6.3.
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Traverse scratching; Workpiece: En24T; Grit: CBN (40/50 mesh); Vc = 546.6 m/min

Figure 6.2 Variation of pile-up ratio with groove area (flat cutting edge)
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Traverse scratching; Workpiece: En24T; Grit: CBN (40/50 ); V c= 546.6 m/min

Figure 6.3 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut (flat cutting edge)
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However, when the grit had a relatively sharper cutting edge, material removal behaviour
as shown in Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.6 was quite the reverse to the results shown in Figure 6.1 to
Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.4 Variation of pile-up ratio with depth of cut (sharp cutting edge)
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Figure 6.5 Variation of pile-up ratio with groove area (sharp cutting edge)
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With a sharp cutting edge, pile-up ratio decreases with increasing depth of cut and groove
area as shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively. Although data for the pile-up ratio
might seem very scattered for smaller depths of cut this phenomenon is common and due to the
difficulty of measurement under those circumstances. The scatter at shallow depths of cut could
demonstrate that the material removal mechanism may vary between ploughing and cutting.
The grinding process is extremely dynamic and influenced by many parameters. Although
cutting speed, material and table speed remained constant for the scratches in Figure 6.4 to
Figure 6.6, dynamic parameters such as grit cutting edge shape, cutting edge sharpness and
workpiece surface flatness changed throughout the process. The scratch profile marked as 1 in
Figure 6.4 has a depth of cut of about 0.6 µm and the workpiece surface appears inclined
upwards resulting in a high pile-up ratio. Scratch profile marked 2 in Figure 6.4 has a depth of
cut of about 0.9 µm and the workpiece surface is inclined downwards which results in low pileup ratio. Scratch profile marked as 3 in Figure 6.4 has a greater depth of cut, roughly 3 µm, and
the workpiece surface looks flatter than for either scratch-1 or scratch-2, and the pile-up ratio is
relatively low. From this comparison, it can be concluded that the pile-up ratio is dependent on
interaction angle between grit cutting edge and workpiece surface. This interaction angle is
directly dependent on workpiece surface flatness and direction of surface inclination. This
relation between grit shape and workpiece surface flatness has never been mentioned in earlier
research even though the influence of grit orientation on grinding mechanism was studied by e.g.
Matsuo et al, (1989) and Ohbuchi and Obikawa, (2006).
Another reason for the scatter observed in the pile-up ratio could be due to measurement
error of pile-up area and/or groove area. It is quite difficult to measure these quantities for
scratches where the depth of cut is of the same scale as the original surface roughness. For such a
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situation, the definition of pile-up ratio may not be appropriate; this will be a topic for future
study.
Figure 6.6 shows that the rate of increase of chip removal strength increases with
increasing depth of cut (parabolic curve), in contrast to Figure 6.3 where the chip removal
strength increases linearly with depth of cut. The cutting edge of the grit was sharper for Figure
6.6 causing greater material removal with increasing depth of cut compared to the flat grit cutting
edge for Figure 6.3. Thus, it can be inferred that chip removal strength is dependent on the grit
cutting edge shape (including sharpness and bluntness).
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Traverse scratching; Workpiece: En24T; Grit: CBN (40/50 ); V c= 327.6 m/min

Figure 6.6 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut (sharp cutting edge)

A microscopic picture of the scratches from single cutting edges and multiple cutting edges
in the same test is shown in Figure 6.7. Scratch form shape evaluation, i.e. change in grit cutting
shape due to grit wear, for single edge and multiple edge scratches is shown in
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Figure 6.8. During scratching, a single edge grit can suddenly start to produce multiple
edge scratches which can look like separate scratches due to the distance between them, or they
can be so close that their pile-up material overlaps. Multiple cutting edges are probably due to a
worn single cutting edge breaking into many small cutting edges and these new cutting edges
producing multiple scratches.
Multiple edges scratches

Single edge scratches

Traverse scratching direction with increasing depth of cut

Figure 6.7 Scratches with two different cutting edges (related to Figure 6.9)

Figure 6.8 Scratch form shape evolution (or grit cutting shape change because of grit wear) in a
single grit scratch test (totally 28 scratches)
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According to Figure 6.9 the pile-up ratio decreases with increase in depth of cut for both
single and multiple edge scratches. However, the pile-up ratio for single edge scratches is
obviously less than that of the multiple edges scratches. For instance, for a depth of cut of around
4 µm the pile-up ratio for a single cutting edge scratch is around 0.1, whereas for the multiple
cutting edge scratches it is around 0.8, see Figure 6.9.
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Traverse scratching; Workpiece: En24T; Grit: CBN (40/50 ); V c= 327.6 m/min

Figure 6.9 Variation in pile-up ratio with depth of cut (two different cutting edges)
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Figure 6.10 Pile-up ratio variation with groove area (two different cutting edges)
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Figure 6.11 Schematic illustration of multiple cutting edges causing high pile-up ratio

The plot of pile-up ratio versus groove area, see Figure 6.10, shows a similar trend to that
shown in Figure 6.9. The high pile-up ratio with multiple cutting edge grit can be attributed to
individual cutting edge sharpness. With a single grit, multiple edge scratches will each have a
smaller cutting edge width then the single edge scratching - these cutting edges may have a
similar depth of cut but will be sharper. Considering the profile of multiple edge scratches,
Figure 6.11 shows that a large portion of pile-up area can be in the middle of the scratches and
cannot be removed as a chip due to the grit body. Material removal in terms of chip formation
can only occur at the front of the cutting edges. Therefore, there seems to be two reasons for the
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high pile-up ratio with multiple edge scratching: firstly each cutting edge of the grit is sharper
due to a smaller width of engagement compared with the whole grit and the secondly material
trapped in the middle of the grit will not be removed. Consequently, chip removal strength is
lower with multiple cutting edges compared to a single cutting edge as shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut (two different cutting edges)

Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show variation of pile-up ratio with depth of cut for two
different speeds 1000 rpm and 3000 rpm, respectively. The trend for the pile-up ratio is similar to
that seen in Figure 6.9, decreasing with increase of depth of cut. Furthermore, the values for the
pile-up ratio are within a similar range, for instance for the depth of cut 4 µm the pile-up ratio
was about 0.6 - 0.7. The one data point for a single edge scratch, shown in Figure 6.13, for a 0.5
µm depth of cut has high value of the pile-up ratio (>1.2) because of the very small depth of cut.
For the deeper cuts the trend for pile-up ratio to decrease with depth of cut can be assumed linear
within acceptable limits, but this assumption cannot be applied to depths of cut less than 1 µm.
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This variation in trend line will be better demonstrated in the forthcoming section of pile-up ratio
variation with the Inconel 718 workpiece. Figure 6.15 shows variation of pile-up ratio with
groove area, and a similar trend is seen as for Figure 6.14 (pile-up ratio versus depth of cut).
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Figure 6.13 Variation in pile-up ratio with depth of cut (multiple cutting edges) at Vc= 327.6
m/min
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Figure 6.14 Variation in pile-up ratio with depth of cut (multiple cutting edges) at Vc=109.2
m/min
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Figure 6.15 Variation in pile-up ratio with groove area (multiple cutting edges) at Vc= 109.2
m/min

6.2.2 Inconel alloy 718
The variation of pile-up ratio with depth of cut and groove area is well demonstrated with
the Inconel 718 workpiece because experimental tests with multiple scratches ranged from a
shallow depth of cut, around 0.5 µm to 6 µm. Figure 6.16 shows the pile-up ratio against depth
of cut. The graph shows that for depth of cut less than 1.5 µm there is steep decrease in pile-up
ratio as the depth of cut increased. At depths of cut greater than about 1.5 µm the trend has a
much shallower gradient but pile-up continues to decrease with depth of cut. The trend for pileup ratio versus groove area, Figure 6.17 is similar.
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Figure 6.16 Pile-up ratio variation with depth of cut (Inconel 718 workpiece)
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Figure 6.17 Pile-up ratio variation with groove area (Inconel 718 workpiece)
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80

Figure 6.18 shows variation in chip removal strength with depth of cut using the same data
set as in Figure 6.16. According to Figure 6.18, a transition point is obtained at around 1.5 µm
depth of cut. Up to the transition point, the trend line which shows the chip removal strength
against depth of cut has a lower gradient than when the depth of cut is greater than 1.5 µm. Up to
the transition point the increase in chip removal strength could be attributed to the ploughing
mechanism, but a depth of cut greater than 1.5 µm results in higher chip removal so the cutting
action is more prominent in this region. The negative values in Figure 6.18 represent the scratch
section where the pile-up ratio is higher than 1 due to efficient ploughing and material
accumulation with advancement of grit body. The transition point is not as clear with pile-up
ratio as it is with chip removal strength because with the pile-up ratio the data is more scattered.
However, it is not easy to obtain the transition point for every set of measurements; the measured
data set must include as wide a range of depth of cut as possible. In Figure 6.18, depth of cut
varies from 0.5 µm to 3.5 µm and a sufficient number of measurements was taken to obtain the
transition point for the chip removal trend line. This range of measurements was not available for
every measurement set in the preceding or later sections.
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Figure 6.18 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut (Inconel 718 workpiece)

It should be pointed out that the pile-up ratio can have a value larger than unity when the
depth of cut is very small (e.g. < µm) as shown in Figure 6.16, this can be attributed to three
reasons. The first one is a less efficient cutting mechanism at small depth of cut with material
ploughing more prominent. The second one could be the position of the cross-sectional scratch
profile; it was attempted to consistently take the cross-section from the middle of the scratch path
(because pile-up ratio is highly dependent on where along the scratch path the cross-section
profile is extracted) but this was not always possible (this will be explained in Section 6.2.4).
The third reason is material accumulation with the advance of the grit. A single grit starts to push
ploughed material forward in the direction of the scratch path and when the cutting is not
efficient during this process the pile-up ratio become larger than unity. Here, the larger pile-up
ratio cannot be attributed not only to the smaller depth of cut but also to the position of the cross208

section profile along the scratch path and material accumulation ahead of the grit along the
scratch path.
Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 show the variation in pile-up ratio with depth of cut and
groove area, respectively. Grit has two cutting edges at every interaction but the measurements
are not done separately. The trend line look generally similar to previous graphs, but the pile-up
ratio looks to be highly scattered – this is due to the generation of two separate scratches at each
grit-workpiece interaction. In Figure 6.19, at a depth of cut of about 1.5 µm it can be seen that
the scratch profile above the trend line is sharper than the one below the trend line. This different
behaviour of cutting edges can be explained by the influence of cutting edge sharpness (or
bluntness) on material removal.
Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 show the variation of pile-up ratio with depth of cut and
groove area, respectively; with rotational speed of 2000 rpm (or Vc = 218.4 m/min). Multiple
cutting edges interact with the workpiece at every pass of the grit. So, two separate grooves were
formed at each pass. The first cutting edge was sharper while the second one less sharp. The
sharper cutting edge has a narrower width compared to the blunter, as shown in the right side of
Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22. Thus, the sharper the grit cutting edge (narrower the width) the
higher the pile-up ratio while wider the cutting edges (blunter) results in a lower pile-up ratio.
Although the cutting speed was different during each set of single grit experiments, see
Figure 6.16, Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.21, grit cutting edge shape was much more influential in
material removal than the cutting speed. Thus, cutting speed effect on material removal is not
discussed in these experiments.
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Figure 6.19 Pile-up ratio versus depth of cut (two scratches at every grit-workpiece interaction:
one placed above the trend line acts sharper; another one placed below the trend line acts blunt)
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Figure 6.20 Pile-up ratio versus groove area (two scratches at every grit-workpiece interaction:
one placed above the trend line acts sharper; another one placed below the trend line acts blunt)
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Figure 6.21 Pile-up ratio versus depth of cut (two scratches at every grit-workpiece interaction)
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Figure 6.22 Pile-up ratio versus groove area (two scratches at every grit-workpiece interaction)
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6.2.3 En8 steel
The single grit scratching test was also performed on En8 steel which has a lower hardness
value (222.2 HV) than En24T steel (289.2 HV) or Inconel 718 (355 HV) because the material
removal mechanism might show some alterations in terms of pile-up ratio or chip removal
strength. Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24 show variations in pile-up ratio with depth of cut and
groove area, respectively. The less the depth of cut or groove area the higher the pile-up ratio.
Figure 6.25 shows chip removal strength with respect to depth of cut, and a transition point can
be seen at about 2.5 µm depth compared to the 1.5 µm for Inconel. Up to 2.5 µm depth, chip
removal strength increases slowly with depth of cut, but when the depth of cut increases beyond
the 2.5 µm, the chip removal strength increases rapidly with depth of cut. This means that after
certain depth of cut, the chip removal mechanism becomes more influential than the ploughing
mechanism.
Although the pile-up ratio trend with En8 steel is similar to those of En24T steel and
Inconel 718, the magnitude of the pile-up ratio is greater for En8 than either En24T or Inconel
718 at similar depths of cut. For instance, at 2 µm depth of cut the pile-up ratio is around unity
(0.8-1) for the En8 steel (Figure 6.23), but was measured at around 0.3 for En24T (Figure 6.4)
and 0.2-0.3 for Inconel 718 (Figure 6.16). Thus, it can be claimed that softer material increases
the tendency to obtain a higher pile-up ratio compared to harder material. But, the change in pileup ratio is not only influenced by material properties or hardness but is also influenced by grit
cutting edge shapes (sharpness or bluntness). So, the higher pile-up ratio found with En8 steel
cannot be totally attributed to the material’s lower hardness. The grit cutting edge used to scratch
the En8 steel was much sharper than those used for the En24T and Inconel, and the influence of
a sharper cutting edge pile-up ratio has already been mentioned in earlier sections. Thus, high
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pile-up ratios are influenced by both grit cutting edge sharpness and material properties but the
relative contribution of each factor could not be estimated from these experiments.
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Figure 6.23 Pile-up ratio versus depth of cut (single edge scratches on En8 steel)
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Figure 6.24 Pile-up ratio versus groove area (single edge scratches on En8 steel)
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Figure 6.25 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut (single edge scratches on En8 steel)

6.2.4 Material removal mechanism along a single scratch path
In preceding sections, the material removal mechanism regarding pile-up ratio and chip
removal strength has been investigated from the cross-sectional profile of the numerous scratches
at the deepest point (generally found in the middle of the scratch). That investigation did not
represent the material removal mechanism at the early stage of grit penetration into the
workpiece or when grit was leaving workpiece in the final stage of scratching, although it did
show material removal mechanism variation with respect to depths of cut and groove area. All
three phases of the material removal mechanism (rubbing, ploughing and cutting) may not be
observed when the investigation is limited to cross-section profiles taken from the middle of
scratches, because in the middle of scratches the cutting phenomenon is dominant with some
contribution by ploughing. However, the rubbing process is not supposed to occur in that section
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of the scratch, rubbing should occur as a dominant factor only in the very initial stage gritworkpiece interaction within very small region and sometimes may not even be observable.
Because, the rubbed region is a plastic deformation free region, the elastic deformation is
momentary, only at very small depths and is recovered due to the elastic spring back effect when
grit moves on to form the scratch.
In this section, the material removal mechanism regarding pile-up ratio and chip removal
that takes place along a single scratch was investigated. To do this, cross-section profiles were
extracted along the scratch length at approximately 3.23 µm intervals beginning from the initial
stage of grit-workpiece interaction until the end of scratch where the grit left the workpiece.
Figure 6.26 shows 3D cross-sectional view of a scratch performed on En24T steel. Figure 6.26
(a) demonstrates how pile-up of material at the side of the groove varies for that part of the
scratch where the grit leaves the workpiece. The longitudinal sectional profile of the scratch is
shown in Figure 6.26 (b) how groove depth and side pile-up vary along the entire length of the
scratch.
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(a) Lateral cross sectional view of a scratch

Workpiece: En24T steel
Grit: CBN (40/50)
S=3000 rpm (Vc= 327.6 m/min)
Hardness= 289.2 HV at 1 kg load
(b) Longitudinal cross sectional view of a scratch

Figure 6.26 3D view of a scratch with (a) lateral cross section, (b) longitudinal cross section

The pile-up ratio variation along the single scratch performed on En24T steel is shown in
Figure 6.27, where the point with highest cutting efficiency can be found by looking at the
variation of pile-up ratio along the scratch length. In the initial stage of grit-workpiece
interaction pile-ratio is relatively high, between 3 and 1, which shows that in that region no
cutting occurs and material is swelling up due to plastic deformation. Rubbing action is supposed
to occur but was not observable. Pile-up ratio gradually decreased as scratch depth increased
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towards the deepest point. The scratch depth then decreased and while the grit is moving towards
the end of the scratch, it pushes ploughed material forward and some portion of this material
could flow along the two sides of the scratch so that the pile-up ratio increases as long as the grit
interacts with workpiece. It is apparent in Figure 6.27, that pile-up ratio at the end of scratch was
very high, rising rapidly to between 10 and 30.
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Figure 6.27 Variation of pile-up ratio along a scratch in the longitudinal direction

Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29 show variation in pile-up ratio and chip removal strength with
depth of cut, respectively. A lower pile-up ratio is found at higher depth of cut (Figure 6.28)
which is consistent with the previous results. In grinding with low surface finish requirement a
small a pile-up ratio as possible is always desired for high efficiency. Maximum chip removal
occurs at high depth of cut, negative chip removal indicates accumulated material shifting
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towards the end of the scratch. It can be inferred that cutting efficiency decreased rapidly
towards the end of the scratch, but was increasing fast at the beginning of scratch until maximum
depth was reached.
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Figure 6.28 Pile-up ratio versus depth of cut along a single scratch
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Figure 6.29 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut along a single scratch

The longitudinal and lateral cross-sections along the scratch path on Inconel 718 were also
investigated, see Figure 6.30. This scratch was generated under very similar conditions to that for
En24T, but it was performed with different CBN grit and shows some differences in cutting edge
shape. Figure 6.31 shows variation of pile-up ratio along the length of the scratch beginning from
the initial grit-workpiece interaction and continuing to the end of scratch. Similar results are
obtained as in the previous test with En24T steel. The pile-up ratio at the initial stage is relatively
smaller than that obtained at the end of scratch, as shown in Figure 6.31. Figure 6.32 shows that
pile-up ratio decrease with increasing depth of cut.
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(a) Lateral cross sectional view of a scratch

Workpiece: Inconel 718
Grit: CBN (40/50)
S=3000 rpm (Vc= 327.6 m/min)
Hardness= 355 HV at 1 kg load
(b) Longitudinal cross sectional view of a scratch

Figure 6.30 3D view of single scratch (a) lateral cross-section, (b) longitudinal cross-section
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Figure 6.31 Variation of pile-up ratio along scratch length
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Figure 6.32 Pile-up ratio versus depth of cut along scratch length
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0.5

0

Figure 6.33 shows that chip removal reaches its maximum value at the deepest point of the
scratch and at the end of scratch negative values show ploughed material rather than chip
removal. It is worthwhile to compare the results with pile-up ratios obtained for En24T steel
(Figure 6.28) and Inconel 718 (Figure 6.32). The specific range of depth of cut, between 1 µm
and 2 µm, in the first part of the scratch in Figure 6.28 (En24T workpiece) and Figure 6.32
(Inconel workpiece), the pile-up ratio is relatively high (around 0.5) for the scratch on the En24T
compared to a value of around 0.2 ~ 0.3 for the scratch on the Inconel. The investigation
performed by Buttery and Hamed (1977) on the cutting efficiency on materials having different
hardness demonstrated that cutting efficiency increases as the hardness of the workpiece
increases. Higher cutting efficiency may be interpreted as a lower pile-up ratio, and vice versa.
Hence, the results presented in Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.32, a higher pile-up ratio for the scratch
on the En24T (hardness 289.2 HV at 1 kg load) than on the Inconel (hardness 355 HV at 1 kg
load), might be attributed to relative hardness of the workpiece materials and different strain
hardening behaviour of materials during scratching and is consistent with Buttery and Hamed
(1977). However, Buttery and Hamed used a diamond indenter and Vickers hardness tester,
which is dissimilar to actual grit, because grit has no proper or controlled shape during
machining. The scratches obtained in this thesis were performed using actual CBN grit (40/50)
whose cutting edge geometry was continuously changing during scratching due to extremely
complex wear mechanism. Thus, the lower pile-up ratio found with the Inconel workpiece could
be attributed not only to hardness of workpiece material but also to change in grit cutting edge
geometry during scratching. The effect of grit cutting edge shape on pile-up ratio was
investigated in previous sections, see also Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.33 Chip removal strength versus depth of cut along scratch path

6.2.5 Effective grit engaging radius
To understand grinding mechanics in terms of contact variation, the effective grit engaging
radius (EGER) was used. This assumes the measured cross-sectional profile of a scratch can be
represented as an arc of a circle, see Figure 6.34, and the radius of that arc is the EGER –the grit
is assumed to have a spherical shape defined by the nominal grit radius engaging with workpiece
at the instant of interaction.
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Figure 6.34 Effective grit engaging radius for ideal sphere shape grit

Figure 6.35 shows the variation of EGER with depth of cut for the scratches whose pile-up
ratio with depth of cut was given in Figure 6.1. According to Figure 6.35, EGER decreases with
increase of depth of cut. Figure 6.36 presents the EGER relation with groove area and show a
similar trend with the depth of cut variation as shown in Figure 6.35. The pile-up ratio decreases
with increase in EGER, see Figure 6.37. It should be pointed out that the bottom of the grit
cutting edge is flat and wide in these figures. Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 show the EGER with
depth of cut and groove area for the same scratches as given in Figure 6.4, where the grit has
relatively sharper cutting edge.
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Contrary to Figure 6.35 and Figure 6.36, Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 show an increase of
EGER with increasing depth of cut and groove area but there is a wide spread in the data points
because of continuous alteration of grit cutting edge shape. In Figure 6.40 the data points are
scattered to such an extent that was difficult see any clear trend between pile-up ratio and EGER.
The calculated value of the EGER is slightly higher for similar depths of cut in the case of
multiple edge scratches compared to single edge scratches, as shown in Figure 6.41.
Interestingly, pile-up ratio increases with increasing EGER for multiple edge scratches, whereas,
pile-up ratio decreases with increasing EGER for single edge scratches as shown in Figure 6.42.
Hence, it is important to categorize the type of scratches as either single edge or multiple edge
when determining the variation of grinding material removal mechanisms including pile-up ratio
and EGER with respect to depth of cut or groove area. Multiple edge scratches have a slightly
more complex forming mechanism compared to single edge scratches as it was shown in Figure
6.11.
It was obvious that the form of the single grit scratch is influenced by the grit cutting edge
shape, including cutting edge sharpness, bluntness, flatness, width, etc. It was noted that pile-up
ratio decreases with the increase of EGER when the grit had single cutting edges; it was reverse
when the grit had multiple adjacent cutting edges (Figure 6.42). Thus, EGER can also be used as
a good indicator to show material removal behaviour during single grit grinding.
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Figure 6.35 Effective grit engaging radius variation with depth of cut (flat cutting edge)
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Figure 6.36 Effective grit engaging radius versus groove area (flat cutting edge)
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Figure 6.37 Pile-up ratio versus effective grit engaging radius (flat cutting edge)
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Figure 6.38 Effective grit engaging radius versus depth of cut (sharp cutting edge)
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Figure 6.39 Effective grit engaging radius versus groove area (sharp cutting edge)
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Figure 6.40 Pile-up ratio versus effective grit engaging radius (sharp cutting edge)
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Figure 6.41 Effective grit contact radius versus depth of cut (single and multiple cutting edges)
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Figure 6.42 Pile-up ratio versus effective grit engaging radius (single and multiple cutting edges)
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6.3 Cutting forces during single grit grinding
Cutting force analyses were grouped according to the force signal acquisition technique,
either via the Labview software or the oscilloscope for the different sets of experiments. Figure
6.43 and Figure 6.44 show the variations of tangential force (Ft) and normal force (Fn) with
depth of cut and groove area, respectively as measured by the Labview software.
Figure 6.43 shows that the cutting forces increase with depth of cut, but there is a highly
scattered distribution. Figure 6.44 shows that the cutting forces increase with groove area but
with less scatter than for depth of cut. Thus, in single grit grinding cutting forces (Ft and Fn)
demonstrate better correlation with groove area compared to depth of cut.
In both Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.44 it can be seen that for cutting speed of 327.6 m/min (or
3000 rpm) there is an initial increase in Fn which reaches a maximum at a depth of cut 4.5 µm, or
groove cross-section area 250 µm2, after which it clearly decreases.
The force ratio (Fn/Ft) might give useful information about which component of the
cutting force in single grit grinding is most influenced with increase of groove area. Figure 6.45
shows that the force ratio ranges from 2 to 3.5, with the lower cutting speed (Vc= 54.6 m/min)
having a higher force ratio than the higher cutting speed (Vc= 327.6 m/min). This might be
because of relatively steep increase of the tangential force component at high cutting speed. The
tangential force component plays a dominant role during material removal because chip removal
is mainly generated by application of tangential force components rather than normal force
components.
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Figure 6.43 Cutting forces versus depths of cut measured using Labview software
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Figure 6.44 Cutting forces versus groove area measured using Labview software
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Figure 6.45 Force ratio (Fn/Ft) for Labview measurements

The cutting forces recorded with the oscilloscope were for a range of speeds; 1.08, 10.8,
109.2 and 327.6 m/min, higher than these speeds (such as 546.6 m/min) were not recorded
because of oscilloscope data sampling limitation. Figure 6.46 and Figure 6.47 show variation in
Fn and Ft with the different cutting speeds, for depth of cut and groove area, respectively.
Looking at the force variation at speed of 327.6 m/min in Figure 6.46 and Figure 6.47, the
increase of trend seems to be very slow after a certain depth of cut or groove area. This is similar
to the trend observed for 327.6 m/min in Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.44. Cutting forces obtained
from single edge scratches and multiple edge scratches are shown in Figure 6.48 and Figure 6.49
for depth of cut and groove area, respectively. Cutting forces show better correlation with
groove area compared to depth of cut. Multiple edge scratches generate slightly higher forces
than single edge scratches as shown in Figure 6.49, this can be attributed to higher material
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ploughing where the cutting is less efficient. Ploughing is an undesired action in grinding since it
consumes extra energy during the material removal process. The force ratio (Fn/Ft) is found to
be between about 2 and 4 with a save for one outlier at 327.6 m/min, see Figure 6.50, but no
clear relation is observable between force ratio and cutting speed.
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Figure 6.46 Cutting forces recorded with oscilloscope versus depth of cut
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Figure 6.47 Cutting forces recorded with oscilloscope versus groove area
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Figure 6.48 Cutting forces recorded with oscilloscope versus depth of cut for single and multiple
edge scratches
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Figure 6.49 Cutting forces recorded with oscilloscope versus groove area for single and multiple
edge scratches
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Figure 6.50 Force ratio (Fn/Ft) versus groove area for forces recorded with oscilloscope

6.4 Specific energy in single grit grinding
Figure 6.51 and Figure 6.52 show variation of specific energy with depth of cut and groove
area, respectively, for the scratches whose force reactions were acquired using Labview
software. From both of the figures, it is obvious that specific energy is highly dependent on
cutting speed, with higher speeds generally resulting in lower specific energy. Figure 6.53 and
Figure 6.54, where the forces were acquired using the oscilloscope show the same relation
between specific energy and cutting speed.
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Figure 6.51 Specific energy versus depth of cut (Labview data)
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Figure 6.52 Specific energy versus groove area (Labview data)
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Figure 6.53 Specific energy versus depth of cut (oscilloscope data)
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Figure 6.54 Specific energy versus groove area (oscilloscope data)
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500

Variation of specific energy for single edge scratches and multiple edge scratches show
different characteristics, see Figure 6.55 and Figure 6.56. Multiple edge scratches show relatively
higher specific energy requirements compared to the single edge scratches, this is because
multiple edge scratches have more ploughing action than cutting compared to single edge
scratches. Such non-material removal action requires more energy than a material removal action
such as cutting. It is noted that no apparent relation between specific energy and depth of cut (or
groove area) was observed in these experiments. In the literature, there are observations which
suggest specific energy increases with increasing depth of cut (Brinksmeier and Glwerzew,
2003; Ghosh et al., 2010) and that specific energy decreases with increase of depth of cut
(Doman, 2008). Based on the research reported here, specific energy is only weakly dependent
on depth of cut or groove area. This observation might be worth further study as future research.
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Figure 6.55 Specific energy versus depth of cut with different cutting edges
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Figure 6.56 Specific energy versus groove area with different cutting edges

6.5 Summary
In this thesis, single grit grinding with CBN grit shows how output parameters such force
and specific energy, and material removal parameters such as pile-up ratio with respect to depth
of cut or groove area are influenced during the course of the process. Grit shape continuously
changed even during formation of a single scratch; also number of cutting edges interacting with
workpiece and cutting edge shape including sharpness, bluntness, wideness, etc., continuously
changed with the progress of the grinding process. All these factors show how even single grit
grinding process has extremely complex dynamic mechanisms compares to conventional cutting
processes performed by a shaped tool. It would be easier to get certain conclusions with the use
of shaped tool instead of uncontrollably shaped abrasive grit.
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The single grit grinding scratches performed on En8 steel, En24T steel and Inconel 718
using CBN abrasive grit (40/50 mesh size) have been investigated to explore the material
removal mechanisms in terms of pile-up ratio and chip removal strength and EGER at the micro
scale. In addition, cutting forces and specific energy during scratching associated with material
removal mechanisms at different depth of cuts, speeds and grit cutting edge geometry have been
investigated.
According to the experimental results, pile-up ratio is highly dependent on grit cutting edge
geometry (shape). In general, pile-up ratio decreases with increasing depth of cut (or groove
area) as long as the grit cutting edge is sharp (refer to Figure 6.5, Figure 6.9, Figure 6.13, and
Figure 6.14). However, in contrast, pile-up ratio increases with increasing depth of cut when grit
cutting edges have a flat bottom (or blunt grit edge, refer to Figure 6.1). A wider cutting edge
leads to a lower pile-up ratio while a narrower cutting edge leads to a higher pile-up ratio (Figure
6.21), because small width of cross-section makes the cutting edge behave as though it were
sharp compared to cutting edges having larger width.
Pile-up ratio with groove area shows similar trend to depth of cut (refers to Figure 6.15 and
Figure 6.17). Single grit acts like single cutting edge at first during scratching and produces
single edge scratch grooves, then as the grit cutting edges become worn they might fracture to
generate fresh multiple cutting edges which produce multiple edges scratch grooves (refer to
Figure 6.9). Pile-up ratio is found to be always higher with multiple edges scratches as with
single edge scratches (refer to Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.14).
The higher pile-up ratio at lower depth of cut is the reflection of a material removal
mechanism which is dominated by ploughing action rather than cutting. When a scratch is
analysed along its path, the pile-up ratio at the grit entrance side is relatively lower than that at
the grit exit side of the scratch (refer to Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.31), this can be explained by
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material accumulation ahead of the grit and material plastic flow in the direction of grit
movement. Thus, cutting is more efficient at the entrance side of the scratch compared to exit
side of the scratch. Chip removal strength with respect to depth of cut also represents a situation
where ploughing and cutting are prominent (refer to Figure 6.18); a smaller slope in the chip
removal trend can be interpreted as a ploughing prominent region while a steep increase in the
chip removal trend could be interpreted as a cutting prominent region.
Normal forces (Fn) exerted during single grit scratching were found to be always higher
than tangential forces (Ft). Both forces are also found to be highly dependent on cutting speed,
with higher cutting speed leading to lower cutting forces (refer to Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.46).
Cutting forces are better correlated with groove area than with depth of cut (refer to Figure 6.43
and Figure 6.44). Normal forces increase slowly with increasing depth of cut, but rate of increase
in tangential force is higher. The force ratio (Fn/Ft) is generally found in the range of 2 to 4, but
the ratio reduces slightly with increasing depth of cut (or groove area) due to a faster rate of
increase of the tangential force with depth of cut (Figure 6.45 and Figure 6.50).
Specific energy during single grit grinding is highly dependent on cutting speed. The
higher the cutting speed the lower the specific energy. Additionally, specific energy requirement
is found to be lower when the cutting action is efficient (low pile-up ratio) compared to when
cutting is less efficient (high pile-up ratio) (refer to Figure 6.55 and Figure 6.56).
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Chapter 7 Finite Element Simulation Results
7.1 Introduction
The results of the finite element simulations which were presented in Chapter 5 are given
in this chapter. The major simulation performed is chip formation using orthogonal cutting with
different operational parameters and simplified single grit parameters. Although the aim of the
study is to investigate the material removal mechanism of grinding using the single grit
approach, orthogonal cutting simulation is also performed for better understanding of the
chipping mechanism with different operational parameters. Also, cutting with a highly negative
rake angle could represent the single grit cutting mechanism during grinding. By using the
orthogonal cutting approach, effects of depth of cut and rake angle on chip shape, on fracture
mechanism of chip formation and the corresponding cutting forces were investigated and are
reported here. Simulations to represent the single grit material removal mechanism have also
been performed using a simplified single grit trajectory. Simulation of cutting mechanisms in
three dimensions has not been achieved due to difficulties and limitations of the FEM simulation
at micron scale. Thus, mainly the ploughing and rubbing mechanisms of single grit grinding are
investigated using material plastic flow behaviour. With the single grit simulation, influence of
depth of cut, friction, and ground surface creation with multiple grit pass are investigated and
reported.

7.2 FEM simulation of chip formation
FEM simulation of chip formation demonstrated in this section was performed using
Aluminium alloy (A2024-T351), see Chapter 5 for details of material properties. Mabrouki et al.,
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(2008) used aluminium alloy and reported in the literature on the application of the fracture
energy concept to a FEM model. The purpose of the cutting simulation in this section is to reveal
formation tendencies regarding chip types (continuous, serrated and discontinuous) rather than
experimental comparison with the single grit tests conducted on En24T steel and Inconel alloy
718. Thus, usage of different material in the cutting simulation is not an issue. 2D chip
simulations were performed in Abaqus/Explicit with gradually increasing fracture energy per
unit area of crack generation, Gf, at two different depths of cut (h1=20 μm and h2=50 μm) and
four rake angles (γ1 = 22º, γ2 = 0º, γ3 = - 30º, γ3 = - 45º). Table 7.1 summarises the simulated
conditions and corresponding chip type.

Table 7.1 Summary of cutting simulation condition and remarkable chip type
Corresponding
Figure

Fracture Depth
energy per of cut
unit area
h
Gf, (N/m)
(µm)

Rake angle
γ, (degree)

Cutting
speed
Vc,
(m/min)

Friction
coefficient,
µ

Chip type

Discontinuous chip
20

22º

300

0.2

Figure 7.1

250

2500

20

22º

300

245

0.2

Continuous curling
chip (highly
curved)

Table7.1 (Cont.) Summary of cutting simulation condition and remarkable chip type
Corresponding
Figure

Gf
(N/m)

h
(µm)

γ
(degree)

Vc
(m/min)

µ

Chip type
Continuous curling
chip (slightly curved)

20

22º

300

0.2

Figure 7.1

10000

Continuous straight
chip
20000

20

22º

300

0.2

Figure 7.2

Continuous curled
chip
2500

20

22º

300

0.2

Serrated chip
2500

50

22º

300

0.2
Continuous chip

1500

20

22º

300

0.2
Serrated chip

Figure 7.3

1500

20

0º

300

0.2
Discontinues chip

1500

20

-30º

300

0.2
Discontinues chip

1500

20

-45º
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7.2.1 Influence of fracture energy on chip formation
Chip simulation with gradually increasing fracture energy, Gf, has been performed to
demonstrate its influence when used as a damage evolution criterion. Because of the difficulty of
knowing the exact value of fracture energy at the smaller thicknesses, different values of fracture
energy (250, 2500, 10000, and 20000 N/m) were used in the simulation of chip formation with
an uncut chip thickness of 20 µm. The results are shown in Figure 7 .1 and demonstrate that
values of fracture energy of 2500 N/m and above gave continuous chip generation (see Figure
7.1

(b-d)), while the lower value of 250 N/m gave discontinuous chip generation (see Figure 7.1

(a)). Furthermore, with increase in fracture energy chip shape tended to be straighter (see Figure
7.1

(b-d)) and at lower values of fracture energy a more curled chip was produced (see Figure 7.1

(b)). Therefore, fracture energy is one of the key factors as a damage evolution criterion to
determine the chip generation behaviour during cutting process simulation.
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(a) Gf=250 N/m, h=20 μm

(b) Gf=2500 N/m, h=20 μm

(c) Gf=10000 N/m, h=20 μm

(d) Gf=20000 N/m, h=20 μm

Figure 7.1 Chip simulation with varying fracture energy

7.2.2 Influence of depth of cut on chip shape
Depth of cut is another influential parameter for determining chip type. In order to show
the influence of depth of cut, two simulations with different uncut chip thickness were
undertaken. Continuous chip without segmentation along the chip free edge was generated with
depth of cut set to 20 μm, see Figure 7 .2 (a). However, a serrated chip is generated when uncut
chip thickness was set to 50 μm under similar simulation conditions, see Figure 7.2 (b). Serrated
chip formation at higher depth of cut can be attributed to shear stress developed at the primary
shear zone is increased dramatically due to intensive straining in this region. With the increasing
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strain at primary shear zone because of the predefined failure criterion crack formation is
initiated and material strength is weakened. As a result, each segment formed due to plastic flow
tears and forms a sharp edged serrated chip as shown in Figure 7.2-(b).

(a) Gf=2500 N/m, h= 20 μm

(b) Gf=2500 N/m, h= 50 μm

Figure 7.2 Chip formation with different depths of cut

7.2.3 Chip type with varying rake angles
Continuous, serrated and discontinuous chip types of are obtained by using different tool
rake angles. It is clear from the simulation results, rake angle plays dominant role in determining
chip type. Continuous chip with little segmentation is generated with a positive rake angle of 22º
(Figure 7.3 (a)), serrated or saw tooth chips are generated with a zero rake angle (Figure 7.3 (b)),
discontinuous chips are generated with a negative rake angle of -30º (Figure 7 .3 (c)) and a
discontinuous chip with two split parts is generated with a negative rake angle of -45º (Figure 7.3
(d)). Obviously, the transition from continuous to discontinuous chip formation takes place as the
rake angle moves from positive to negative values. The compression on the chip increases as a
result of increasingly negative tool rake face inclination. Such increasing compression results in
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increased tearing stress in the primary shear region which leads to an increase in segmental
separation because material strength in the primary shear region decreased with increasing
straining. When the predefined damage evolution criterion is exceeded ultimate fracture occurs.

(a) γ= 22º

(b) γ= 0º

(c) γ = - 30º

(d) γ = - 45º
Figure 7.3 Chip shape variation alteration with change of rake angle
(Gf=1500 N/m and h=20 μm)
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7.2.4 Chip breakage during serrated chip formation
Chip breakage was observed during serrated chip simulation as shown in Figure 7 .4. The
chip length increases with increased simulation time. After reaching a certain length, the chip
fractures at a weak residual shear line because curvature increases with increasing chip length
such that elements in the weakened residual shear zone can no longer carry the front portion of
the chip which breaks away. Unless chip breakage happens when the chip attains a certain length
it could damage the machined surface, besides which such long chips are not safe during
machining.

Chip breakage

Figure 7.4 Chip breakage during serrated chip formation (Gf=1500 N/m, h=20 µm, γ=0º,
Vc = 300 m/min, material: Aluminium alloy)
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7.2.5 Chip fracture when using high negative rake angle
As is commonly known, during chip formation processes a primary shear zone is
developed through from tool tip contact point along the chip free surface due to adiabatic
shearing and a secondary shear zone is developed in the region of tool rake face – chip contact
section. The secondary shear region shifts into the chip when the rake angle is highly negative
and leads to the formation of a stagnant or dead region between secondary shear line and chiptool rake face. This region does not move or removed as a part of chip and so called stagnant or
dead region (Komanduri, 1971; Childs et al., 2000). However, in contrast this study observed a
secondary shear region that developed inside the chip (see Figure 7.6) rather than at the chip-tool
rake face; the part between the secondary shear line and chip-tool rake face is removed as a
subsequent, secondary part of chip. Only this type of chip formation was observed in this study.
The development of the two parts of the chip from beginning to ultimate formation is shown in
Figure 7.5.
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Fracture start near
tool tip contact

(b)

(a)

Fracture begin in the
secondary shear line

First part
Second part

Fracture
propagating along
primary shear line

(c)

Chip broken into two
parts from secondary
shear line

(d)

Figure 7.5 Chip fracture development at high negative rake angle (Gf=1500 N/m, h=20 µm)

Chip initiation and primary shear line development is seen in Figure 7 .5 (a), fracture
initiation begins from the primary shear line near cutting tool tip as shown in Figure 7 .5 (b),
fracture propagates across the primary shear line and fracture starts in the secondary shear line
from the side at the junction of primary and secondary shear lines as shown in Figure 7 .5 (c).
Finally the chip breaks into two parts; first the upper side of the chip is removed and this is
followed by the lower part of the chip.
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One reason for the formation of a second chip part (chip fracture into two parts) could be
the low fracture energy (Gf=1500 N/m) input as part of progressive damage evolution. The lower
part of the chip could remain as a stagnant region if the fracture energy input increased.
However, in case of high fracture energy a problem of program termination due to high element
distortion could be encountered. These simulations were performed to show the behaviour of
chip formation with varying rake angles but if we assume a material with low fracture energy,
these simulations can demonstrate how the chip behaves under such conditions. Figure 7
 .6 (a)
and Figure 7 .6 (b) clearly show shear zone formation under high negative rake angle of -45º.
Particularly, in Figure 7 .6 (b), the shear regions are demonstrated by using material degradation
(SDEG) with progressive damage included in the model, which shows a clearer picture
compared to the stress distribution seen in Figure 7.6 (a).

Secondary shear zone
Lower part of the chip is supposed to
be stagnant region in high negative
rake angle machining
Primary shear zone

(a)
Figure 7.6 Primary and secondary shear zone demonstration at negative rake angle cutting (a)
stress demonstration (b) element degradation (SDEG) demonstration (Cont. in next page)
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Secondary shear zone

Primary shear zone

(b)
Figure 7.6 (Cont.) Primary and secondary shear zone demonstration at negative rake angle
cutting (a) stress demonstration (b) element degradation (SDEG) demonstration

7.2.6 Temperature during chip formation
Temperature increases across the shear bands are due mainly to adiabatic heat generation
induced by plastic work dissipation. In addition, temperature at the vicinity of tool-chip interface
will also increase due to friction between tool-chip interfaces. Figure 7 .7 shows the simulated
temperature distribution with various tool rake angles while input parameters such as depth of
cut (h) and fracture energy per unit area (Gf) remain constant. It is observed that temperature
increases across the primary shear line when the rake angle moves from positive to negative
values which can be attributed to the increase of plastic deformation intensity. However, higher
temperature is observed in the vicinity of tool tip-chip interface because there is both a high level
of friction and intense deformation in this region.
Figure 7 .8 shows temperature distributions with various fracture energy input which is
used as a damage evaluation criterion in the simulations. Both depth of cut and rake angle remain
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the same for the demonstration in Figure 7 .8. As expected, simulations using lower fracture
energy result in lower temperature rise in the chip area. Temperature distribution across the chip
is more even (Figure 7 .8 (d)) with high fracture energy compared to that with low fracture
energy (Figure 7 .8 (b)). Higher temperature is found near tool tip-chip contact area. The
temperature rise along the chip-tool interface is greater for higher fracture energy. For instance,
the high temperature band in Figure 7
 .8 (d) is larger than that in Figure 7
 .8 (b). This is because,
when high fracture energy is used, more energy is required to remove material in the form of
chip. As explained in the previous chapter, fracture energy is derived from material toughness,
tougher materials need more energy to shape form and cut.
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(b) Rake angle = 0

(a) Rake angle = 22

(c) Rake angle = -30

(d) Rake angle = -45

Figure 7.7 Temperature changes during chip formation (Gf=1500 N/m, h=20 µm, temperature
unit is in °C)
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(a) Gf= 250 N/m

(c) Gf= 10000 N/m

(b) Gf= 2500 N/m

(d) Gf= 20000 N/m

Figure 7.8 Temperature changes with fracture energy during chip formation (Rake angle= 22°,
h=20 µm, temperature is in °C)

7.2.7 Plastic strain and strain rate
Both plastic strain rate (ER) and equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) are good indicators to
show the intensive deformation region during chip formation. An example simulation of plastic
strain rate, which indicates the deformation speed, is given in Figure 7 .9 for chip formation.
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According the simulation, deformation is much faster in the primary shear region than outside
the shear region.

(a) Rake angle = 22

(b) Rake angle = -30

Figure 7.9 Plastic strain rate (ER11) distribution (Gf = 1500 N/m, h = 20 µm)

Figure 7 .10 shows the PEEQ distribution across the chip formation for various tool rake
angles. Strain intensity is higher when segmentation occurs compared to a continuous chip
without segmentation. Quantitatively, plastic strain is dependent on the fracture energy; these
simulations are performed to explore the behaviour of chip formation under different condition
disregarding real fracture energy or material toughness. So, the results are not analysed
quantitatively. The shear localized region (primary shear zone) has higher plastic strain intensity
than the remainder of the chip.
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(a) Rake angle = 22

(c) Rake angle = -30

(b) Rake angle = 0

(d) Rake angle = -45

Figure 7.10 Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) distribution with various rake angles ( Gf= 1500
N/m, h=20 µm)

7.2.8 Summary of cutting simulations
This part of the FEM simulation was intended to demonstrate the effects of some of the
influential material parameters and operating parameters on chip formation using finite element
simulation. To do this, the Johnson – Cook constitutive material model was used in conjunction
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with the Johnson – Cook progressive damage model (using fracture energy as a damage
evolution criterion) to reduce mesh dependency. A series of simulation was conducted to show
the variation in chip formation with fracture energy, uncut chip thickness and tool rake angle.
Continuous, discontinuous and serrated chips were simulated using an Abaqus/Explicit finite
element package. According to simulation results, fracture energy dissipation used for damage
evolution is an influential factor in determining chip morphology. Very low values of fracture
energy lead to discontinuous chip formation whereas increasing the value of fracture energy
resulted in continuous chips with a straighter shape. One other essential factor in chip type
determination is the depth of cut. According to the simulation results, with increasing depth of
cut the chip tends to become more segmented and finally serrated chip generated. In addition, the
effects of rake angle in chip formation are simulated. When the tool rake angle is moving from a
positive to a negative angle the chips generated tend to become serrated and eventually
discontinuous. The influence of rake angle on chip formation is very suitable for investigation by
simulation of single grit grinding, where the grit is positioned with a highly negative rake angle
during its interaction with the workpiece. It is known the abrasive grit interacts with the
workpiece at a highly negative rake angle due to the shape of the abrasive grit and smaller depth
of cut compared to the depth of cut in conventional cutting. Chip formation during grinding also
takes place in the form of discontinuous or segmented chip of small length compared to the
continuous chips that occur during the conventional cutting process. Therefore, FEM simulation
using orthogonal cutting principles can give meaningful information on the effects that
influential parameters have on chip formation and behaviour in single grit cutting tests
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7.3 Single grit FEM simulation results
Several single grit simulations were performed using Abaqus/Standard FEM software.
Simulations were performed in 3D considering different material properties, grit simulation
trajectory, and element size in the grit-workpiece contact area based on iterative remeshing. With
these simulations, influence of depth of cut, friction coefficient, grit size effect and speed on
material deformation, particularly ploughing and rubbing, and the forces generated have been
investigated. Pile-up ratio was used as an indicator to demonstrate material deformation along
the grit simulation path. Cutting phenomenon was investigated in this section because of the
FEM limitation at small scale down to 1 µm depth of cut that gives rise to remeshing issues with
huge computational time requirements and element distortion which caused program termination
at large deformation in the case of cutting action.
Simulations performed in this section are categorized into three groups in order to provide
a clear picture of the influential factor during the simulation. In the first group, artificially
created plastic material properties are used, which can be considered as a mild steel or lower
strength equivalent, this material is used to provide an easy understanding of elastic and plastic
deformation states, which could be used to easily detect rubbing during deformation. Multiple
grit pass simulations were performed to demonstrate possible ground surface creation as well as
investigate friction coefficient effect. In the second group, material properties were kept constant
but CBN (single crystal at 20 ºC) material properties used for the grit body. Different depth of
cuts (maximum depth in the simulation path) and friction effects were investigated. In the third
group, the workpiece was replaced by a rate dependent plastic material, AISI4340 steel at 20 ºC,
together with CBN grit properties. These properties are more consistent with the experimental
test conditions (En24T steel, which is equivalent to AISI4340, and CBN grit were used in the
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experimental tests) for possible result comparison. Smaller and larger grit size with a radius of 20
µm and 250 µm, respectively, were used to investigate grit size effect on material deformation
and simulation working conditions. Using smaller grit size makes the grit act as though it has a
sharper cutting edge while grit having large radius makes the grit blunter. Cross-section profiles
of the simulated scratches were extracted from Abaqus, and analysed in Matlab to calculate pileup area and groove area.

Area calculation was performed by using trapezoidal numeric

integration (using Matlab command: Z=trapz (X, Y) in Matlab 7.8.0 R2009a).
The reason for the use of three different simulation conditions is that all conditions have
some drawbacks to obtaining the necessary simulation output or to observing some important
phenomenon. For instance, simulation is easily terminated by heavy element distortion in the
case of coarse mesh grit but it works well using a finer grit mesh size. However, coarse mesh
size grit might represent real grit better due to having sharp edges (grit asperities). In addition,
coarse mesh in the contact area of the workpiece results in poor scratch profile while finer
elements in the workpiece contact area results in a relatively good scratch profile but increases
computational time. The phenomena investigated here is more about understanding the single
grit action physically in respect of the FEM numerical approach rather than modelling using a
specific material. The model should be transferrable to simulate single grit action using any
material properties.

7.3.1 First group simulations: Using artificially created plastic properties
7.3.1.1 Simulation conditions
The grit and workpiece model is shown in Figure 7.11. Grit radius is 50 µm and grit body
was meshed using coarse element size of around 12 µm, while the element size at the contact
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region of the workpiece is around 4 µm. Material properties both for grit (similar to Al 2O3 grit
property) and workpiece material (similar to mild steel) is given in Table 7 .2. Grit simulation
trajectory is illustrated in Figure 7 .12, which is composed of five steps. In this group of
simulations clearance is 2 µm, and maximum depth of 2 µm is also used to represent depth of
cut, see Figure 7.12. Grit speed is not considered and simulation step time is 1 sec for each step,
so simulations were performed at very slow speed (100 µm/s horizontal speed).

Table 7.2 Material properties of grit and workpiece for the first group of simulations
Grit material properties ( similar to Al2O3)
Mass density (kg/ m3) 4000
Young’s modulus E 530
(GPa)
Poisson’s ratio ν
0.2
Plastic strain εp
Yield stress σ (GPa)
(mm/mm)
15
0
15.4
0.03
16
0.2
16.5
0.5

Workpiece material properties (similar to
mild steel)
7800
200
0.3
Yield stress σ
(MPa)
180
200
250
300
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Plastic strain εp
(mm/mm)
0
0.1
0.25
0.3

Grit radius (R)= 50 µm
Element size in the grit is
around 12 µm
Element size at contact
region is around 4 µm

Figure 7.11 Grit and workpiece model for the set of simulations in this group

Grit
(simulation
start point)

Grit
(end of simulation)

Step-5

Step-1

Workpiece surface

Clearance

Max. Depth (ap)

Y

Step-3

100 µm

100 µm

100 µm

X
Figure 7.12 Single grit trajectory during simulation using five steps

7.3.1.2 Elastic-plastic deformation
Scratch formation in the single grit grinding process normally begins with a rubbing action,
followed by ploughing and finally cutting. The rubbing action does not include plastic
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deformation, it occurs at the initial elastic stage of scratching when the grit starts to penetrate
into the workpiece; in this range the grit only slides over the workpiece without generating any
permanent marks but this range is extremely small and is difficult to measure in either
experiment or simulation. However, ploughing action includes both elastic and plastic
deformation and is more apparent. Looking at the simulation results, Figure 7.13 shows the stress
distribution along the single grit scratch. Ploughing action that occurred during simulation is
captured from the end of step-3 is as shown in Figure 7.13 (a). Elastic-plastic deformation at the
moment of grit-workpiece engagement is very obvious because of the artificial plastic properties
used. The deepest point shows the elastic and plastic deformation together where the grit
engaged with workpiece at that instant. Elastic deformation recovered after grit moved away
from the contact, and only plastic deformation effects remain in the workpiece material. Front
pile-up ahead of the grit is also seen; this can be attributed to the initial step of chip formation
which can occur when the front pile-up reaches a certain amount and meets the chip formation
criteria, which is not the case in these simulations.
Material accumulation
(front pile-up) ahead of the grit

Residual plastic deformation

(a)

Plastic + Elastic deformation at the
grit-workpiece contact location

(b)

Figure 7.13 Stress and elastic-plastic deformation state representation (frictionless simulation
result longitudinal representation of scratch)
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Elastic deformation depends on the conditions when the grit engages with the workpiece.
Observation of the rubbing phase is quite difficult using FEM simulation because the rubbing
phase is supposed to not include any plastic deformation, but in practice the meshed elements
show plastic strain components even at first contact. To measure parameters associated with the
rubbing phase, it is necessary to make some acceptable assumptions on a measurement method.
If maximum plastic strain is used as an indicator, contour plastic strain distribution along the
simulated scratch will give some information about the rubbing phase as shown in Figure 7 .14.
The length between first contact point and starting point of light blue colour plastic strain
distribution can give an approximate measure of rubbing length. With this method, the rubbing
length is measured as 5.825 µm in the simulated frictionless condition. Because the plastic strain
will affect the adjacent area, this method gives a lower estimate of the value. In order to measure
the indention depth at the end of the rubbing phase, initial grit indentation due to grit asperity
caused by coarse mesh size must be taken into consideration. The indentation depth at the end of
step-1 is measured as 0.205 µm. The indentation depth at the end of rubbing length is evaluated
as 0.322 µm.
Rubbing length can also be measured by making a different assumption; the rubbing phase
exists until the deformation along the scratch length become obvious. Deformations after a
certain length, which depends, on depth become heavier and it looks like there is a transition
point as shown in Figure 7 .15. This region certainly includes plastic deformation but the rate is
very small compared to the later sections of the scratch, so this small region can be attributed to
the rubbing phenomenon occurring in actual grinding. In this case, rubbing length is measured
around 24 µm while rubbing transition depth is measured as 0.685 µm. Such a measure will be
larger than the real value. Therefore the rubbing stage length can be judged to be in the range of
5.825 µm to 24 µm (where the mesh sizes are around 4 µm in the workpiece contact region). It
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can be seen that the rubbing phase occurs over a very small portion of a scratch and the length of
the rubbing region will depend on depth of cut of the individual grits during grinding. Recently,
Doman et al., (2009a) tried to distinguish between rubbing and ploughing phases using FEM,
they used force variation to catch the transition point, and suggest that the rubbing-ploughing
transition occurs at a 3 µm depth for AISI4340 steel. FEM simulation results presented in this
thesis show that plastic deformation (ploughing phase) certainly exists at less than 3 µm depth
for the steel. The results suggest that further study is needed on the elastic-plastic boundary.

Figure 7.14 Rubbing phase demonstration using plastic strain contour as an indicator (frictionless
simulation result)
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First contact point (end of step-1)
Indention at this point is about
0.205 µm

Deformation begin to be more
obvious to form groove.
Indentation might be around
0.48 +0.205=0.685 µm

Rubbing
length

~24 µm
100 µm 24 µm
2 µm

0.48 µm

Figure 7.15 Rubbing phase demonstration using heavily deformation region as an indicator
(frictionless simulation result)

7.3.1.3 Multiple-pass simulation to represent ground surface creation
In grinding, the rubbing phase is an elastic deformation which does not create new surface.
Ploughing is a plastic deformation which pushes material away from its original position,
forming a new surface. Chip formation removes materials from workpiece due to excessive
plastic deformation. In grinding, a large proportion of the grinding action is ploughing and this is
the major factor that in determining final surface features. A simulation has been designed to
demonstrate how ploughing could affect the generation of ground surface in grinding. Single grit
transverse scratching was performed three times 10 µm apart. Figure 7 .16 shows the surface
generated after three consecutive grit scratches.
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Element size in the
contact region is
around ~4 µm

Path to extract groove
profile at end of step-3

Y

3rd pass
2nd pass

Z

X

1st pass

Figure 7.16 Simulated multiple pass surface creation

Figure 7.17, obtained from the end of step-3 in the grit simulation path, shows consecutive
grit passes push material aside forming ridges which alter the ground surface. Cross-sectional
scratch profiles were extracted using a path based on element nodal locations selected at the end
of step-3 as shown in Figure 7 .16. Using this scratch profile, pile-up ratios are calculated based
on the ratio of pile-up area to groove area, see Figure 7.18. There is no significant change on
pile-up ratio with subsequent scratch formation. Both pile-up area and groove area increases at
every subsequent scratch and the pile-up ratio vary between 0.72 and 0.86. However, subsequent
scratches give larger groove depth and the groove shape becomes non-symmetrical as shown in
Figure 7 .17 and Figure 7.18. The depth of groove increases with subsequent scratches and this
can be attributed to the elastic-plastic deformation mechanism. With subsequent scratches the
grit deforms material which was already deformed by a prior grit pass, thus the elastic recovery
behaviour of the material become weaker with the increase in number of scratches. The change
in elastic-plastic behaviour of the material results in a deeper groove with increase in scratch
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number during multiple pass scratch formation. Subsequent scratches increase the pile-up area
on both sides but increase rate is higher in the direction of the grit’s traverse movement.

1st pass

2nd pass

3rd pass

Figure 7.17 Deformation in the simulation of three parallel scratch passes 10 µm apart.
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Figure 7.18 Multi-pass scratch profiles
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7.3.1.4 Friction effects on deformation
Finite element simulation has provided results that satisfactorily illustrate the influence of
friction coefficient in grinding. By using different coefficients between contact surfaces it has
revealed that the friction coefficient promotes the ploughing rate in both vertical and horizontal
directions as shown in Figure 7 .19, where the ploughing ridge is the highest when µ = 0.5 and
lowest without friction (µ = zero).
The simulation also shows that ploughing pushes materials forwards while the grit
advances, which can be seen from the cross-sectional profile obtained at the end of step-3 in
Figure 7 .20. Thus, the higher the friction, the more material pushed forward. Deformation in
transverse direction (see Figure 7 .20) increases with increase of friction coefficient. Thus, the
simulated scratch ridge formed in the absence of friction is narrower than the ridge formed when
friction is present. The pictures are captured from the Abaqus viewport and the deformed part is
magnified 10 times otherwise it is not easy to see the ridge and deformation on the figure.

(a) Frictionless µ=0

(b) Friction coefficient µ=0.1

(c) Friction coefficient µ=0.3

(d) Friction coefficient µ=0.5

Figure 7.19 Scratches formed using different friction coefficients (sectional view from
longitudinal direction)
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(a) Frictionless µ=0

(b) Friction coefficient µ=0.1

(c) Friction coefficient µ=0.3

(d) Friction coefficient µ=0.5

Figure 7.20 Ploughing action profiles taken from the cross-section at the end of step-3

Cross section profiles at the end of step-2 and step-3 were also extracted from Abaqus,
analysed in the Matlab and the cross-sectional profiles plotted in Figure 7 .21. Looking at the
cross-sectional profiles extracted at the end of step-2 (Figure 7 .21 (a)), it can be seen that the
greater the friction coefficient the deeper the cross-section profiles obtained, but no significant
change in side pile-up (ridge) was observed with change in friction coefficient. The crosssectional profiles extracted at the end of step-3 (Figure 7.21 (b)) have almost similar depth while
the side pile-up becomes significantly larger. Both height and width of the pile-up material
increased with increased friction coefficient and with the further advance of grit in the horizontal
direction.
Cross-sectional groove area and pile-up area profiles at the end of step-2 and step-3 are
evaluated in Figure 7.22. Pile-up ratio is calculated based on pile-up area and groove area as
shown in Figure 7 .23. At the end of step-2 the pile-up ratio decreases slightly with increase of
friction coefficient. However, at the end of step-3 the pile-up ratio increases with the increase of
friction coefficient. Note that the end of step-3 is the beginning of step-4 where the grit is
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moving up. The difference in trends for the pile-up ratio with change in friction coefficient
shows that the deformation mechanism is different when grit is moving down (step-2) and
moving up (step-4). Thus, friction between surfaces is more effective in deforming the material
plastically when the grit moves downward. Increase of friction coefficient makes it more
effective to push the material ahead of the grit when moving in a horizontal direction and results
in more material accumulation in front of the grit. Also note that scratch profiles at the end of
step-2 and step-3 are approximate locations picked using element nodes but the same path was
used for profiles at the same steps.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.21 Scratch cross-section profiles (a) at the end of step-2 and (b) at the end of step-3
using different friction coefficient
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Figure 7.22 Cross section profiles of the starches using different friction coefficient
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Figure 7.23 Pile-up ratio at the end of step-2 and step-3 using different friction coefficients

7.3.1.5 Force analysis
Force variation in single grit simulation depends on the grit simulation path. Figure 7 .24
shows the grit simulation path with steps and corresponding horizontal distances, which can be
useful for reference when describing force variation. Figure 7 .25 shows the force variation
through the grit simulation path for three consecutive cross passes. There is little variation in
either the normal force (Fy) or the tangential force (Fx) between first, second and third passes,
except for step-3 where Fy appears to be slightly higher in the first grit pass. However,
increasing volume of side ploughing with number of cross passes leads to an increase of traverse
force component (Fz). Material accumulation (front ploughing) ahead of the grit when the grit
advances along step-3 leads to increase of tangential forces (Fx) for every cross passes as shown
in Figure 7.25.
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Friction coefficient between grit and workpiece surface also affects the force variation
along grit simulation path. Both tangential (Fx) and normal (Fy) forces increase with the friction
coefficient as shown in Figure 7 .26, however, the increase of tangential force is higher than that
of the normal force. The greater increase in tangential forces could be influenced by the
increasing rate of front ploughing (material accumulation ahead of the grit) with increasing
friction coefficient. The more material accumulates ahead of the grit the more force is required to
move the material. Figure 7 .27 shows the variation in total force for the three cross passes with
different friction coefficients. Total forces were greater at every subsequent cross pass with
increase of friction coefficient. In the first pass, total force gradually increases along step-3
(constant depth of cut) with grit advancement. However by the third pass the total forces are
almost constant along step-3. This can be attributed to passes-1 and 2 which loosen the material
accumulation and the force become more stable at a given depth of cut.
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Figure 7.24 Single grit simulation path with depth and horizontal distance demonstration
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Figure 7.25 Force components for multi pass simulation (frictionless condition)
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Figure 7.26 Force components: frictionless and friction coefficient of 0.5
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Figure 7.27 Variation in total force (absolute values) with friction coefficient and cross-pass
scratching

7.3.2 Second group simulations: Using CBN grit properties
7.3.2.1 Simulation conditions
The workpiece material properties remained the same as given in Table 7.2 but the grit was
replaced by CBN (Cubic Boron Nitride) with Young’s modulus E=909 GPa, Poisson’s ratio
ν=0.121, and density ρ=3400 kg.m-3, in the shape of a hemispherical solid with a radius 100 µm.
Further remeshing was applied to the workpiece to reduce the element size and increase scratch
profile accuracy. Element size in the workpiece contact region is less than 1 µm while element
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size in the grit body is around 4 µm. The grit-workpiece model is shown in Figure 7 .28. A
similar grit simulation path was used as in the first group simulation, see Figure 7 .12. The
maximum depth defined in step-3 was changed from 0.5 µm to 5 µm using friction coefficients
of zero and 0.2 to investigate the effect on ploughing and grit forces. Other parameters remained
constant with the simulations performed as the first group. Total number of elements used in the
simulation is 184085. Approximate CPU time for each simulation is 48 hours using a computer
with an Intel(R) core(TM) i7 CPU 960 @ 3.20 GHz and 12 GB of RAM. Figure 7 .29 shows a
3D view during grit simulation when maximum depth setting is 2 µm and without friction.
Material accumulation while the grit advances along the scratch path is better performed using
finer mesh size in the contact area.

Total number of elements is 184085
Element size in grit= ~4 µm
Element size in the contact area of the workpiece is lower than 1 µm
Computational time is approximately 48 hours

Figure 7.28 Grit-workpiece model used in the second group simulations
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Figure 7.29 A view during grit advancement showing accumulation of workpiece material in
front and side of grit (ap = 2 µm and µ = 0)

7.3.2.2 Simulation results
Figure 7 .30 shows the deformation due to grit contact for the first scratch for frictionless
contact with maximum depth of 5 µm; at the end of step-1 there is material ploughing with side
pile-up across the simulation. Figure 7 .30 (middle picture) also shows elastic and plastic
deformation during grit-workpiece engagement at the end of step-3. At this point, the total
deformation in vertical direction including elastic and plastic components is around 5.36 µm, but
total deformation at the end of simulation after grit is moved away at the end of the simulation
path is around 4.1 µm. The difference of 1.16 µm can be attributed to elastic deformation
occurring during the simulation caused by the (artificial) plastic properties of the workpiece
material. Looking at the bottom picture in Figure 7 .30, the groove depth at the end of step-3 is
smaller than given depth of cut (5µm). This probably happened due to grit moving upward in
step-4, and the grit pushed down some material under it and this leads to a decrease of groove
depth when commencing the step-4. Figure 7 .31 demonstrates the deformation of material with
various depth of cut and friction coefficient due to grit slide, where the figures were captured
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when the grit positioned at the end of step-3. All the simulations have an initial indentation of
0.41 µm at the first step, and maximum depth is added onto the initial indentation. According to
results, the height of pile-up material is around half of maximum depth for the frictionless
condition, and is almost the same as the maximum depth when friction coefficient is 0.2. This
means friction between grit and workpiece results in increase of ploughed material in grinding.
The cross-sectional profiles were extracted and analyzed to calculate groove area and pile-up
area in Matlab. Figure 7.32 shows the cross sectional profiles for the approximate middle of step2, end of step-2, end of step-3 and approximately the middle of step-4 together with calculated
pile up and groove areas as well as corresponding pile-up ratios. Profiles in Figure 7.32 are
analysed and discussed in Figure 7.33 and Figure 7.34.
Indention at step-1
is around 0.41 µm

Front pile up

Plastic + elastic
deformation during grit
contact at the end of step-3

Plastic (only)
deformation

End of step-2
End of step-3

Grit pushed the material under it to backward,
this action decreases groove depth while
increases the side and front pile up

Figure 7.30 Simulation of grit progress at first indention, middle and end of simulation
(frictionless; ap = 5 µm)
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(a) frictionless, ap=0.5 µm

(b) frictionless, ap=1 µm

(c) frictionless, ap=2 µm

(d) µ=0.2, ap=0.5 µm

(e) µ=0.2, ap=1 µm

(f) µ=0.2, ap=2 µm

Figure 7.31 Deformation due to ploughing effects with single grit simulation (ap: maximum
depth)
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Figure 7.32 Cross-section profiles of the simulations using CBN grit (see Figure 7.33 for the
analyses of profiles)
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Figure 7.32 (Cont.) Cross-section profiles of the simulations using CBN grit (see Figure
7.33 for the analyses of profiles)

Figure 7.33 shows the variations in pile-up ratio along the single grit simulation path. Pileup ratios gradually increase along step-3 due to material accumulation with the grit advancement,
and the deeper the cut the faster the increase. However in step-4 there is a dramatic increase in
pile-up ratios and from the observations in the middle of step-4 (distance 250 µm in Figure 7.33)
pile-up ratios increase with increase in maximum depth. This is because the grit climbs right up
to the end of the scratch simulation. This shows that the ploughing mechanism is completely
different in the grit entrance and grit exit during grinding. Simulation results are strongly
supported by the single grit experimental tests; see Figure 6.27 in Chapter 6. Pile-up ratios are
also affected by the friction coefficient. It is clear from Figure 7 .33, higher pile-up ratios are
obtained with friction present.
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Figure 7.33 Pile-up ratio along scratch length using different maximum depths and friction
coefficients

Figure 7 .34 shows the variation in pile-up ratio with groove area along the grit simulation
path. Pile-up ratios obtained in the middle of step-2 decrease with increasing groove area, while
pile-up ratio with a frictionless surface condition is slightly higher than that obtained with
frictional surface contact. The trend remains similar at the end of step-2. Pile-up ratios obtained
at the end of step-3 increase with increasing groove area. The presence of friction does not
significantly change the pile-up ratios obtained at the end of step-3. However, in the middle of
step-4, pile-up ratios with friction are significantly higher than pile-up ratios without friction
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Figure 7.34 Pile-up ratio versus groove area at different steps along scratch length

7.3.2.3 Force analysis
The general pattern in force variation throughout the grit simulation path remained similar
irrespective of depth of cut or friction coefficient. But, total force dramatically increased with
increasing depth of cut, and slightly increased with increase of friction coefficient as shown in
Figure 7 .35. Total force along step-3 increased due to ploughed material accumulation ahead of
the grit, although maximum depth remained constant along step-3.
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Figure 7.35 Variation in total force along grit simulation path

Total force increases linearly with groove area as was found in the single grit experimental
test. Increase in total force shows better correlation with groove area rather than with depth of
cut, this was already found in the experimental tests and was explained in Chapter-6. FEM
simulations also show a similar trend with experimental tests. From the limited data available an
almost linear relationship was found between total force and groove area when the forces and
groove areas are extracted from the same location (where the grit engaged the workpiece) as
shown in Figure 7 .36. The forces obtained at the end of step-2 are slightly lower than that
obtained at the end of step-3 when groove area is smaller. However, the two force lines
gradually diverge from each other as the groove area gets larger, see Figure 7 .36. This can be
attributed to higher pile-up ratio with higher depth at the end of step-3 which, as found in Figure
7.33,

leads to increase in force.
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Figure 7.36 Total forces with respect to groove area (simulated frictionless condition)

7.3.3 Third group simulations: Using AISI4340 steel and CBN grit properties
7.3.3.1 Simulation conditions
Workpiece material was replaced by AISI4340 steel using rate dependent plastic
behaviour. Grit and workpiece material properties used in this group of simulations are given in
Table 7 .3. In the simulations, temperature effects have not been considered because of the low
speed and short contact time during single grit grinding. A strain rate power law dependency was
used in accordance with Shet and Deng (2000):
p



 p  D   1 for    0
 0 
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7.1

Where  p is the effective plastic strain rate,  is the instant yield stress,  0 is the initial
yield stress. D and p are the temperature independent material properties for the power law
hardening, having values of 2.21x105 s-1 and 2.87, respectively (Shet and Deng, 2000).
Table 7.3 Material properties used in the simulation set
Elastic properties Grit (CBN)
Density
(kg/ m3)
Young’s modulus
E (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
ν

3400
909
0.121

Workpiece material (AISI4340) properties at 20 ºC
(Shet and Deng, 2000)
7800 Flow stress σ (MPa) Plastic strain εp (mm/mm)
at 20 ºC
at 20 ºC
414
0
207
517
0.01
759
0.09
0.3
1100
0.9

To avoid indentation at the first contact as it happened in previous simulations, the grit
simulation path was modified and the number of steps was reduced from 5 to 3; step-1 and step-5
in the previous grit path were removed. The modified grit simulation path is shown in Figure
7.37.

This simulation path can allow to grit indentation into workpiece gradually while moving

in horizontal direction which might lead to observation of the rubbing region in better way. Grit
radius of 20 µm was used in these simulations with a maximum depth (ap) of 1 µm and clearance
of 1 µm., various simulation time steps were used to change the speed of the grit. Friction
coefficient between grit and workpiece surfaces remained constant at 0.2 for all simulations. Grit
travel speed was controlled by using a time step because displacement boundary conditions were
already defined to control the grit simulation path. Simulations with greater depth (for instance
ap =2 µm) were aborted due to excessive element distortion when a grit radius of 20 µm was
used. Grit with smaller radius acts like sharp cutter and tried to penetrate into the workpiece
rather than just sliding over it. Grit with higher radius (R=250 µm) seemed to have no problem to
give higher depth.
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Figure 7.37 Grit trajectory with three steps used in the simulation
7.3.3.2 Simulation results
Figure 7 .38 shows simulation results for the three steps run shown in Figure 7.40.
Indentation induced by first contact is reduced to 8 nm using the modified grit simulation path,
but this did not help with the analysis of the rubbing phase which occurred at initial grit
penetration into the workpiece. Even at this initial indentation, plastic deformation exists.
Grit

Radius=20 µm
First contact
Indentation is
around 8 nm

Front pile up

Side pile up increasing while grit is advancing

Grit trajectory during simulation
grit

step-3

step-1
step-2

Figure 7.38 First contact and deformation along scratch using grit with radius of 20 µm and
horizontal speed of 300 m/min
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Material ploughing across the grit path has been simulated for different horizontal grit
speeds. Figure 7.39 shows the cross-section profile of scratched grooves at the end of step-1 and
step-2 for different grit speeds. There is no significant change in the groove profiles at lower
speeds (3 m/min (0.05 m/s), 6 m/min (0.1 m/s) and 12 m/min (0.2 m/s)), but with the dramatic
increase of speed (300 m/min (5 m/s)) the height of side pile-up decreases slightly. In previous
studies, this phenomenon of low ploughing with higher speed was attributed to increase of
cutting efficiency. However, cutting action does not exist in these simulations but side material
ploughing is still reduced with increasing grit speed. This can be explained by the elastic
recovery of material and less efficient plastic deformation with higher speed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.39 Overlapped cross-section profiles at different grit speeds; at the end of step-1 (a),
and at the end of step-2 (b)

Cross-section profiles with pile-up and groove area calculations, and corresponding pileup ratios at the end of step-1 and step-2 are given in Figure 7.40 for simulations with different
speeds. Very small differences on both pile-up areas and groove areas at different speed are
observed and the relation is plotted in Figure 7 .41. Pile-up ratio is found higher at the end of
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step-2 than at the end of step-1 because of material accumulation with the advancement of grit
along the simulation path. Pile-up ratio decreases slightly with increasing speed but there is no
significant change as shown in Figure 7 .41, the work of Anderson et al., (2011) work supports
this observation.
Stresses and displacement profiles have been extracted at the end of step-1 and at the end
of step-2 where the grit is engaged with the workpiece and when the grit is moving to the end of
the simulation path. The stress and displacement profiles are shown in Figure 7.42. Displacement
profiles show that the depth of groove is higher during grit-workpiece engagement compared to
that found when grit was at the end of simulation path. The depth differences are 0.14 µm at the
end of step-1 and 0.17 µm at the end of step-2. These differences can be attributed to elastic
recovery behaviour of workpiece material during scratching. However, ploughed material (or
side pile-up) is found to be higher when the grit is at the end of simulation path. Thus, material
elastic recovery contributes to increase in the ploughed portion of material during the single grit
grinding process.
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Figure 7.40 Cross section profiles at the end of step-1 and step-2 using different speeds
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Figure 7.41 Pile-up ratio versus grit horizontal speed, at the end of step-1 and step-2
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Figure 7.42 Cross -section profiles obtained (a) at the end of step-1 and (b) at the end of step-2
with stress distribution (Grit radius=20 µm and horizontal speed= 300 m/min)
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7.3.3.3 Force analysis
Variation of force along the grit simulation path is shown in Figure 7 .43. Normal force
(Fy) is found to be always higher than the tangential force (Fx). Force components are highly
influenced by grit travel speed and in this simulation higher forces were obtained with increasing
grit speed. Negative values in forces are due to grit movement direction which is towards –X
(longitudinal movement) and –Y (for depth) direction, so when comparing forces, absolute
values of forces should be taken into account. This is contrary to experimental results where it
was found that the forces decreased with increasing grinding speed. This could be due to
assumed simplified elastic-plastic behaviour of workpiece materials compared to material
deformation behaviour in real grinding processes. Also, chip formation phenomena during
experimental tests could affect the forces, but the current simulations do not involve cutting
mechanism. However, the work of Anderson et al., (2011a) supports the FEM simulation results
in Figure 7 .43. Their study showed that normal forces increased with increase of cutting speed
but tangential forces decreased with increase of cutting speed although they did use lower
coefficient of friction for higher speeds. In our simulation friction coefficient remained constant
at 0.2. This could cause an increase in the tangential forces with increasing cutting speed, as in
Figure 7 .43. The increase of normal forces with cutting speed can be attributed to strain rate
hardening of the workpiece (Anderson et al., 2011). Since higher speed causes higher strain rate,
and higher strain rate leads to increase of material strength; the so-called strain rate hardening
phenomenon (see Figure 5.4 for the effect of strain rate on material strength).
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Figure 7.43 Forces along the scratch length at different speed (max. depth (ap) was set to 1 µm
disregarding the indention due to grit asperity which is also around 0.4 µm)

7.3.3.4 A simulation using a grit radius of 250 µm
A simulation was performed using a larger grit size to demonstrate variation in ploughing
action and forces when the grit contact area becomes larger. Figure 7 .44 shows the gritworkpiece model and simulation results. All simulation conditions were the same as for previous
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simulations except for the grit radius which was set at 250 µm. The grit horizontal speed was 5
m/s and maximum depth at step-2 was 2 µm.
A wider ploughed lip is obtained in front of larger grit (see the front pile-up in Figure 7.44)
compared to that obtained using smaller grit. Scratch cross-section profiles at the end of step-1
and at the end of step-2 were extracted and both pile-up area and groove area were calculated,
see Figure 7.45. Pile-up ratios at the end of step-1 and step-2 were found to be 0.138 and 0.477,
respectively. These ratios were around 0.4 and 0.8 in case of smaller grit with a radius of 20 µm.
It can be concluded that larger grit size lead to lower pile-up ratios when the other conditions
remain similar.
Force variation along the grit simulation path is shown in Figure 7 .46. The forces were
found to be greater than for the actual single grit grinding test if groove area is taken as a base
reference because cutting forces show quite a linear relation with increase of groove area (see
Figure 7.36). It is possible to obtain different force values between experiments and simulations,
because transverse forces across the scratch length are affected by many factors including grit
shape, grit orientation, grit sharpness or bluntness, grit speed, as well as well as the grit’s
material properties.
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Figure 7.44 Simulation model using grit radius of 250 µm and speed of 300 m/min
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Figure 7.45 Cross section profiles (a) at the end of step-1 and (b) at the end of step-2 for the grit
having radius of 250 µm and speed of 300 m/min
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Figure 7.46 Force variation along grit trajectory for the grit having radius of 250 µm and speed
of 300 m/min

Stress and displacement profiles were extracted at the end of step-1 and at the end of step-2
when the grit was engaged with the workpiece at these locations and when the grit was moving
away at the end of the simulation path. The stress and displacement profiles are plotted in Figure
7.47.

Displacement profiles show that the depth of groove is higher during grit-workpiece

engagement compared to that found when the grit is at the end of simulation path (no interaction
between grit and workpiece) position. The depths are 0.28 µm at the end of step-1 and 0.37 µm
at the end of step-2. The results are similar to those presented in Figure 7.42, but the larger value
means more elastic deformation exists.
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Figure 7.47 Cross- section profiles obtained (a) at the end of step-1 and (b) at the end of step-2
with stress distribution (Grit radius=250 µm and horizontal speed= 300 m/min)
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7.3.4 Comparison of FEM simulation results with single grit grinding
experiments
FEM simulation was performed using the properties of AISI4340 steel (equivalent to
En24T steel) and the results obtained compared with the single grit grinding experiments
performed on En24T for consistency of material removal behaviour. Comparison is possible on
pile-up ratio trends and cutting force variation. The FEM simulations did not include cutting
action but the experiments did, also the FEM simulation was performed for a spherical shaped
grit body while in the experiments grit shape changed continuously due to wear and fracture.
Thus, comparison is only possible for trends in behaviour rather than quantitative comparison.
Experimental variation of pile-up ratio along the scratch path is shown in Figure 6.27 and the
FEM simulation is shown in Figure 7 .33. These two figures show a consistent trend in pile-up
ratio which increases dramatically towards the end of the scratch where grit leaves the
workpiece. Pile-up ratio differs numerically since the experiment included cutting action, and
scratch length was around 700 µm in the experiment (see Figure 6.27 for details of scratch
condition) whereas the FEM simulation did not include cutting action and scratch length was
limited to 300 µm.
Cutting force ratio variation in the experiments and the FEM simulations also demonstrate
consistency. Force ratio (Fn/Ft) ranges from 2 to 4 in the experiments (see Figure 6.45 and
Figure 6.50). Similarly, force ratio ranges from 3 to 4 in the FEM simulations (see Figure 7 .43
and Figure 7.46). Cutting forces Ft and Fn were measured experimentally at around 4 N and 13.5
N, respectively, at cutting speed of 1.08 m/min when groove section area was measured at
around 170 µm2 (see Figure 6.47). In FEM simulation, the average cutting forces were, Fxave=
0.195 N (since Fx ranging from 0.18 N to 0.21 N) and Fyave= 0.45 (since Fy ranging from 0.42 N
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to 0.48 N) at a cutting speed of 3 m/min (Figure 7 .43) for a average groove area of 12.73 µm2
(average of 14.3 µm2 and 11.16 µm2 at corresponding force values, see Figure 7.40-(a-b)). If
these results are linearly extrapolated to a groove area of 170 µm2 as was found in the
experiments (Figure 6.47), the cutting forces increase to Fx ave= 2.6 N and Fyave= 6 N which are
lower than the forces measured experimentally (see Figure 7.48). To fulfil the extrapolation with
a limited data, cutting forces (Ft, Fn) is assumed zero when the groove area is zero (Ft and Fn= 0
when GA= 0). Cutting speed is not needed to extrapolate since they already have very close
values (1.08 m/min in the experiment and 3 m/min in the simulation). The big difference
between cuttings forces in the experimental and extrapolated simulation data, as seen in Figure
7.48, could be due to the cutting mechanism. The FEM simulation only shows ploughing which
increases the cutting (ploughing) forces continuously while experiments include real cutting
(material removal) which means the cutting forces do not increase dramatically due to the
presence of ploughing material ahead of the grit. In experimental test, both cutting mechanism
and forces are highly dependent on grit shape, groove area, cutting speed and scratch length, and
the cutting mechanism shows completely different characteristics with varying conditions.
However, in the FEM simulation, grit shape (spherical) was not altered, scratch length was
limited to 300 µm, and cutting (material removal) was not performed due to limited capability of
the FEM simulation at the micro scale. Furthermore, linear extrapolation might not appropriate
for the cutting force trend, it may not always show linear trend. In order to validate the FEM
simulation using an experimental scratch test, shaped grit body (e.g. spherical) should be used in
both the FEM simulation and experiment with similar conditions to obtain better match. This
will remain for future research.
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Figure 7.48 Comparison of some cutting forces (Ft and Fn) from FEM simulation, extrapolated
data from FEM and experimental results (from single grit scratching tests)

7.3.5 Summary
Single grit grinding using a simplified grit scratching path has been demonstrated in this
section using FEM simulation. Mainly, the ploughing phase of grinding has been investigated
using different simulated conditions including artificial material with plastic properties and the
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properties of AISI4340 steel. The effects of varying grit size, friction coefficient, depth of cut,
scratch length, cutting speed on material ploughing, pile-up ratio and normal and tangential
forces have been investigated. Multiple pass simulations were performed to demonstrate the
ground surface created using FEM technology. Rubbing phase (plastic deformation free region
with material elastic recovery) was captured using intuitive determination at the grit penetration
stage. Elastic and plastic deformation states were successfully demonstrated together during
scratching. Throughout the investigation, simulation results such as forces, pile-up ratios cannot
be compared quantitatively with experimental test results since the simulation and experimental
conditions were quite different in terms of usage of material properties, grit geometry, and
limitations of the capability of the FEM to accurately simulate the model cutting process to small
depths such as 1 µm. However, material deformation phenomenon, especially ploughing of
material ahead of the grit, shows a quite realistic trend compared to the single grit experimental
results.
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Chapter 8 Conclusive Discussion
Material removal mechanisms during grinding process have been investigated using single
grit abrasive action on the workpiece. Single abrasive grit action includes the fundamental
scratch formation mechanisms of rubbing, ploughing and cutting. Of these three mechanisms
chip formation by the conventional cutting processes, such as turning and milling, has been
studied analytically, simulated using FEM techniques and investigated experimentally at the
macro scale. Conventional cutting processes are performed with a shaped cutting tool so that a
numerical approach (such as finite element simulation) can use a defined model to study the
cutting mechanisms. However, the grinding mechanism is different from conventional cutting
processes in terms of cutting tool geometry, and size and number of cutting edges. The cutting
tools in grinding are numerous abrasive grits each with a different shape and size and the
material removal process is carried out at a smaller depth of cut compared to conventional
cutting process, possibly down to sub-micrometre size.
Investigation of material removal mechanisms in single grit grinding is generally limited to
experimental work because of the complexity of the material removal mechanisms. In this thesis,
single grit grinding material removal mechanisms have been investigated both experimentally
and numerically. Experimental studies were performed using CBN grits (40/50 mesh) whose
sizes ranged from 450 µm to 550 µm in diameter, where the active cutting edge radii are in the
range of 50 µm to 1500 µm (EGER). Mainly the ploughing and rubbing mechanism were
investigated at different depths of cut and cutting speeds by measuring pile-up ratios at different
stages of the scratches. According to experimental results, pile-up ratio is a good indicator of the
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material removal mechanism. When the cutting mechanism is prominent, scratch profile
measurements give a lower pile-up ratio than when ploughing was prominent.
Abrasive grit has several cutting edges and they are continuously changing during the
course of grinding process. Even at very small depth of cut the cutting mechanism can be
actively removing material from the workpiece surface. Because of the uncontrollable grit size
and geometry during scratching, it is difficult to separate the ploughing and cutting mechanism
from each other. However, it is possible to determine those conditions where the ploughing
mechanism is more prominent than rubbing or cutting. In general, the cutting mechanism is more
effective with increasing depth of cut. However, grit shape factor plays a significant role in
determining what proportion material is removed by the ploughing mechanism. Grit with a flat
bottom gives greater ploughing with increasing depth of cut in contrast to grits having sharp
edges. Rubbing action is more difficult to capture than ploughing, because it is meant to include
only elastic deformation, not plastic deformation.
Knowledge of the force acting during single grit grinding is necessary to analyse the
performance of grinding process and grinding power. With reliable force acquisition, grinding
defects both on grinding wheel and workpiece can be detected and analysed, and remedies can be
suggested. In this study, force acquisition was performed using a Kistler piezoelectric force
sensor (9602A3201), which is not capable of measuring the forces accurately at high speed (~
300 m/min) due to the low natural frequency of the sensor and small contact time during
scratching. However, at low speeds some forces were acquired and analysed and to determine a
relation with depth of cuts and groove areas. According to these results, cutting force gives a
better correlation with groove areas than depth of cuts. To improve force acquisition and to
obtain more reliable results, a force sensor with greater sensitivity and higher working frequency
is necessary to measure force profile along the scratch length. If the force profile along the
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scratch length becomes available, material removal phases across the scratch length, first
rubbing, then ploughing and finally cutting will be analysed based on force variation.
Numerical study of single grit scratching based on FEM simulation is very challenging to
accurately create the features of scratch formation in a computer environment is difficult. Up to
now, no-one has achieved any complete single grit grinding simulation with FEM, capable of
demonstrating the material removal processes in one pass of grit simulation for a depth of cut
less than 5 µm. Generally, FEM simulations fail to model cutting of material at a small scale
because of excessive element distortion during cutting. To mitigate element distortion very small
size elements are required in the cutting region, and this increases the frequency of remeshing
dramatically. Frequent remeshing during simulation will increase the computational time
substantially. Besides, with further reduction in the size of the finite elements also causes failure
because numeric integration formulations are not valid when the model diverges from the
continuum mechanics range. An increasingly common problem in the use of Abaqus software is
related to the unavailability of a continuous remeshing procedure, which is necessary in metal
cutting simulations. The iterative adaptive remeshing and ALE adaptive meshing which are
found in Abaqus have limited capability and work with a limited type of element and
formulation, which might not be suitable for machining. Further investigation of single grit
grinding relies on the future development of FEM.
In this thesis, mainly the ploughing action of grit has been investigated. A new approach to
ground surface creation using multiple passes of the grit is demonstrated and it shows how
material deformation acts regarding side ploughing in grinding. Increasing the number of passes
results in increase of computational time. In the current study, three grit passes were performed
in the cross direction to generate multiple pass ground grooves to show the feasibility of grinding
surface creation with minimum number of grit passes. Furthermore, a simplified model of single
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grit scratching, with various conditions (such as depth of cut, friction coefficient, cutting speed,
sphere radius), shows that ploughing action can be successfully simulated using FEM.
FEM simulation and experimental results both show a similar trend in pile-up ratio along
single grit scratch path due to material accumulation ahead of the grit. Pile-up ratio changes from
0.1 to 0.8 occur both in FEM and experiments when the measurement was performed at the
deepest point of the scratches. Also, pile-ratio increases dramatically towards the end of scratch
and its value was greater than 1 at all times, both in FEM and experiment. FEM simulation of
grit scratching has not been quantitatively compared to experimental results because simulation
conditions and experimental conditions were different. The important output obtained from FEM
simulations was the behaviour of the material when it was subjected to grit scratching. The only
contradiction between experimental results and FEM simulations is the variation of forces with
various speeds. Experiments show that the cutting forces decrease with increasing speeds
whereas FEM simulations show that the cutting forces increase with increasing speeds. The
trend obtained from experiments are supported by previous studies (Feng and Cai, 2001), where
the grinding forces were found to decrease with increase of cutting speed, however, FEM
simulation results are also supported by some previous studies performed on single grit processes
by Anderson et al., (2011a) who found normal forces increases while tangential forces decrease
with the increase of cutting speed. These differences can be attributed to other parameters
involved in the experiments and simulations. Experimental tests are highly dynamic and forces
could be influenced by the continuously changing grit shape and grit-workpiece contact area, by
grit fracture during scratching, by chip formation, and will also depend on depth of cut, friction
coefficient and material flow behaviour. However simulation conditions are comparatively
stable, depending on the user provided inputs. Therefore, it is unsuitable to compare the results
quantitatively.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and Suggestions for
Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
The fundamentals of grinding material removal mechanisms can be studied from the
viewpoint of single grit grinding. Characteristics of scratch formation have been investigated
under several different input conditions. Experimental and FEM simulation results provide a
significant contribution to understanding scratch formation mechanisms in terms of rubbing,
ploughing and chip formation.
The following conclusions are drawn from the study and contribute to the understanding of
material removal mechanism in grinding.


Grit cutting edge shape is found to be a more influential factor then cutting speed, depth of
cut or workpiece material properties in determining the material removal mechanism:
ploughing or cutting.



Material pile-up ratio during scratching is highly influenced by the shape of grit cutting
edges. When the grit tip is sharper, increasing of depth of cut leads to lower pile-up ratio.
This implies that sharp grit should be applied for greater depth of cut to achieve higher
cutting efficiency. However, grit cutting edges having a flat bottom can be considered as
blunt cutting edges, giving higher pile-up ratios with increasing depth of cut. Therefore
when grit becomes blunt, the depth of cut should be small to avoid high grinding force and
low cutting efficiency.
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The transition point from ploughing to cutting is highly dependent on the material
properties, grit shape factor and other machining conditions. For example, transition from
ploughing as the dominant mechanism to cutting as the dominant mechanism happens at a
depth of cut of around 1.5 µm for Inconel 718 but at around 2.5 µm for the En8 mild steel.



During the course of single grit machining, grit fractured and multiple new cutting edges
were generated. Scratches produced by single cutting edge and multiple cutting edges
show significant differences in removal mechanism in terms of ploughing and cutting. It
was found that pile-up ratios were significantly higher with multiple edge scratches than
with single edge scratches. In another words, cutting is more prominent in scratches
produced by single cutting edge than by multiple cutting edges.



Material removal mechanism across a single scratch also shows significant variation. Pileup ratios at the grit entrance side of the scratch are found to be lower than the pile-up
ratios on the grit exit side of the scratch. Due to material accumulation along the scratch
path, dramatically high pile-up ratios are found, up to 25. In the middle of scratches where
the depth of cut becomes the largest, the pile-up ratio has its lowest value due to the
increase of cutting efficiency.



Cutting forces decrease with increase of cutting speed while normal forces were always
higher than tangential forces in the single grit grinding experiments. The force ratio
(Fn/Ft) varied from 2 to 4.



FEM simulation of the single grit grinding process shows good agreement with
experimental results when considering the ploughing action and pile-up ratio behaviour
across the single grit scratches. Similar trends were captured for ploughing of material;
however simulated chip formation with depth of cut less than 5 µm is not practical due to
limitations of FEM technology. Software capability with respect to remeshing procedure
is another obstacle during single grit cutting.
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Cutting (chip formation) simulations are feasible both for 2D (using Abaqus/Explicit) and
3D (using Deform3D) machining when the cutting depth is higher than that used in single
grit machining. Prediction of chip shape using FEM simulations is feasible for machining
under different conditions. Continuous, serrated and discontinues chips were developed in
this study. It was found that rake angle, depth of cut, and material properties are the most
influential parameters in generation of different chip shapes. When the rake angle moved
from positive to negative values, continuous chip, serrated chip and discontinuous chip
were produced in sequential order.



A new approach to predict ground surface creation using the FEM model was performed
and results show that surface creation is feasible with multiple pass scratching, but it
requires huge amounts of computational time to create a moderate size surface for surface
roughness analysis. In the thesis, multiple pass scratching was performed with three
sequential cross passes of a grit to demonstrate the feasibility of grinding surface

creation and also to predict the material deformation tendency in each sequential pass.

9.2 Possible future work
FEM techniques have been widely used for metal cutting simulation at the macro scale
where depth of cut is relatively large as in conventional machining. Finite element simulation of
single grit grinding is extremely cumbersome due to its depth of cut being as little as 1 µm. The
main difficulty in the FEM simulation of single grit grinding is element distortion due to large
deformations during the cutting process. This problem exists both in the macro scale (depth of
cut greater than about 10 µm) and micro-scale (depth of cut down to 1 µm or less). Influence of
element distortion at the macro scale can be mitigated by using techniques such as element
deletion (which can reduce accuracy of simulation), introduction of a damage model and, in
some cases, continuous remeshing or ALE adaptive meshing. However, influence of element
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distortion is not easily reduced at the micro-scale. Besides, very small elements are needed
around the cutting area to properly simulate a chip at the micro-scale, this is not achieved
computationally with remeshing, and even if it is obtained with manual meshing it become
impractical in terms of computational cost.
To reduce the drawbacks of finite element techniques in machining simulation, a meshless
or mesh-free simulation technique such as Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is
suggested as suitable for the single grit cutting process. In SPH simulation, a workpiece is
formed by clouds of particles rather than element mesh as in FEM. Thus, element distortion due
to large deformation during metal cutting is eliminated by using the SPH method. There exist
very little research into machining simulation with SPH compared to machining with FEM; this
is due to the complexity of SPH during the development stage. In the SPH method, a physical
domain is discretized using particles, a shape function is formed using particles and an
approximate solution is performed at the level of particles, thus no mesh is required. Material
failure implementation in the FEM is cumbersome and includes several ambiguities. State of the
art to determine failed elements in FEM consists of calculating damage at every element and to
remove those elements which are highly distorted, this requires specifying a damage criterion
and when that criterion is satisfied the element is removed from the calculation. This element
removal also means loss of material from the simulation which can reduce the accuracy of the
FEM calculation. However, material failure in SPH can be achieved by removal of cohesion
between neighbouring SPH particles and the SPH particles are then separated from each other so
there is no material loss in the SPH method (Heinstein and Segalman, 1997). The SPH method
was first applied to orthogonal cutting problem by Heinstein and Segalman (1997) and is
recommended for future research of single grit grinding.
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In order to verify the simulation results with experimental tests quantitatively, single grit
grinding tests are required to be performed using shaped grit instead of irregular shaped grit. If
the grit shape can be controllable by the user, single grit experiments with different grit
orientations can be performed. Ploughing effects, chip removal and cutting forces are needed to
be investigated the influential parameters during single grit grinding.
The single grit grinding process provides significant understanding of grinding mechanics
at the micro scale. Prediction of maximum forces during single grit grinding is useful in the
design stage of grinding wheels. Bond fracture between grits increases the loss of grinding wheel
during grinding, and it also increases the dressing frequency to obtain new grit cutting edges on
the wheel surface. These are unwanted during manufacturing since they increases manufacturing
costs as well as production time. To reduce bond fracture during grinding, maximum forces
obtained from single grit tests can be used to determine the bond strength of the grinding wheel.
More information is urgently needed on how grit shape and grit orientation effects scratch
formation, ploughing and chip removal for further development of grinding wheel design.
Investigation on design of grinding wheels considering the influence of grit orientation is
necessary to obtain optimum performance in material removal.
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